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Abstract 

 

The development of high performance ion conducting membranes is crucial to 

the commercialization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and 

solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).  This thesis work addresses some of the issues for 

improving the performance of ion conducting membranes in PEMFCs and SOFCs 

through engineering membrane microstructures.  Electric-field directed particle 

assembly shows promise as a route to control the structure of polymer composite 

membranes in PEMFCs.  The application of electric fields results in the aggregation 

of proton conducting particles into particle chains spanning the thickness of 

composite membranes.  The field-induced structure provides improved proton 

conductivity, selectivity for protons over methanol, and mechanical stability 

compared to membranes processed without electric field. 

Hydrothermal deposition is developed as a route to grow electrolyte crystals 

into membranes (material is hydroxyapatite) with aligned proton conductive 

pathways that significantly enhance proton transport by eliminating grain boundary 

resistance.  By varying deposition parameters such as reactant concentration, 

reaction time, or adding crystal growth modifiers, dense hydroxyapatite electrolyte 

membranes with a range of thickness are produced.  The microstructurally 

engineered hydroxyapatite membranes are promising electrolyte candidates for 

intermediate temperature fuel cells.  The microstructural engineering of ceramics by 

hydrothermal deposition can potentially be applied to create other ion conducting 

materials with optimized transport properties. 
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To understand how to control the crystal growth habit by adding growth 

modifiers, growth of unusual calcite rods was investigated in a microemulsion-based 

synthesis prior to the investigation of hydrothermal deposition of hydroxyapatite 

membranes.  The microemulsions act as crystal growth modifier to mediate crystal 

nucleation and subsequent growth.  The small microemulsion droplets confine 

nucleation sites and the surfactants of microemulsions adsorb onto a specific face of 

growing crystals, which causes crystals to grow in anisotropic shapes.  The as-

obtained elongated shape of the calcite crystals facilitates assembly into hierarchical 

structures under electric fields, and can allow the crystals to be used as templates for 

fabricating advanced materials such as composite calcite/titania (core/shell) rods and 

titania tubes by removing the calcite core off with dilute hydrochloric acid. 
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Chapter 1 
 

 

Introduction 
 

1.1. Fuel Cell Background 

Consumption of energy is a daily necessity in the modern world, dramatically 

increasing along with the improvement in the quality of life and the increase in world 

population.  The majority of energy required worldwide is created from the 

combustion of fossil fuels.  Although these resources are essential to the world, 

combustion of fossil fuels has resulted in increased health risks and global warming.  

Fuel cell technology has the potential to meet the energy needs of today’s world and 

lessen the undesirable effects of energy consumption.  A fuel cell is an energy 

conversion device that produces electricity from chemical energy of reactants by 

electrochemically reacting a fuel on the anode side and an oxidant on the cathode side 

in the presence of an electrolyte.  Since the energy conversion takes place via an 

electrochemical reaction, the process is quite clean, quiet and highly efficient.  The 

discovery of a fuel cell dates back to 1839 by William Robert Grove.1  It is not until 

the recent decades fuel cells have been researched and developed at a fast pace for 

widespread commercial applications.2 

 

1.1.1. Fuel Cell Components 

A fuel cell system is quite complex and can vary significantly depending on 

the fuel cell type and application.  However, most fuel cell systems consist of four 
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basic components: fuel processor, a single-cell or cell stack, a current converter, and a 

heat recovery system.3, 4  The fuel processor is used to convert fuel into a form 

usable by the fuel cell.  The single-cell or cell stack is the core of a fuel cell system, 

functioning as an energy conversion device.  A single-cell includes an anode, an ion 

conducting electrolyte, and a cathode, as shown schematically in Figure 1.1.  

Together, these three are often referred to as the membrane electrode assembly 

(MEA).  The electrolyte is the “heart” of the entire fuel cell, defining the properties 

of fuel cells such as cell operation conditions, materials selection and construction of 

cell components.  A single-cell can only produce electricity for powering small 

devices.  Therefore, single-cells are combined in series into a stack for supplying 

enough power for more general applications. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of MEA component in fuel cell systems. (1. Edge-
sealing gasket; 2. Anode for fuel reaction; 3. Electrolyte for ion conduction; 4. 
Cathode for oxidant reaction) 
 

Electricity generated from the single-cell or cell stack is in the form of direct 

current.  A current converter is required to adapt the current to suit the electrical 

1

1
3

4

Oxidant e-

Fuel 

2
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needs of the applications.  In a fuel cell system, heat is generated as a by-product of 

the reaction.  For fuel cells operating at high temperature, the excess heat can be 

utilized through a heat recovery system to produce steam or hot water or converted to 

electricity via a gas turbine or other technology.  The heat recovery increases the 

overall energy efficiency of the fuel cell systems. 

 

1.1.2. Fuel Cell Types 

Fuel cells are primarily classified by the nature of electrolyte they employ.  

Table 1.1 lists six types of fuel cells and associated characteristics currently under 

extensive research and development.3  Among these fuel cells, the most mature 

technologies are phosphoric acid fuel cells (PAFCs), molten carbonate fuel cells 

(MCFCs), and alkaline fuel cells (AFCs).  PAFCs are considered as the "first 

generation" of modern fuel cells and have been developed to the most advanced stage 

with several hundred fuel cell systems installed all over the world.  MCFCs are 

known as “second generation” fuel cells targeted primarily for large scale stationary 

power production.  AFCs were the first type of fuel cells used by NASA in 

spacecrafts.  At present, the most extensively researched fuel cell technologies are 

proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).  

PEMFCs are considered as prime candidates for vehicle and other transport 

applications because of their high-power density, low weight, and small volume.  

When the supplied fuel is methanol, PEMFCs are referred to as direct methanol fuel 

cells (DMFCs).  SOFCs are attracting substantial research interests because they are 

regarded as the most efficient and versatile power generation systems and promising 
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alternatives to larger-scale electricity generating stations.  A current challenge facing 

SOFC development is the high operating temperature required (typically >800°C).  

Lowering the cell operation into the intermediate temperature range (300-800°C) 

would relax some of the strict demands on SOFC components, while still allowing 

good fuel flexibility.  Protonic solid oxide fuel cells (p-SOFCs) are a new type of 

technology using proton conducting ceramic membranes rather than oxygen ion 

conducting membranes.  p-SOFCs share the advantages of fuel flexibility and use of 

non-precious catalysts of intermediate temperature SOFCs, while exhibiting the 

intrinsic benefits of proton conduction in solid electrolyte membranes that cannot dry 

out as electrolytes in PEMFCs or leak out as liquid electrolytes in PAFCs. 

      

Table 1.1. Fuel cell types and related characteristics (adapted from reference 2-4) 
 

 
PEMFC AFC PAFC p-SOFC MCFC SOFC 

Electrolyte 

Proton 
conductin
g polymer 
membran
e (Nafion) 

30 to 50% 
solution of 
potassium 
hydroxide 

(KOH) 

100% 
phosphoric 

acid 
(H3PO4) 

Ceramic 
YSZ/Gd
-CeO2 

Molten 
carbonates 
in LiAlO3, 
Li2CO3/Na

2CO3 

Ceram
ic of 

5YSZ 
or 

8YSZ 
Charge 
carrier H+ OH- H+ H+ CO32- O2- 

Operating 
temperature 

80 to 
120oC 23 to 250oC 150 to 220oC 300 to 

500oC ~650oC 700 to 
1300oC 

Cathode 

platinum 
on 

graphite 
or TiO2 
particles 

platinum on 
graphite or 

TiO2 
particles 

platinum on 
graphite or 

TiO2 
particles 

platinum 

platinum, 
perovskites 
similar to 

SOFC 

perovsk
ites, 

LSM, 
LGSM 
etc… 

Anode 

platinum 
on 

graphite 
or TiO2 
particles 

platinum on 
graphite or 

TiO2 
particles 

platinum on 
graphite or 

TiO2 
particles 

platinum nickel nickel 
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1.1.3. Fuel cell Applications 

As energy conversion devices, fuel cells have distinct advantages over most of 

the other energy generation systems: high efficiency, low emission, simplicity and 

silence.3, 4  These combined advantages offer fuel cells a tremendous potential to get 

into every electronic device from small portable to larger stationary power sources in 

the world.  A few important applications are summarized below: 

(a) Portable power.  DMFCs are the common type of fuel cells fabricated for 

portable power applications.  They can be manufactured to power laptops, 

cellular phones, tools, video cameras, and so on with advantages of light weight, 

high efficiency and long-lasting time.  Normally, the energy life measured is in 

days or weeks, rather than hours that is the usual life of batteries in these devices. 

(b) Transportable power.  PEMFCs and DMFCs are commonly researched for 

transportation power applications.  These types of fuel cells can be sized to 

power all kinds of vehicles.  All of the major automakers are working to 

commercialize fuel cell cars.  Buses, boats, trains, planes, bicycles etc. all can be 

potentially powered with customized transportation fuel cells. 

(c) Stationary power plants:  Several types of fuel cells including SOFCs, MCFCs, 

PAFCs, and PEMFCs can be used for stationary power applications.  The fuel 

cell power plant can compete with the grid to allow every city to have its own 

power station, rather than a centralized power grid.  Each housing development, 

apartment complex, or remote area could even be self-sustained with its own 

power generated by dispersed fuel cell plants. 
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1.2. Electrolyte Materials in PEMFCs 

PEMFCs have been identified as the most promising low-emission power 

sources for transportation vehicles and portable devices.  The electrolyte membrane, 

the essential component of the PEMFC, must work properly to maintain a higher 

performance for these applications.  The general requirements on electrolyte 

membranes are high proton conductivity, low electronic conductivity, adequate 

mechanical strength and chemical stability, low fuel or oxygen crossover, and low 

cost.5, 6  In recent years, considerable efforts have been dedicated to develop 

electrolyte materials in PEMFCs. 

 

1.2.1. Polymeric Membranes 

The state of the art polymer electrolyte membranes are based on sulfonated 

perfluoropolymers such as Nafion® (DuPont product) and their close relatives.7, 8  

Sulfonated perfluoropolymers are comprised of perfluorinated backbones (-CF2-CF2-) 

and hydrophilic (-SO3H) regions in the structure.  The hydrophobic backbones 

provide mechanical and chemical stability and sulfonated side-groups allow facile 

proton transport under hydrated state.  However, all of the sulfonated 

perfluoropolymers are expensive and suffer from the shortcomings such as low 

proton conductivity at dehydrated state, low mechanical strength at higher 

temperatures (above 120°C), and high fuel crossover when used in direct methanol 

fuel cells.9, 10 

To alleviate materials cost and other concerns of sulfonated 

perfluoropolymers, research has focused on hydrocarbon based polymers.  
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Hydrocarbon polymers have advantages of low cost, commercial availability and high 

water uptake over a wide range of temperatures.  Table 1.2 summaries three main 

categories of hydrocarbon-based electrolytes currently under research for PEMFCs: 

partially fluorinated polymers, non-fluorinated aromatic polymers, and acid-base 

complexes.  For comparison, the characteristics of sulfonated perfluoropolymers are 

also included in Table 1.2. 

 

Table 1.2. Polymers researched for electrolytes in PEMFCs (adapted from reference6, 

9, 11, 12) 
 

Category 
(Exemplary polymers) Structure Properties In situ 

performance 

Perfluorinated 
polymers 
 (Nafion) 

fluorinated backbone 
and side chain; 
sulfonic acid group 
attached to the side 
chains 

strong and stable in 
both oxidative and 
reductive 
environments 

good proton 
conductivity at well 
humidified 
conditions; durable 
for long operating 
times 

Partially fluorinated 
polymers 

(PTFE-g-TFS; PVDF-
PSSA) 

fluorocarbon base, 
grafted with 
hydrocarbon or 
aromatic side chain 
onto the backbone 

relatively strong, but 
degrade fast; low fuel 
crossover in direct 
methanol fuel cells 

less durable and 
low performance 
than fully 
perfluorinated ones 

Non-fluorinated 
aromatic polymers 

(SPS; SPEEK) 

aromatic base, 
typically modified 
with polar/sulfonic 
acid groups 

good mechanical 
strength, chemically 
and thermally stable 
even at elevated 
temperatures 

good water 
absorption; some 
have good proton 
conductivity; others 
poor 

Acid–base complexes 
(PVA/H3PO4; 
PBI/H2SO4; 
SPEEK/PEI) 

incorporation of acid 
component into an 
alkaline polymer base 

stable in oxidizing, 
reducing, and acidic 
environments; high 
thermal stability 

good dimensional 
stability; good 
proton conductivity; 
durability needs to 
be tested 

   

Partially fluorinated polymers have inferior performance than perfluorinated 

polymers in PEMFCs, but they have superior performance in DMFCs due to the 

reduced fuel crossover.  The most commonly studied partially fluorinated polymers 

include sulfonated poly(arylene ethersulfone-co-vinylidene fluoride), sulfoanted 
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trifluorostyrene grafted poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE-g-TFS), and styrene-grated 

sulfonated poly(vinylidiene fluoride) (PVDF-g-PSSA).  Sulfonated aromatic 

polymers have high chemical and thermal stability, allowing them to be employed as 

electrolytes at elevated temperatures.6, 9, 11, 12  The most frequently studied sulfonated 

aromatic hydrocarbon polymers are poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (SPS), sulfonated 

poly(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK), sulfonated poly(imidazole), and similar 

polymers.11  Acid-base complexes generally involve incorporation of an acid 

component into an alkaline polymer base to promote proton conduction either in the 

dehydrated state or at elevated temperatures reducing dehydration effects.  A wide 

range of complex basic polymers, including poly(ethylene oxide), poly(ethylene 

imine) (PEI), polypropylene oxide, poly(tetramethylene oxide), poly(acrylamide), 

poly(vinylalchol) (PVA), and poly(benzimidazole) (PBI) have been examined in 

combination with acids such as heteropolyacids and phosphoric acids to form 

electrolyte membranes.12 

 

1.2.2. Inorganic Proton Conductive/Hydroscopic Particles 

Another approach to possibly overcome some of the shortcomings of existing 

sufonated perfluoropolymer membranes is to develop composite membranes.13-16  In 

composite membranes, inorganic particles that are hygroscopic, proton conductive, 

and/or methanol permeation barriers are added to the polymeric matrix in an effort to 

improve the water content, proton-conductance, and resistance to methanol 

permeation in the membranes.  The most popular proton conductive particles used in 

composite membranes are solid heteropolyacids, zirconium phosphate, sulfonated 
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zirconium phosphonates (ZrPSPP), and WO3 hydrates.15, 17-19  Figure 1.2 shows the 

proton conductivity of these particles versus temperature in comparison with that of 

Nafion.  The hygroscopic particles frequently used in fuel cell membranes include 

oxide materials such as SiO2, TiO2, and ZrO2.16  They are usually available as fine 

powder-like particles, colloidal solutions or formed in situ via sol-gel chemistry from 

the appropriate alkoxide absorbed in the polymeric membranes.  Layered zeolite 

materials have been used as methanol permeation barriers in fuel cells.16, 20 

 

 
Figure 1.2. Proton conductivity as a function of temperature for some representative 
proton conductive materials. (adapted from reference21) 

 

1.2.3. Inorganic/Polymer Composite Membranes 

Depending on the properties of inorganic particles and the polymeric matrix, 

composite electrolytes fall into four main categories: proton conductors and inert 

polymers, hygroscopic oxides and polymeric ionomers, inorganic proton conductors 

and polymeric ionomers, and acidic proton conductor and basic polymers.15, 16 

(a) Composite membranes with proton conductors and inert polymers 
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The polymers in the composite are chemically inert with structure same as or 

similar to hydrophobic PVdF, PVdF copolymerized with hexafluoropropylene, and 

PTFE.  Proton conductors are highly conductive particles such as ZrPSPP, 

phosphatoantimonic acid, cesium hydrogen sulfate, heteropolyacids, Nafion, and 

SPEEK.  In this type of composite membrane, the conductivity is only attributed to 

proton conductive particles and not the inert polymer matrix.  As a result, the 

conductivity of the composites is lower compared to the bulk proton conductors.  

The fuel crossover (methanol in DMFCs) of this type of composite is reduced due to 

the inert polymeric matrix suppressing the degree of membrane swelling caused by 

hydration. 

(b) Composite membranes with hygroscopic oxides and polymeric ionomers 

In this type of composite membrane, some moderate interactions exist 

between the hydroscopic oxides and ionomers.  Titania, silica, clays, zeolites or 

mesoporous silica, zirconia, and alumina are popularly used as the hygroscopic fillers.  

Nafion, SPEEK or other sulfonated polymers are commonly employed as ionomers in 

the composites.  The hydroscopic particles increase water retention of the membrane 

under low-humidity conditions or act as methanol permeation barriers.  Particularly, 

exfoliated layered clay particles such as montmonrillonite act as an effective barrier 

for methanol permeation in DMFCs. 

(c) Composite membranes with proton conductors and polymeric ionomers 

A much stronger interaction exists between the polymer matrix and particle 

fillers in this type of composite.  The commonly used polymers are still Nafion, 

SPEEK or other sulfonated polymers.  The proton conductive particles include 
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zirconium phosphates, zirconium phosphonates, and heteropolyacids.  The 

incorporation of these proton conductive particles enhances the proton conductivity of 

the membranes at lower relative humidity or higher operating temperatures (for 

example, above 120°C). 

(d) Composite membranes with acidic proton conductors and basic polymers 

These composites involve the strongest interactions between the polymer and 

proton conductive additives.  The polymers are usually basic, while the additives are 

acidic particles.  The extensively studied basic polymers are PBI, PVA and PEI 

based polymers.  The particles are heteropolyacids, zirconium phosphate and their 

derivatives.  The systems have advantages over the phosphoric acid/PBI system, 

which is subject to loss of phosphoric acid at the presence of liquid water in the 

membrane. 

 

1.2.4. Methods for Processing Composite Electrolyte Membranes 

Two main themes are followed for processing composite membranes: 

modification of commercial membranes and bulking mixing of particles and polymers 

followed by casting or extrusion.15, 16  In situ formation of inorganic fillers in 

preformed membranes is the easiest way to fabricate composite membranes.  Two 

steps are carried out in this method: incorporation of a filler precursor in the 

polymeric matrix by simple impregnation or by ion-exchange reaction and subsequent 

treatment of the membrane with the necessary reactants to convert the precursor into 

the final fillers.  Another method for processing the commercial membranes is 

incorporation of preformed insoluble particles in the pores of polymers by 
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ultrafiltration.  Essentially, the particles are ultrafiltrated into the membranes until 

all the pores are clogged with the added particles.  Bulk mixing particles and 

polymer followed by solvent casting is a practical way to process composite 

membranes with advantage of locking particles inside to reduce loss during fuel cell 

operation.  One method is dispersion of preformed particles in an ionomer solution 

followed by film casting to form the composite membranes.  The other way is hot-

pressing or extrusion of the composite membranes after particles and the polymer are 

mixed thoroughly.  The bulk mixing methods are very simple, but it is usually 

difficult to avoid the particle agglomerate formation in the polymer matrix. 

 

1.3. Electrolyte Membranes in SOFCs 

Solid oxide fuel cells have the highest operating temperature among all the 

important fuel cells under research and development.  The high temperature offers 

SOFCs high energy conversion efficiency, fuel flexibility, and utilization of non-

precious catalysts.  However, the high temperatures also negatively impact the 

durability of fuel cell components, especially the electrolyte materials.  The SOFC 

electrolytes must have a good ionic conductivity, little or no electronic conductivity, 

chemical and mechanical stability and must be able to form a thin, strong film 

without gas leakage to achieve a high fuel cell performance.22, 23  During the past 

decades, various ceramics with different crystalline structures have been extensively 

examined in the search for candidate SOFC electrolytes. 
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1.3.1. Oxide ion (O2-) Conductive Electrolytes 

The most favored SOFC electrolyte has been yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), 

which was first observed exhibiting oxide ion conductivity by Nernst in the 1890s.24  

YSZ possesses the cubic fluorite crystal structure with a larger number of interstitial 

voids for rapid ion conduction, and thus resulting in high O2- conductivity at high 

temperatures (above 800°C).  In the 1960-1970s, many other fluorite-type oxides 

were examined as SOFC electrolytes, including doped ceria, bismuth, and lanthanum- 

 

Table 1.3. Oxide ion conductive ceramics examined as electrolytes in SOFCs 
(adapted from reference22, 23, 33) 
 

Category Structure Exemplary 
materials Properties 

O2- conductive 
fluorite 

doped cubic fluorite 
with a large number 
of interstitial voids 
for rapid ion 
diffusion 

yttria-stabilized 
zirconia (YSZ); 
doped ceria; bismuth 
and lanthanum-
molybdenum based 
oxides 

YSZ have good conductivity 
above 800°C; doped ceria has 
intriguing conductivity at 
temperatures of 500-800°C, 
but partial reduction at low O2 
pressures 

O2- conductive 
perovskite 

based on formula 
ABO3 containing 
stable crystal 
structure and two 
differently-sized 
cation sites for a 
range of dopants 

doped CaTiO3, 
LaAlO3, LaScO3 and 
LaGaO3, such as 
La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3 
(LSGM) 

conductivity lower than YSZ 
or ceria based oxides except 
some doped compounds; 
mechanically stable and 
compatible with perovskite 
electrodes 

O2- conductive 
brownmillerite 

pervoskite-related 
structure with a 
formula of A2B2O5 
or A2B'B''O5, 
containing oxygen 
vacancies ordered 
along [101] in 
alternate layers 

doped Ba2In2O5, 
Ca2Cr2O5, Sr2ScAlO5 
such as 
Ba2In1.75Ce0.25O5.125 

Partially substituted Ba2In2O5 
has higher conductivity than 
YSZ at moderate 
temperatures.  But 
mechanical instability and 
reducibility prohibit practical 
applications. 

O2- conductive 
apatite 

hexagonal crystal 
structure with some 
unique oxygen 
channels for O2- 
conduction 

apatite-type silicates 
lanthanum silicate 
and Nd10Si6O27 

at temperature lower than 
600°C, exhibiting higher 
conductivity than 
conventional O2- conductors; 
potentially useful for 
intermediate temperature fuel 
cells 
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molybdenum based oxides.25  These oxides have advantage of substantial high ionic 

conductivity at reduced temperatures (500°C-800°C).  However, the mechanical 

instability, chemical instability, or cost of these materials at the operating conditions 

limits their widespread application in SOFCs.23  More recently, a number of other 

structured materials, including perovskites, brownmillerites and apatite-based 

ceramics, have also been researched as candidate electrolytes in SOFCs.  In many 

aspects, these materials exhibit improved performance such as good conductivity at 

intermediate temperatures with respect to fluorite-based oxides.  But the electronic 

conductivity and chemical stability are major concerns when they are considered for 

fuel cell application.23  Table 1.3 summaries the most commonly investigated 

electrolytes and their characteristics, classified by the corresponding crystal 

structures. 

 

1.3.2. Proton Conductive Electrolytes 

High temperature proton conductive materials have been recently investigated 

as electrolytes for intermediate temperature SOFCs.17, 23, 26, 27  Different from 

conventional oxide ion conductive SOFC electrolytes, the dominant charge carriers 

are protons.  Three major classes of ceramic materials (perovskite oxides, fluorite-

related binary oxides, and apatite phosphates) have been found with proton 

conductivity at high temperatures.  Perovskite oxides such as doped BaCeO3, 

SrCeO3, and SrZrO3 exhibit higher proton conductivities among all examined ceramic 

materials, and particularly doped BaCeO3 has been the benchmark material for 

highest proton conductivity since it was first reported by Iwahara et al. in the 1980s.28  
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Other perovskites (doped KTaO3, LiNbO3, SrTiO3, and BaTiO3) also show proton 

conductivity at high temperatures, but the conductivity is rather poor compared to 

cerate-based materials.  The second class of proton conductive oxides is fluorite-

related binary rare earth oxides (such as La2O3 and Y2O3).  The conductivity of these 

materials is fairly low with respect to that of perovskite conductors.  Apatite-

structured phosphates (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, or HAP) is another class of proton 

conductive ceramics.  It is reported that hydroxyl ions in these compounds are 

retained up to very high temperatures (>1000°C), which provide proton transport 

pathways and result in appreciable conductivities.29, 30 

 

1.3.3. Methods for Processing SOFC Electrolyte Membranes 

The electrolyte membranes can be fabricated by a number of processes 

depending on the tubular or planar configuration of the SOFCs.23, 31  The 

electrochemical vapor deposition technique was mostly used for fabricating gas-tight 

thin layers of electrolytes for tubular cells, which involves growing a dense oxide 

layer on a porous substrate at elevated temperatures and reduced pressures.  Most 

conventional slurry dipping/sintering techniques have also been used to prepare 

electrolyte films for tubular SOFCs, starting with a porous support that can be of 

either anode, cathode or an inert material.  For planar SOFCs, the electrolytes are 

often prepared by tape casting.  Conventional screen printing techniques have also 

been used to prepare thin electrolyte films for electrode-supported planar SOFCs. 
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1.4. Microstructural Engineering of PEMFC and SOFC Membranes 

For electrolyte membranes of PEMFCs and SOFCs, the transport properties 

such as ion (H+ or O2-) conduction or fuel crossover (methanol in DMFC) of the 

membranes highly depend on their microstructure.15, 16, 20, 32  The currently 

developed composite membranes in PEMFCs or DMFCs offer little control of 

particle distribution within the polymer matrix.  Creation of composite membranes 

with controlled particle assembly is expected to optimize transport properties and, as 

a result, enhance fuel cell performance.  One route to lower SOFC operation 

temperature to the intermediate temperature range is by making the electrolyte 

membrane thinner to reduce ohmic resistance.33, 34  Reducing membrane resistance 

could also be possibly realized through optimizing electrolyte microstructures for 

facile ion (H+ or O2-) transportation.  This thesis work exploits techniques for 

engineering microstructures of composite electrolytes in PEMFCs/DMFCs and 

ceramic electrolytes in SOFCs in an effort to optimize electrolyte performance. 

 

1.4.1. Electric Field Directed Particle Assembly 

Electrical fields are commonly used to manipulate particle orientation or 

chaining in appropriate solvents.  When particles are suspended in solvents and 

exposed to an electric field, the applied field polarizes the particles to produce an 

induced dipole moment along the field direction in particles.  The interactions 

between the induced dipole moment and external field cause particle migration to 

stronger or weaker field regions, which is known as dielectrophoresis, or align 

particles with their longest axes parallel to the field direction, which is the orientation 
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of anisotropic particles.35-37  Mutual interactions of the induced dipole moments 

direct particles into assemblies such as “string of pearl” particle chains. 

Electric field directed particle assembly has been utilized in a range of 

potential applications.  In electrorheological fluids, spherical or irregular shaped 

dielectric particles are induced to aggregate into chains by electric fields to 

dramatically increase the apparent viscosity of the particle suspension. The control of 

viscosity by an applied field offers many potential applications in nano-devices.38, 39  

Applied alternating current fields can rotate and align polymer cholesteric liquid-

crystal flakes dispersed in propylene carbonate.40  The cholesteric liquid-crystal 

flakes have reflective coloration that depends upon the viewing angle.  The control 

of flake orientation by the applied electric field is used to control the color of the 

suspension and has potential application in imaging.  Another example is the 

rotation and alignment of rod-shaped molecular-sieve crystals suspended in 

fluorocarbon oil under direct current field.41  The rod-shaped molecular sieve 

crystals align in the direction of the applied field and can be deposited onto a surface 

to yield a nanoporous thin film with long-range alignment of the pore direction.  

Electric field directed particle assembly has also been reported in biological systems 

to fuse, separate, or sort different types of biological cells.42-44 

 

1.4.2. Hydrothermal Crystallization of Oriented Ceramic Membranes 

The techniques of crystallizing substances from high-temperature aqueous 

solutions at high vapor pressures are typically described as hydrothermal 

crystallization.  The crystallization vessels used are autoclaves, usually thick-walled 
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steel cylinders with a hermetic seal which can withstand high temperatures and 

pressures for prolonged periods of time.  The advantage of the hydrothermal method 

includes the ability to create crystalline phases which are not stable or have a high 

vapor pressure near their melting point.  The method is also particularly suitable for 

the growth of large good-quality crystals while maintaining good control over their 

composition, crystalline phase and morphology. 

The early reports of the hydrothermal growth of crystals was in 1839 by 

Robert Bunsen, who contained aqueous solutions in glass tubes at high temperatures 

and pressures to grow barium carbonate and strontium carbonate.45  Over time, this 

technique has been used to synthesize a large number of crystal or ceramic powders 

belonging to practically all classes: elements, simple and complex oxides, tungstates, 

molybdates, carbonates, silicates, germanates etc.  The hydrothermal crystallization 

of ceramic membranes is a more recent development of this technique.  The 

membranes synthesized by this method mostly are ABO3 perovskite materials such as 

BaTiO3, SrTiO3, lead zirconate titanate46-48, and some metal oxides (such as ZnO) 

films49.  More recently, the hydrothermal growth has been applied to fabricate 

zeolite membranes.50, 51 

      

1.4.3. Research Objectives 

This thesis work aims to develop techniques for creating polymer composite 

membranes and SOFC electrolyte membranes with controlled microstructure in an 

effort to optimize the membrane transport properties.  Two different approaches 

were investigated for such applications: electric field directed particle assembly to 
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control microstructure of composite membranes in PEMFCs and DMFCs; and 

hydrothermal crystallization to control the structure of ceramic membranes for 

SOFCs.  Prior to investigating these microstructural controlling techniques, 

engineering of crystal morphology by adding crystal growth modifiers was studied 

with the objective to understand crystal growth mechanism and develop new 

materials or methods for potential applications in microstructural engineering of 

proton conductive fuel cell membranes. 

 

1.5. Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 demonstrates an approach for developing unusual rod-shaped 

prismatic calcite crystals by microemulsion based synthesis.  A microemulsion and 

the contained surfactant function as crystal growth modifiers to assist into anisotropic 

calcite growth.  The technique of engineering crystal morphology by adding growth 

modifiers is applicable to a range of materials with developed unusual morphologies.  

The elongated shape of the calcite crystals facilitates assembly into hierarchical 

structures under electric fields and can allow the crystals to be used as templates for 

fabricating other advanced materials.  Chapter 3 presents a sol-gel reaction approach 

to form calcite/titania (core/shell) composite rods and titania tubes by removing the 

core off afterwards.  The developed synthesis route is suitable for preparation of 

other tubular structured materials such as silica.  The titania or silica tubes are 

promising hydroscopic materials for application in composite fuel cell membranes to 

enhance water retention at higher temperatures. 
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Chapters 4 and 5 present three composite membrane systems with 

microstructures engineered by an applied electric field.  In Chapter 4, the composite 

membranes are comprised of proton conductive SPEEK particles and inert PDMS 

polymer matrix.  The microstructure of the composites was controlled by applying 

electric fields to suspensions of SPEEK particles in the liquid PDMS precursor, 

followed by thermally initiated crosslinking polymerization to fix the field-induced 

structure.  Chapter 5 studies the composite membranes of Nafion/PVdF and 

ZrPSPP/PVdF fabricated under electric field.  When proton conducting 

Nafion/ZrPSPP particles are dispersed in a mixed colloidal suspension with PVdF 

particles, the proton conducting particles selectively respond to an applied electric 

field by assembling into chains that span the gap between electrodes.  The field-

induced structure is formed by removing the solvent and melting the PVdF phase in 

the composite membranes.  The effects of the electric field on membrane structure, 

proton conductivity, methanol permeability, and water swelling were systematically 

examined on these three composite membranes. 

Chapters 6 and 7 show a seeded hydrothermal deposition approach for creating 

c-axis oriented HAP membranes on a variety of metal substrates.  In Chapter 6, a 

secondary hydrothermal growth is utilized to develop the seed layer into a thick and 

well-crystallized HAP membrane.  The reaction parameters such as concentration of 

the reactants, pH of the solution, reaction time, or temperature, are investigated to 

examine their effects on the HAP membrane morphologies.  Chapter 7 reports a 

tertiary hydrothermal crystallization step is used to grow HAP into a dense and gas-

tight proton conductive membrane.  By varying synthesis parameters, the HAP 
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crystalline film with variable thickness can be obtained.  The seeded hydrothermal 

growth technique may be applied to create other oriented crystal materials having 

optimized properties, useful for separations and catalysis as well as electronic and 

electrochemical applications, electrochemical membrane reactors, and in chemical 

sensors. 

      Chapter 8 provides concluding remarks and some suggestions for future 

research work.  Conclusions are drawn from engineering of crystal morphology by 

adding growth modifiers, assembling composite membrane microstructures by 

applying an electric field, and engineering the oriented microstructures of HAP 

ceramics by a hydrothermal deposition technique.  In the future work, a systematic 

characterization of the as-fabricated HAP ceramic membranes for fuel cell electrolyte 

application is suggested.  The technique developed in this thesis is possibly suitable 

for microstructural engineering of a wide range of ion conductive ceramics. 
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Chapter 2 
 

 

Formation of Rod-Shaped Calcite Crystals by Microemulsion-Based 
Synthesis 
 

2.1. Introduction 

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3), one of the most abundant biominerals, exists in 

three main crystal structures: aragonite, calcite, and vaterite.  These crystals have a 

wide range of naturally occurring crystal habits and are often found assembled into 

hierarchical structures that result in a variety of intriguing properties in organisms.1  

For example, aragonite crystals assembled in nacreous layers in mollusks show 3000 

times higher hardness than that of synthetic aragonite;2  Calcite crystals oriented in 

the skeletal elements of brittlestars function as microlenses to guide and focus the 

light on nerve bundles.3  These unique properties are closely related to the natural 

biomineralization processes, during which nucleation and growth of CaCO3 are 

controlled by proteins or other macromolecules present in organisms.4 

Inspired by these results, scientists have attempted to create CaCO3 crystals 

with various morphologies and properties outside of biological organisms by 

mimicking the biomineralization processes.  Two principle approaches have been 

developed:  The first is the addition of water-soluble additives such as simple metal 

ions,5, 6 polymers,7, 8 and biomolecules1, 9 to mediate CaCO3 crystallization and 

growth through specific interactions between faces of the growing crystals and the 

additives;  The second technique is crystallization within templates including shape 

persistent rigid polymers,10 pliable monolayers of molecular ribbons,11 polycarbonate 
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membranes with cylindrical pores,12 or less rigid organic gels to form a gelatin 

matrix.13  Confinement of crystallization within templates results in crystals with 

morphologies modeling that of the template.  

Aqueous crystallization and precipitation reactions can be confined within 

water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsions that consist of nanometer-scale water droplets 

surrounded by surfactant and dispersed in oil.  Microemulsions are 

thermodynamically stable and spontaneously self-assemble into well-defined 

structures.  The w/o microemulsion can act as a “soft template” and have a profound 

effects upon crystallization and precipitation processes.14  When crystallization 

reactions are carried out in microemulsions, the resulting mesoscale crystal surface 

structure and intrinsic morphology can be simultaneously controlled or directed by 

the confinement of reagents in the aqueous droplets and adsorption of surface-active 

agents on the growing crystals. 

Several attempts to grow CaCO3 crystals in w/o microemuslions have been 

conducted recently.  For example, in water/sodium dodecyl sulfate/cyclohexane 

microemulsions, CaCO3 predominantly formed spherical vaterite instead of the 

mixture of rhombohedral calcite and round vaterite that forms from the pure aqueous 

solution.15  The anionic surfactant lowers local pH and increases supersaturation 

near the surfactant and water interface through ionic interaction with inorganic 

cations, altering the preferred crystal structure from calcite to vaterite.  CaCO3 also 

forms as vaterite when synthesized in oil-rich microemulsions formed with the 

anionic surfactant docusate sodium (AOT), but crystal structure is surprisingly altered 

to aragonite with a “nanofilament” morphology as the water content in the 
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microemulsion is increased.16  CaCO3 was shown to grow as elongated 

“superstructures” consisting of stacks of plate-like calcite crystals when synthesized 

in a mixed surfactant microemulsion at high pH.17  In water/poly(oxyethylene) 

(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl) phenyl ether/cyclohexane micromulsions, CaCO3 grew into 

nanowires 5–30 nm in diameter and more than 10 μm in length.18  Transmission 

electron microscopy data shows that the CaCO3 nanowires formed first as 

nanoparticles through the controlled crystallization in aqueous phase and 

subsequently the surfactant aided the one-dimensional  aggregation of nanoparticles 

and conversion to nanowires, although the crystal structure of the nanowires was not 

reported.18  By precipitation from water/cetyl-trimethylammonium bromide 

(CTAB)/n-butanol/hexadecane microemulsions, 2 μm spherical and rhombohedral 

(with an aspect ratio near one) calcite particles were obtained with the crystal 

morphology dependent on the microemulsion composition.19 

Here we report the crystallization of CaCO3 through precipitation from oil-

rich water/CTAB/1-pentanol/cyclohexane microemulsions.  Oil-rich microemulsion 

compositions were chosen to confine crystal nucleation in small w/o droplets, and a 

cationic surfactant (CTAB) was chosen because it is expected to have strong 

interaction with the anionic surfaces of CaCO3 crystals.20  The reactions were 

carried out for longer times (up to 10 days) than typically investigated in 

microemulsion-based synthesis of CaCO3 to observe crystal transformation into the 

thermodynamically preferred structure. 
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2.2. Experimental 

Materials.  Cyclohexane (99.9% purity) was provided by Mallinckrodt 

Baker, Inc.  The surfactant CTAB and ammonium carbonate were purchased from 

Aldrich and Sigma, respectively.  The calcium chloride dihydrate and 1-propanol 

supplied by Sigma-Aldrich were all 99+% (A.C. S. reagent).  Distilled and 

deionized water was used. 

Typical experimental procedure for synthesis of CaCO3 particles in 

microemulsions.  A microemulsion was formed containing 1 g CTAB, 30 ml 

cyclohexane, 1.5 ml 1-pentanol and 1.341 g CaCl2 (1.94 M) aqueous solution.  

Aqueous (NH4)2CO3 solution (1.3 g) with the same molar concentration as that of 

CaCl2 was then added to the microemulsion under mild magnetic stirring.  Upon 

adding the ammonium carbonate, the microemulsion slowly changed from visually 

transparent to opaque.  After 30 min, a white precipitate was observed at the bottom 

of the flask when stirring was stopped.  The mixture was then maintained at room 

temperature for up to 10 days without stirring, with small quantity being removed 

during this period for observing crystal growth behavior.  The product was collected 

by centrifugation at 8000 rpm and washed three times by dispersing the crystals in 

absolute ethanol then collecting the crystals by centrifugation.  The wet product was 

dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature overnight. 

Product characterizations.  The crystal structure was determined by X-ray 

powder diffraction (XRD, Philips PW3020) with a Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å).  

The integration time was 2 hours and a step size is 0.02 degree/3 second.  The 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum was recorded with a spectrophotometer 
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(FTIR-8400S Shimadzu) in the range of 500-4000 cm-1.  Each sample was measured 

with 32 scans at an effective resolution of 2 cm-1.  The morphology of the products 

was examined with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (LEO 982 FE-SEM) after 

coating with 80 to 100 nm of metal (Au 60%, Pd 40%).  Transmission electronic 

microscopy (TEM) images were recorded on a JEOL TEM 2000 EX microscope at an 

accelerating voltage of 200 KV.  The TEM sample was prepared by placing a drop 

of a dispersed solution of particles in hexane onto a carbon-coated copper grid.  

After evaporation of solvent in fume hood, the samples were ready for use.  The 

thermogravity analysis (TGA) was conducted using a TGA-DSC instrument (SDT 

Q600), under an air flow of 100 ml per min with a heating rate of 10°C per min from 

30°C to 1000°C. 

 

2.3. Results and Discussion 

Powder x-ray diffraction and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy were 

employed to study crystal polymorphs.  The results are shown in Figures 2.1 and 

2.2, respectively.  In Figure 2.1, all peaks of the XRD spectra are consistent with the 

vaterite crystal structure when the reaction was carried out for 1 day.  After 2 days, 

some new peaks appear, that are consistent with the calcite crystal structure.  As the 

reaction time is increased, the intensity of the vaterite peaks decreases with time, 

while and the intensity of the calcite peaks increases with time, demonstrating calcite 

formation at the expense of vaterite crystals.  After about 4 days, the material 

appears to be exclusively calcite.  Powder XRD indicates that a vaterite-to-calcite 

transformation occurs and is completed after about four days. 
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Figure 2.1. XRD patterns showing transformation of vaterite to calcite in CTAB/1-
pentanol/cyclohexane mixtures after a) 1, b) 2, c) 3, d) 4, e) 5, f) 6, g) 8 and h) 10 
days, respectively. 
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Figure 2.2. FTIR transmission spectra showing transformation of vaterite to calcite in 
CTAB/1-pentanol/cyclohexane mixtures after a) 1, b) 2, c) 3, d) 4, e) 5, f) 6, g) 8 and 
h) 10 days, respectively. 
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FTIR spectra further confirmed XRD analysis of the vaterite-to-calcite 

transformation.  Figure 2.2 illustrates the characteristic transmittance peaks centered 

around 745(ν4), 874(ν2), and 1089(ν1) cm-1 corresponding to the in-plane bending, 

out-of-plane bending and symmetric stretching vibration modes of CO3
-2 in vaterite.21  

For calcite, ν1 is only Raman active and ν4 shifts to 713 cm-1, although ν2 position is 

similar with that of vaterite.  The vanishing of ν1 and emerging of ν4 of calcite with 

time is consistent with the decomposition of vaterite and formation of calcite. 

 

   
(a)                              (b) 

   
(c)                              (d) 

Figure 2.3. SEM images of calcium carbonate crystals synthesized in the w/o 
microemulsions (a) hexagonal vaterite crystals after 1 day and (b) novel rod-shaped 
prismatic calcite crystals after 6 days.  A higher magnification image of the 
prismatic calcite crystals is shown in (c).  For comparison, (d) shows the 
rhombohedral calcite crystals that form after 6 days in the aqueous solution without 
the microemulsion. 
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The CaCO3 morphologies were observed with scanning electron microscopy 

and transmission electronic microscopy, as presented in Figures 2.3 and 2.4.  Figure 

2.3 (a) reveals that the precipitates consist of hexagonal vaterite crystals with a small 

amount of spherical vaterite in the early growth stage (1 day).  After six days, every 

particle appears as prismatic calcite with the well-defined faces (Figure 2.3 (b)).  

The facets of the prismatic crystals are easily discernible in the image in Figure 2.3 (c) 

that has a higher magnification.  During the transformation of vaterite to calcite, the 

microemulsion plays an important role.  Control experiments show that CaCO3 

prepared from aqueous solution in the absence of the microemulsion grows into the 

classical rhombohedral calcite with aspect ratio around one, as shown in Figure 2.3 

(d). 

 

   
 

(a)                              (b) 
 
Figure 2.4. TEM images and corresponding SAED patterns of (a) the hexagonal 
vaterite formed after 1 day and (b) prismatic calcite produced after 6 days. The SAED 

patterns were confirmed to be (a) [001] (reflections: A, (010); B, ( 001
_

) and (b) [110] 
(reflections: A, (006); B, (104)) zones of vaterite and calcite, respectively. 
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TEM images, Figures 2.4 (a) and (b) demonstrate the same results as those 

from the SEM observation.  Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns are 

shown as insets in the TEM figures.  The circles on the TEM images indicate areas 

where SAED patterns were taken from to investigate the CaCO3 crystal structure.  

The SAED pattern of particles that that have hexagonal shape exhibit bright spots 

with superimposed arced reflections corresponding to the [001] zone of vaterite single 

crystals when viewed predominantly top-down.  SAED on the prism-shaped crystals 

always shows the same single crystal pattern, consistent with the [110] zone of 

calcite, when recorded from the side of the crystal having the longest axis (such as the 

circled regions in TEM images). 

It is known that vaterite is the typical metastable crystallization product of 

CaCO3.22  But the formation of vaterite with hexagonal symmetry is uncommon and 

usually requires a well-defined condition, such as slow vapor diffusion through the 

thermal decomposition of ammonium carbonate22 or crystallization in the presence of 

compressed Langmuir monolayers of octadecylamine.23  We hypothesize that the 

microemulsion can regulate hexagonal vaterite growth by confinement and surfactant 

adsorption mediating crystal growth kinetics and lowering free energy of exposed 

crystal faces.  As shown above, vaterite crystals synthesized in w/o microemulsion 

expose (001) faces.  The (001) faces are highly polar with high surface free energy.24  

Expression of such high energy faces suggests that some component of the 

microemulsion is preferentially adsorbing on the (001) faces to lower the surface free 

energy and stabilize the hexagonal vaterite crystals.  One possible explanation is that 

the interaction between the positively charged CTAB surfactant and the negatively 
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charged (001) faces results in the crystallization of hexagonal vaterite.  A previous 

report has shown that cationic ammonium ions affect the crystalllization of CaCO3, 

resulting in hexagonal vaterite with a morphology similar to that shown in Figure 2.3 

(a).22  Considering the large quantity of CTAB present in our system, it is likely that 

the cationic surfactant functions in a similar way to ammonium and is the key factor 

controlling hexagonal vaterite crystal growth. 
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Figure 2.5. TGA curves of CTAB surfactant and calcite crystals synthesized in pure 
aqueous solution and in CTAB w/o microemulsion, respectively. 

 

Due to the higher solubility of vaterite, it is usually transformed into the 

thermodynamically more stable calcite with rhombohedral morphology with exposed 

lowest energy (104) faces after several days.22  In our experiment, however, the 

vaterite converts into calcite with unusual prismatic morphology and expressed (110) 

faces.  The formation of such unique morphology is also related with the presence of 

the microemulsion and cationic surfactant in the microemulsion, since the control 
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experiment without the microemulsion results in typical rhombohedral calcite (Figure 

2.3 (d)).  The vaterite-to-calcite transformation occurs by a dissolution 

reprecipitation mechanism.22  In this process, the surfactant may function dually as a 

template to direct calcite growth through structural matching factors and the surface 

active species to stabilize the formed crystals.  The positively charged CTAB can 

interact with negatively charged carbonate ions in the (110) faces, as many carbonates 

are coplanar with Ca atoms in this face.23, 25, 26  The surfactant adsorption suppresses 

crystal growth in the [110] direction.  As a result, the calcite crystal develops into 

the elongated prismatic shape along the crystallographic c axis with exposed (110) 

faces.  The adsorption of CTAB onto the calcite crystals was confirmed by 

thermogravimetric analysis, shown in Figure 2.5.  The TGA curve of calcite shows a 

decomposition peak around 400°C, which is consistent with the decomposition 

temperature of CTAB, suggesting that surfactant molecules remain strongly 

associated with the calcite crystals. 

 

2.4. Conclusions 

On the basis of above analysis, we conclude that CTAB w/o microemulsions 

can mediate a condition for hexagonal vaterite crystal growth and its conversion to 

prismatic calcite.  Cationic groups in some proteins and macromolecules may affect 

biomineralization of calcite in similar ways to that observed with the CTAB 

microemulsion.  Studies on microemulsions are helpful for developing chemically 

designed systems that mimic aspects of biomineralization to alter crystal morphology.  

Control of crystal morphology can prove beneficial for improving materials 
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properties and facilitating hierarchical assembly when inorganic crystals are used in 

technical applications.  For example, the elongated shape of the calcite crystals can 

be exploited to align the particles when in suspension under flow or in an applied 

electric field.  Figure 2.6 shows a colloidal suspension of the rod-shaped calcite in a 

fluorocarbon oil with an electric field applied as described previously.27  The 

particles align and aggregate into chains that extend in the direction of the applied 

field.  The aligned particles can thus potentially be used to fabricate anisotropic 

composite materials.  The facile degradation of calcium carbonate in acidic solution 

also makes it potentially useful as a template for controlling the structure of other 

materials.  For example, silica nanotubes have recently been synthesized in our 

laboratory by growing silica around the calcite rods, then dissolving the calcite core 

in acid. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.6. Optical microscopy image of rod-shaped calcite crystals suspended in 
fluorocarbon oil and aligned by an applied electric field.  The crystals aggregate in 
particle chains that extend in the direction of the applied field. 
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Fabrication of Size-Tunable TiO2 Tubes Using Rod-Shaped Calcite 
Templates 
 

3.1. Introduction 

Titania (TiO2), a metal oxide semiconductor, has been extensively 

investigated in a variety of fields due to its unique electrical, optical, chemical and 

physical properties.  Because of its excellent thermal stability, high electron mobility 

and wide band gap between the valence and conduction bands,1, 2  TiO2 is used as an 

electrode in dye-sensitized photovoltaic cells3-5 and as a water-splitting catalyst for 

hydrogen generation.6-8  TiO2 has been considered an ideal candidate for fabricating 

photonic crystals due to its low absorption in the visible and near-infrared regions and 

high refractive index.9, 10  The electrical conductance of TiO2 increases markedly 

upon exposure to H2, making it a promising material for H2 sensing.11-13  

Mesoporous TiO2 is an important support material for other catalysts.14, 15  TiO2 has 

also been used as a hygroscopic additive in polymer fuel cell membranes to maintain 

water content, and thus proton conductivity, under high temperature operating 

conditions16-18  In all applications mentioned above, the performance of TiO2 

depends on its structure, size, and crystallinity, as these variables influence catalytic 

activity, optical properties, surface properties and surface area available for 

adsorption.19-22  Therefore, controlled crystallization and crystal assembly of titania 

are important issues for current research. 
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One-dimensional nanostructured materials such as tubes have attracted 

widespread interest for a wide range of applications.23  TiO2 tubes, with large 

specific surface area and high surface to volume ratio, have shown improved 

performance over particles used  in photocatalysis,14, 24, 25 sensing,11, 12 

luminescence26 and photovoltaics.27  As a result, considerable effort has been 

focused on developing efficient methods of fabricating titania tubes of controllable 

size and surface properties.  Anodic oxidation of titanium foil has been 

demonstrated as an effective approach to prepare titania tubes.28  Titania arrays with 

average tube diameters from 25 to 65 nm were obtained employing this method.  

However, anodic oxidation does not produce individual tubes but rather a 

“honeycomb-like” film with interconnecting tube walls.  In addition, the tubular 

structure within the film is disrupted at high temperature due to oxidation and grain 

growth in the titanium support.29  Alkaline hydrothermal synthesis provides a route 

to prepare individual TiO2 nanotubes with diameters of about 8–10 nm and lengths of 

around 50–200 nm.30, 31  Because of the small particle size, titania nanotubes 

obtained by alkaline hydrothermal synthesis tend to aggregate, and high temperature 

calcination results in the destruction of the tubular structure.20  Electrospining is 

another approach used to produce titania nanotubes with independently varied particle 

size and wall thickness through controlling the experimental parameters.32  

However, no data has been reported on the stabile TiO2 tubes calcinated under high 

temperature, at which the TiO2 transforms to the rutile crystalline phase. 

Nanotubes can also be formed by sol-gel synthesis of TiO2 on the surface of 

sacrificial templates.  Although templated synthesis is more tedious in comparison 
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with the above two schemes, it offers a more flexible way to vary tube dimensions 

and surface structure.  In a typical procedure, template particles are suspended in a 

TiO2 precursor solution that forms a sol by hydrolysis and aggregates into a gel 

network by subsequent condensation.  The template particles are coated with 

amorphous TiO2 by controlled surface precipitation during sol-gel synthesis to create 

core-shell composites.  Finally, the template is removed by selective dissolution in 

an appropriate solvent or by calcination at an elevated temperature to generate titania 

tubes with the shape mimicking that of the employed template.  TiO2 tubes have 

been prepared by templating against porous anodic alumina membranes,33 ZnO 

nanorods,34 supramolecular assemblies,35 and electrospun polymers.36 

We recently reported the synthesis and characterization of a new rod-shaped 

morphology of calcite.37  In the present work, we use these novel rod-shaped calcite 

crystals as templates for the sol-gel synthesis of titania tubes.  In this approach, 

uniform and size-tunable titania tubes can be easily obtained.  The as-prepared tubes 

keep their tubular structure after high temperature annealing and acid etching to 

remove calcite.  The TiO2 tubes prepared by this new synthetic approach can be 

aligned and assembled in a hierarchical manner and are expected to find application 

in solar cells, fuel cells, and other devices.  The synthetic approach may also be used 

to form tubes of other materials synthesized by sol-gel chemistry. 

 

3.2. Experimental 

Materials.  Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) was purchased from 

J. T. Baker.  Titanium(IV) n-butoxide (97% purity) and  n-butanol (99.4%, ACS 
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reagent grade) were purchased from Aldrich.  Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was supplied 

by Mallinckrodt Chemicals (ACS reagent grade) with a concentration of 37.1%.  

The calcite templates were prepared following a synthetic procedure previously 

reported.37  Absolute ethanol (PharmcoTM products, INC.) and deionized water were 

used. 

 Preparation of TiO2 coated calcite composites.  The sol-gel reaction was 

started by dispersing 20 mg calcite template particles in 16 ml n-butanol using an 

ultrasonic bath (Aquasonic Model 75T, VWR Scientific Products).  After ~5 min, a 

homogeneous opaque suspension was formed.  20 mg CTAB and 0.5 ml deionized 

water were then added in sequence.  The suspension was mixed for 45 min by mild 

stirring before adding any other reactants.  A desired amount of titanium(IV) n-

butoxide was diluted with 10 ml n-butanol in a 20 ml glass vial to form the TiO2 

precursor.  A syringe pump (Pump 11, Harvard Apparatus) was used to feed the TiO2 

precursor solution into the calcite suspension at a rate of 0.865 ml/h.  After addition 

of the TiO2 precursor solution, the suspension became milky white.  Stirring was 

continued for 12 hours to compete the condensation reaction of TiO2.  Everything 

was carried out at room temperature.  The product was collected by centrifugation at 

8000 rpm for 5 min and washed by dispersing in absolute ethanol.  The ethanol 

washing and centrifugation steps were repeated three times.  A vacuum oven was 

utilized to dry the wet product at room temperature overnight. 

Formation of TiO2 tubes.  The as-synthesized titania-calcite composites 

were calcined in a tube furnace (TF55030, Lindberg/Blue Mini-MiteTM Tube 

Furnace) in air.  The samples were heated to the desired temperature at a rate of 
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10°C/min then maintained at that temperature for 2 hours.  Afterwards, the particles 

were allowed to cool to room temperature.  Then, the particles were placed in 1M 

HCl for 12 hours to remove the calcite core.  The TiO2 tubes were collected by 

centrifugation at 8000 rpm for 5 min and washed three times by dispersing the 

particles in deionized water then collecting them by centrifugation.  The final 

product was dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature overnight. 

Product characterization.  The crystal structure of TiO2 tubes was 

determined by X-ray powder diffraction (Philips PW3020) with Cu Kα radiation 

(λ=1.5418 Å).  The integration time was 2 hours and the step size was 0.02 

degrees/3 seconds.  Images of particle morphology and elemental analysis of the 

products were obtained using a scanning electron microscope (LEO 982 FE-SEM) 

equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectrometer after coating with 80 to 

100 nm of metal (Au 60%, Pd 40%).  TEM images were recorded on a JEOL TEM 

2000 EX microscope at an accelerating voltage of 200KV.  The TEM sample was 

prepared by placing a drop of a dispersed solution of particles in hexane onto a 

carbon-coated copper grid and evaporating the hexane in a fume hood.  

 

3.3. Results and Discussion 

Figures 3.1 (a)-(c) show a representative SEM image and size distribution 

respectively of the rod-shaped calcite templates utilized in this study.  The histogram 

in Figure 3.1 (b) was determined by measuring around 75 particles by SEM and is 

based on the measured width (along the short axis) of the particles.  The calcite 

particles are prismatic rods, with well-defined crystal faces.  The width of the 
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particles is in the range of 40 to 260 nm and the average width is 89 nm.  The calcite 

templates vary in length from several hundred nanometers to more than ten 

micrometers, but most of them are 2 to 5 µm long, so that the typical aspect ratio of 

the templates is 20 to 60 (histogram shown in Figure 3.1 (c)). 
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(b)                              (c) 

Figure 3.1. Calcite templates employed for synthesis of titania tubes: (a) SEM image 
showing particle morphology, (b) histogram of particle width distribution, and (c) 
Histogram of length distribution along the long axis direction of calcite templates. 
 

Figures 3.2 (a)-(d) show SEM images of the as-synthesized titania-calcite 

(shell-core) composites formed with decreasing concentration of titanium(IV) n-

butoxide added in the reaction.  In Figures 3.2 (a)-(d), the concentration of 

titanium(IV) n-butoxide was 0.15, 0.10, 0.05, 0.01 mol/l, respectively.  The 

titanium(IV) n-butoxide was dissolved in 10 ml of n-butanol before adding at 0.865 
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ml/h to the calcite suspension as described in the experimental section.  The 

composites are cylindrical rods with widths that decrease as the concentration of 

titanium(IV) n-butoxide in the reaction is decreased and with lengths that are 

equivalent to the template particles.  The inset image in Figure 3.2 (b) shows the 

magnified particle surface structure.  It can be seen that the surface is rough and 

composed of aggregated TiO2 nanoparticles. 

 

   
(a)                              (b) 

   
(c)                              (d) 

Figure 3.2. SEM images of as-synthesized titania-calcite composite rods with 
addition of CTAB=20 mg, calcite=20 mg, and different concentration of titanium 
butoxide. (a) 0.15 mol/l; (b) 0.10 mol/l; (c) 0.05 mol/l and (d) 0.01 mol/l. The typical 
addition rate is R= 0.865 ml/h. The inset SEM image in (b) shows the surface 
structure of an individual particle. 
 

Figures 3.3 (a)-(d) are the corresponding width distribution histograms of 

particles in Figures 3.2 (a)-(d).  From Figure 3.3 (a) to Figure 3.3 (d), the width of 
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the tubes are in the range of 400 to 970 nm, 520 to 960 nm, 290 to 880 nm, and 150 to 

450 nm, respectively.  The average width is 796, 760, 619, and 271 nm respectively.  

The concentrations of titanium(IV) n-butoxide used in Figures 3.2 (a)-(d) and 3.3 (a)-

(d) correspond to weight ratios of titanium(IV) n-butoxide:calcite of 75, 50, 25, 5, 

respectively.  These results indicate that the thickness of the titania layer deposited 

on the calcite is controllable by simply varying the weight ratio of TiO2 precursor, 

titanium(IV) n-butoxide to the template, calcite. 
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(c)                              (d) 
Figure 3.3. Particle width distributions of titania-calcite composites.  (a)-(d) 
correspond to samples in Figure 3.2 (a)-(d). 
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(a)                              (b) 

   
(c)                              (d) 

Figure 3.4. SEM images showing width-tunable titania tubes after calcinations and 
acid etching to remove the calcite core from products shown in Figure 3.2 (a)-(d). The 
width of the tubes decreases with decreasing concentration of titanium(IV) n-butoxide 
reactant. The inset SEM image in (b) shows the surface structure of an individual 
titania tube. 
 

Following sol-gel synthesis to deposit the amorphous titania layer, the 

particles were calcined to sinter and crystallize the titania coating, then exposed to 

acid to dissolve the calcite core and generate hollow TiO2 tubes.  Figures 3.4 (a)-(d) 

show the SEM images of the tubes obtained from the composite rods shown in 

Figures 3.2 (a)-(d).  The temperature during the sintering process was controlled at 

550°C.  The particles have a similar width and equivalent length distribution as the 

corresponding TiO2/calcite rods and an open tubular structure.  The corresponding 

TEM images of samples in Figures 3.4 (c) and (d) are given in Figures 3.5 (a) and (b).  

The TEM images show low electron density regions that indicate the particles are 
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hollow tubes.  TEM observation of samples shown in Figures 3.4 (a) and (b) was not 

feasible because of the thick shell of the tubes.  The inset in Figure 3.4 (b) shows the 

annealed surface structure.  The shells of the tubes appear more dense and compact 

than the titania-calcite composites before sintering.  The effect of sintering on the 

size and size distribution was examined by measuring particles by SEM.  Figures 3.6 

(a)-(d) show the particle width distributions corresponding to the samples shown in 

Figures 3.4 (a)-(d).  From Figure 3.6 (a) to Figure 3.6 (d), the width of the tubes are 

in the range of 370 to 900 nm, 480 to 750 nm, 130 to 310 nm, and 140 to 440 nm, 

respectively.  The average width is 702, 639, 477, and 224 nm respectively.  

Considering the tubular width is equivalent to the calcite template width, the average 

shell thickness of the tubes is 306, 275, 194, and 67 nm respectively.  In every 

sample, the width of the hollow tubes is reduced in comparison to the calcite-titania 

core-shell precursor particles.  Comparison of the average width of the core-shell 

rods with the average width of the resulting hollow tubes shows that the width of the 

tubes in Figures 3.6 (a)-(d) are 88%, 84%, 77% and 83%, respectively of the width of 

the core-shell particles that they were formed from.  Shrinkage during the sintering 

process results in the densely packed TiO2 structure.  A close examination of the 

samples shown in Figures 3.4 (a)-(d) shows that some tubes have one end or both 

ends closed when the TiO2 coating is thick, such as the samples in Figures 3.4 (a) and 

3.4 (b).  With thinner TiO2 coatings, such as the particles in Figure 3.4 (d), most of 

the tubes appear open on both ends. 

The elemental composition of the prepared calcite-titania core-shell nanorods 

and the titania tubes were verified with EDX spectroscopy, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
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(a)                              (b) 

Figure 3.5. TEM images of the as-prepared titania tubes.  (a) and (b) correspond to 
samples in Figure 3.4 (c)-(d), respectively. 
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(c)                            (d) 
Figure 3.6. Particles width distributions of titania tubes.  (a)-(d) correspond to 
samples in Figure 3.4 (a)-(d). 
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The EDX spectra (a) is of the core-shell rods and is comprised of Ti, O and Ca peaks, 

indicating the presence of TiO2 and calcite.  The EDX spectra (b) is of the tubes and 

shows the intensity of the Ca peak decreases significantly, confirming the removal of 

calcite.  The small Ca peak that remains is likely from a small quantity of Ca 

adsorbed on the surface of TiO2 due to the high surface energy of bare TiO2.11, 38  

The C and Au peaks are from the carbon tape and Au coating used for SEM 

characterization. 
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Figure 3.7. EDX spectra of (a) titania-calcite composite rods as synthesized and (b) 
titania tubes after calcination and acid etching post-treatments. 
 

To further our understanding of sol-gel coating against calcite templates, we 

conducted a series of experiments to investigate the influence of various experimental 

parameters on the particle formation.  In this series of experiments, the experimental 

conditions used for synthesis of particles in Figure 3.2 (b) were used as the base case 
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for comparison.  Individual experimental variables were changed and the effects of 

changing these variables were investigated by comparing the product to that obtained 

with the standard conditions.  The goal was to better understand the particle growth 

mechanism so that this synthetic technique may be applied to the sol-gel synthesis of 

tubes of other materials. 

To confirm that the rod-shaped calcite particles are responsible for titania tube 

formation, a control experiment was carried out without calcite particles.  As 

expected, the TiO2 forms as nanoparticles that then aggregate into larger particles 

with no tubes present (Figure 3.8 (a)).  The calcite particles thus act as true 

templates and the surface growth of titania on calcite is a requirement for tube 

formation. 

A control experiment without the CTAB was conducted to investigate the role 

of surfactant and the product is shown in Figure 3.8 (b).  The rod-shaped particles 

appear irregular with rough surfaces when CTAB is omitted from the synthesis.  In 

comparison, Figure 3.2 (b) shows that CTAB allows for growth of a smoother, 

uniform titania shell.  The cationic CTAB is attracted to the negatively charged 

(110) crystal faces of calcite.37  Since titania is also negatively charged,39 the CTAB 

should also adsorb onto the titania precursors that initially form in solution.  The 

adsorbed CTAB should reduce electrostatic repulsion between titania and calcite, 

facilitating the coating of the calcite surface with titania and the eventual formation of 

a titania shell of controlled thickness.  Without the addition of CTAB, the TiO2 

precursor does not attach to the calcite surface easily so that a uniform and smooth  
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(a)                              (b) 

   
(c)                             (d) 

   
(e)                             (f) 

Figure 3.8. The influences of altering single reaction parameters on the formation of 
titania-calcite rods: (a) calcite template omitted, (b) CTAB surfactant omitted, (c) 
anionic surfactant docusate sodium (AOT), (d) non-ionic surfactant 
octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol (Triton X-100), (e) mixing of all reagents at the start 
of the reaction instead of slow addition of titanium source, and (f) result with added 
NH4OH catalyst. 
 

shell does not form.  Electrostatic attraction has been widely used to form core-shell 

structures by assembling oppositely charged species, including creating TiO2 and 

SiO2 shells on positively charged templates.40-42  The present example is different in 
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that titania growth on a like charged template is mediated by the oppositely charged 

surfactant.  The data indicate that the titania shell initially forms on the longest sides 

of the calcite rods, since calcite coated with thin titania shells have open ends and the 

ends become closed as the shell thickness is increased.  It therefore appears that 

titania preferentially grows on long axis of the calcite crystals.  Our previous study 

of the synthesis of rod-shaped calcite shows that the longest axis of the calcite 

crystals have (110) crystal faces exposed.37  The surfactant CTAB preferentially 

adsorbs on the (110) face, and preferential surfactant adsorption appears to be a 

critical factor in directing the growth of titania as tubes.  The requirement of 

presence of CTAB in the TiO2 tube formation was further verified by control 

experiments in which CTAB was replaced with the non-ionic surfactant 

octylphenoxypolyethoxyethanol (Triton X-100) and anionic surfactant docusate 

sodium (AOT) during the TiO2 formation.  The results (shown in Figure 3.8(c)-(d)) 

illustrate that TiO2 did not coat the calcite cores when the anionic and nonionic 

surfactants were used. 

It has been reported that slow addition of reagents during sol-gel synthesis of 

silica gives the hydrolyzed molecular precursor enough time to diffuse to seed 

particles so that secondary nucleation of silica can be effectively avoided and silica 

grows only onto seed particles.43  Due to the similarity between the sol-gel synthesis 

of silica and titania, we employed the same slow addition approach to facilitate 

growth of titania on the calcite seed particles.  To verify this effect, we carried out a 

control experiment with simple mixing of all of reactants together at one time.  

Adding a large quantity of titanium(IV) n-butoxide at the start of the reaction results 
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in a significant fraction of the hydrolyzed TiO2 precursors forming in solution at the 

early stages of the reaction.  The titania particles nucleated in solution can continue 

to grow, or be adsorbed or react with the growing titania shell on the surface of the 

calcite particles.  As a result, the titania shell that forms on the calcite particles is 

very irregular and non-uniform, as shown in Figure 3.8 (e).  A well-defined shell is 

difficult to form without slow addition of reagents that enables controlled growth of 

titania on the calcite surface. 

 Previous studies reported that the synthesis of TiO2 coated composites require 

the presence of catalyst, such as NH4OH.35, 44  For the calcite templates, however, 

the addition of NH4OH prevents the formation of composite particles.  Figure 3.8 (f) 

shows SEM images of the product when TiO2 was synthesized with 0.7 ml 28-30 

wt% ammonia solution added.  The reactant composition is the same as that of the 

standard composition except the presence of 0.2 g ammonia from the added ammonia 

solution.  With the catalyst present, TiO2 grows into irregular aggregates instead of 

forming a shell around the calcite templates.  Titanium(IV) alkoxides are highly 

reactive so that the hydrolysis rate is fast.39, 45  The presence of the catalyst 

accelerates the hydrolysis further.  As the alkoxide is hydrolyzed, TiO2 precursors 

form that condense into oxopolymers and are eventually transformed into an oxide 

network.  The rapid hydrolysis in the presence of catalyst causes the TiO2 precursors 

to condense into gels before they have enough time to adsorb to the calcite template 

surface.  On the other hand, slow hydrolysis in the absence of catalyst allows the 

hydrolyzed precursors to diffuse to the oxopolymer network forming at the surface of 

the templates, allowing controlled growth of the shell. 
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Figure 3.9. XRD patterns of synthesized products showing the formation of various 
phases at different sintering temperatures: amorphous titania and calcite under room 
temperature (R. T.); amorphous titania at 350°C; anatase titania at 550°C; mixture of 
anatase and rutile titania at 750°C; rutile tiania at 950°C and 1050°C. 
 

The as-prepared amorphous titania shell can be crystallized to rutile or anatase 

phases by sintering the composite particles.  Crystalline titania tubes are then 

obtained by acid etching to remove the calcite core.  Figure 3.9 shows the XRD 

spectra of the product as a function of sintering temperature.  The as-synthesized 

particles are comprised of amorphous TiO2 and calcite crystals, with the diffraction 

peak of 2θ = 29.44° assigned to calcite (104) (JCPDS File No. 86-0174).  After 

sintering at 350°C and acid etching, there is only the amorphous TiO2.  When the 

sintering temperature is increased to 550°C, amorphous TiO2 crystallizes to the 

anatase phase (JCPDS File No. 84-1286).  Titania obtained after sintering at 950°C 

has the rutile crystalline phase (JCPDS File No. 84-0514).  From the XRD pattern, 
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the phase transitions from amorphous to anatase and from anatase to rutile occur 

around 450°C and 650°C, which is consistent with previous studies.29  A new 

diffraction peak (2θ = 33°) appears when the sintering temperature is above 650°C, 

and the new peak can be indexed to the (0010) plane of calcium titanium oxide 

(JCPDS, File No. 14-0152).  The existence of this peak suggests that some 

crystalline titanium calcium oxide forms at high temperature due to incomplete 

removal of the calcium by acid etching.  The XRD results are also consistent with 

the EDX spectra in Figure 3.7 that shows a small amount of calcium remains after 

etching. 

 

   
(a)                               (b) 

Figure 3.10. (a) TiO2 tubes calcined at 950°C and (b) the surface of and individual 
tube. These particles were obtained by further treatment of particles shown in Figure 
3.2 (b). 
  

Previous studies have shown that high temperature sintering disrupts the 

tubular structure of TiO2 tubes due to crystal grain growth and densification.20, 29  

However, in this study, TiO2 tubes maintain their tubular structure after annealing.  

Figure 3.10 (a) shows the morphology of TiO2 tubes obtained after annealing the 

particles shown in Figure 3.2 (b) at 950°C for 2 hours and removing calcite by acid 
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etching.  It is apparent that the tubular structure is maintained.  Figure 3.10 (b) 

shows the surface of the tubes after annealing.  The surface consists of many 

protrusions of rutile TiO2 crystallites.  Previous studies of titania tubes dealt with 

much smaller tube dimensions than those in the present study.  The larger tube 

structure is less likely to be disrupted by the small crystallites that form during 

annealing.  The calcite core also supports the titania and helps to maintain the 

tubular structure during high temperature treatment.  Attempts to remove the calcite 

before high temperature sintering failed because the amorphous TiO2 shell and calcite  
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Figure 3.11. UV-vis spectra of as-synthesized anatase titania tubes with addition of   
CTAB=20 mg, calcite=20 mg, and different concentrations of titanium butoxide (0.15 
mol/l, 0.10 mol/l, 0.05 mol/l and 0.01 mol/l). 
 

core were both dissolved in 1 M HCl acid solution.  The ability to control titania size 

and crystal structure are important for application in photocatalysis, photovoltaics, or 

as hydrophilic fillers in fuel cell membranes.  For example, the as-fabricated anatase 
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TiO2 tubes show tunable UV-vis absorption spectra (shown in Figure 3.11) with 

tunable wall thickness.  The controllable optical properties may be useful for 

application of the titania tubes in photocatalysis and photovoltaics. 

On the basis of above experimental results and analysis, we can formulate a 

possible growth mechanism for the titania tubes.  The calcite particles are first 

dispersed in n-butanol and the cationic surfactant CTAB is added and adsorbed onto 

the surface of the particles.  To start the sol–gel reaction, titanium(IV) n-butoxide is 

added slowly with a syringe pump.  The titanium(IV) n-butoxide reacts through 

hydrolysis and polycondensation to form the oxopolymers that are then transformed 

into an oxide network of TiO2.  The absence of catalyst effectively slows the 

hydrolysis rate, which is essential to control the formation of homogeneous titanium 

oxide networks.  Slow addition of titanium(IV) n-butoxide allows time for the initial 

hydrolysis products to diffuse to the calcite surface.  Secondary growth of titania in 

solution is thus minimized so that TiO2 grows as a layer of controllable thickness on 

the calcite surface through condensation reactions.  Titania initially forms on the 

longest sides of the calcite because of the preferential adsorption of CTAB on the 

(110) crystal faces.  As a result, titania tubes form with open ends when the amount 

of titanium(IV) n-butoxide added is low.  When more titanium precursor is added, 

the TiO2 layer eventually grows over the ends of the calcite particles so that TiO2 

tubes are generated with one or both ends closed.  Subsequent sintering transforms 

the amorphous phase to anatase or rutile titania, depending on the temperature.  

Finally acid etching dissolves the calcite core leaving hollow TiO2 tubes.  This 

formulated fabrication approach can be applicable to other oxide materials 
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synthesized via sol-gel chemistry.  Silica tubes have been synthesized in our 

laboratory through the same process by growing silica around the calcite rods, then 

dissolving the calcite core in acid, as shown in the Figure 3.12. 

 

   
(a)                              (b) 

Figure 3.12. The silica tubes fabricated through the same procedure used for TiO2 
tube formation: (a) low and (b) high magnified images. 
 

However, the broader applications of the fabrication procedure may be 

improved by producing size-monodisperse tubes.  The data show that the size 

distribution of the tubes is determined by the size distribution of the calcite template 

particles.  Future research on reducing the size distribution of the calcite templates 

will allow monodisperse tubes to be synthesized.  Microemulsion-based synthesis 

may be optimized to produce monodisperse calcite templates and as a result to 

improved the monodispersity of the templated TiO2 tubes.  The as-synthesized TiO2 

tubes may also be fractionated to improve the monodispersity.  For example, electric 

field can be used to separate the different sized TiO2 tubes since the eletrokinetic 

responses of particles to the applied field depend on their size and shapes.  Various 

colloid particles and biological cells have been separated and sorted under an electric 

field 46.  Also, suck filtration or centrifugation separation processes can also be used 
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to separate different sized TiO2 tubes and to sort more monodisperse TiO2 tubes 

depending on the porosity of the filter paper or the centrifugation speed. 

 

3.4. Conclusions 

Novel titania tubes with tunable wall thickness were synthesized from the sol-

gel reaction of titanium(IV) n-butoxide by templating against rod-shaped calcite 

particles.  The resulting core-shell composite rod shaped particles were converted to 

tubes by sintering followed by acid etching to remove the calcite core.  The 

amorphous titania shell deposited on calcite can be crystallized to the anatase or rutile 

phase by varying the sintering temperature.  The average width of the prepared 

titania tubes ranges from 200 to 700 nanometers by varying the weight ratios of 

titanium(IV) n-butoxide:calcite used in the synthesis from 5 to 75.  A series of 

control experiments were conducted to investigate the influence of several reaction 

parameters on the titania tube formation and growth processes.  The experimental 

results suggest a possible growth mechanism of the titania tubes.  The cationic 

surfactant CTAB enhances deposition of amorphous titania onto calcite by reducing 

electrostatic repulsion between calcite and titania.  The thickness and uniformity of 

the titania shell was adjustable by controlling the reaction and deposition rates 

through the slow addition of reagents in the absence of catalysts.  The ability to 

control titania size and crystal structure are important for application in 

photocatalysis, photovoltaics, or as hydrophilic fillers in fuel cell membranes.  The 

fabrication approach may be applicable to other oxide materials synthesized via sol-

gel chemistry. 
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Chapter 4 
 

 

Tailoring the Structure of SPEEK/PDMS Proton Conductive 
Membranes through Applied Electric Fields 
 

4.1. Introduction 

The drive to commercialize fuel cells for portable power, automotive 

applications, and stationary power sources has led to an increased interest in finding 

new types of proton conducting membranes that can improve fuel cell performance 

and lower cost.1, 2  The principle of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell 

technology is the production of electricity by an electrochemical reaction, which 

involves the oxidation of the fuel at the anode, producing protons that are transported 

through a membrane to the cathode to react with oxygen forming water.2  The 

membrane material must allow proton transport while acting as a barrier to avoid 

direct contact between fuel and oxygen.  Proton conducting polymeric membranes 

are attractive for use in fuel cells for portable power and automotive applications 

because they allow operation at low temperature and allow for lightweight fuel cell 

design.3, 4 

The state of the art polymeric membranes are based on sulfonated 

perfluoropolymers such as Nafion ionomers and related materials.  Sulfonated 

perfluoropolymers are chosen because they provide good gas barrier properties, high 

proton conductivity, and are chemically stable.5, 6  However, some commercial 

applications of existing polymeric membranes are hampered by low proton 

conductivity at low relative humidity, high methanol permeability, and poor 
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mechanical properties above 130°C.7, 8  One route to possibly overcome some of 

these limitations is to develop composite membranes, where functional particles are 

added to improve membrane properties.  Hygroscopic silica,9, 10 proton-conducting 

metal phosphate,11, and methanol permeation barrier zeolite12 have been dispersed in 

the ionomer matrix in an effort to improve the water content, proton-conductance, and 

resistance to methanol permeation in the membranes.  The properties of these 

membranes greatly depend on the composite structure, which is influenced by the 

size, shape, concentration, orientation, and arrangement of the dispersed particles.10  

A high loading of particles is often required to improve the proton conductivity or to 

lower methanol permeability, but high particle loading can result in a loss of the 

mechanical stability of the composite membranes.13-15  It is the goal of the present 

study to control the distribution of proton conducting particles inside composite 

membranes as a route to enhance membrane conductivity using much lower particle 

concentrations than would be required for randomly distributed particles. 

The method that was chosen to control particle distribution inside the polymer 

composite is the application of an electric field during membrane formation.  

Electric fields are commonly used to manipulate particle orientation in solvents.  

When an electric field is applied to a suspension of particles, the particles may rotate, 

translate, or aggregate into chains because of torques and forces induced by the 

applied field.  The magnitude of the forces acting of the particles depends on the 

conductive and dielectric properties of the particles and surrounding medium.  

Electric fields have been used to control the structure of particle suspensions for a 

number of different applications.  For example, applied AC fields have been used to 
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rotate polymer cholesteric liquid-crystal flakes dispersed in propylene carbonate to 

control the color of the suspension and has potential application in imaging;16  A DC 

field was used to align rod-shaped molecular-sieve crystals suspended in fluorocarbon 

oil to yield a nanoporous thin film with long-range alignment of the pore direction;17  

Biological cells18, 19 and dielectric particles20, 21 can be induced to aggregate into 

chains when subjected to appropriate electric fields.  Particle chaining structure in 

composite ion-exchange membranes caused by electric field has also been used for 

electro-dialysis.22 

In the present study, we employed proton conductive sulfonated poly(ether 

ether ketone) (SPEEK) particles and nonconductive cross-linked poly(dimethyl 

siloxane) (PDMS) polymer matrix to fabricate composite membranes under an 

electric field.  The SPEEK was chosen on the basis of easy processing from 

poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK)23 and because SPEEK is promising as an alternative 

to Nafion in PEM fuel cells.24  PDMS was chosen as a model nonconducting matrix 

because liquid PDMS prepolymers can easily be converted to a crosslinked solid 

without the need to remove solvent.  The structure of composite membranes was 

controlled by applying an electric field to a suspension of SPEEK particles dispersed 

in a liquid PDMS prepolymer.  The resulting structure was fixed by heating the 

prepolymer to form a solid crosslinked composite membrane.  The electric field 

voltage, application time, and frequency were varied to examine the effect on the 

structure, proton conductivity, methanol permeability, and dimensional stability of the 

composite membranes.  The objective is to form SPEEK particle chains that act as 

proton conduction pathways through the membrane. 
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4.2. Theoretical Background: Effects of electric fields on particles 

When particles are suspended in dielectric solvents and exposed to an electric 

field, the applied field polarizes the particles to produce an induced dipole moment 

along the field direction in every single particle.  The interactions between the 

induced dipole moment and external field cause particle migration to stronger or 

weaker field regions, which is known as dielectrophoresis (DEP).25, 26  Mutual 

interactions of the induced dipole moments direct particles into assemblies such as 

“string of pearl” particle chains.  For particles with net charges, the applied electric 

field can cause particles to migrate to the oppositely charged electrode.  This 

phenomenon is defined as particle electrophoresis (EP).  The electric field induced 

DEP, chaining, and EP are the three main electromechanical responses of particles to 

both DC and AC applied fields.20, 27 

Assuming particles are spheres with diameter d, dispersed in a dielectric fluid 

and exposed to an AC field Erms, the time-average DEP force is given by Equation 

(1):  
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where ε0, ε1, and ω are the permittivity of free space, relative permittivity of the 

solvent and angle frequency.  ( )[ ]ωKRe  is the real part of the complex Clausius-

Mossotti function defined in Equation (2): 
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The Clausius-Mossotti function measures the effective polarizability of the 

particles,26 where ε2 is the relative permittivity of the particles; σ1 and σ2 are 
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conductivity of the solvent and particles.  τMW is the Maxwell-Wagner charge 

relaxation time, defined as 
12

2
MW 2σ+σ

ε+ε=τ 1  

Equation (1) is also applicable to DC fields with the exception that all factors 

only depend on the real parts of the above complex factors.  From equation (1), it 

can be seen that particle DEP force is not related to the field direction and only 

proportional to the field gradient rmsE∇  in both AC and DC fields.  In contrast to 

DEP, particle EP only occurs significantly in DC fields or AC field with low 

frequency due to the attraction between charged particles and the oppositely charged 

electrode.  For charged particles in AC fields with high enough frequency, the field 

oscillation causes the net electrophoresis effect to be zero.  As a result, particles can 

form chains that bridge the two electrodes under applied AC fields because particle 

electrophoresis is suppressed. 

The effect of AC field frequency.  Based on the point-dipole approximation 

and Maxwell-Wagner polarization mechanism, the mutual interaction force among 

conductive particles dispersed in a conductive solvent can be calculated by Equation 

(3):27 
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This equation assumes that the particles are spheres of uniform diameter.  Equation 

(3) gives the force on sphere i at the origin due to sphere j at (Rij,θij) in spherical 

coordinates.  er and eθ are the unit vectors in R and θ directions, respectively.  Erms 
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is the root-mean-square (rms) electric field.  ε0, ε1, d and ( )[ ]ωKRe  are defined as 

above.  From Equation (1) and (3), it can be seen that the DEP and mutual 

interaction forces are controlled primarily by either the conductivities or permittivities 

of the system, depending on the field frequency.  In the lower frequency range 

(ω→0), the conductivity of particles and solvent controls the interaction forces.  

While in the higher frequency range (ω→∞), the permittivities of the particles and 

solvent dominate the response.  The transition from the conductivity-controlled 

response to the permittivity-controlled response occurs at the critical frequency 

of ( )
( ) 012

12

2ε2π
2σ

ε+ε
+σ=fc .28 

 The effect of AC field strength.  Equations (1) and (3) show that DEP and 

mutual interaction forces are generated when the particle system is subjected to an 

applied electric field, and these two forces pull particles into chains bridging the 

electrodes.  Besides these two forces, however, there are many other forces present 

in the particle-solvent suspension such as hydrodynamic, Brownian or other colloidal 

forces,27, 29 which act to disrupt the particle chain formation.  In a simplified manner 

the hydrodynamic force can be treated as Stokes’ drag and expressed as 

Fhydrodynamic=3πηdυ, where η is the liquid viscosiy and υ is particle velocity.  The 

Brownian force is proportional to kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is 

the temperature.  The colloidal forces combine many interaction forces such as van 

der Waals interaction and DLVO-type electrostatic repulsion.27  Considering the 

complexity of these forces, it is difficult to predict what field strength is sufficient to 

overwhelm these forces and allow particle chaining to dominate.  However, it is 

clear that higher field strength is preferable and experiments can be used to find the 
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minimum field strength for particle chaining.  Depending on the dielectric or 

conductive properties of the system, the maximum field strength, however, is limited 

by electric breakdown and Joule heating that both act to destroy the material or 

disrupt the particle chaining.30, 31 

The effect of AC field application time.  Another important factor 

influencing particle chaining is the field application time.  Time is required for the 

particles to translate and aggregate into particle chains.  If all particle interaction 

forces are neglected except the mutual interaction force Fij(Rij,θij) and the 

hydrodynamic force Fhydrodynamic, these two forces are the same when the particles 

reach steady state velocity.  On the basis of this assumption, the time for a pair of 

particles to meet can be approximated by the following equation:32   
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Where l΄ is the distance of separation between particles and all other parameters are 

defined above.  The time for a chain of n particles to form can be predicated by: 
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From equations (4) and (5), it can be seen that a longer time is required for formation 

of longer particle chains spanning the membranes. 

 

4.3. Experimental 

 Materials.  The PDMS prepolymer (Sylgard® 182) was purchased from 

Dow Corning.  PEEK was purchased from Polysciences, Inc.  SPEEK was 
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obtained by sulfonation of PEEK following a reported procedure.23  The sulfonation 

reaction was conducted in concentrated (95–98%) sulfuric acid under vigorous 

stirring at room temperature for 2 days to obtain partially sulfonated PEEK with IEC 

value of 1.54 meq/g.  Fully sulfonated PEEK was not used because it loses 

mechanical stability when exposed to water.33  The partially sulfonated SPEEK was  

precipitated by adding its solution dropwise into a large excess of ice-cold water 

under mechanical agitation.  The SPEEK precipitate was then left to settle overnight, 

filtered, washed with deionized water and dried in a vacuum oven overnight at 100°C.  

Finally, the dry SPEEK was ground with a pestle and mortar and then sieved to 

produce smaller sized particles (<45 μm). 

Membrane formation.  Weighed amounts of SPEEK particles and PDMS 

prepolymers were mixed thoroughly with a Vortex-Genie™ (Scientific Industries, 

INC.).  Then, the mixture was subjected to a vacuum oven at room temperature for 

30 min to release air bubbles trapped in the mixture.  The SPEEK suspension was 

then transferred to one of two molds shown in Figure 4.1 that incorporate electrodes.  

To align SPEEK particles in-plane and through-plane directions in the PDMS 

polymeric matrix, two different membrane molds were constructed, as shown in 

Figures 4.1 (a) and (b).  In Figure 4.1 (a), the cell consists of a glass substrate (25 

mm x 75 mm x 70 mm) used to separate the two aluminum (Al) electrodes that are 

connected to the power source.  A Mylar frame (24 mm x 25 mm x 0.1 mm) is 

placed on top of the glass substrate as a mold for holding the film of the liquid PDMS 

precursor with dispersed SPEEK particles.  A field applied across the aluminum 

electrodes acts to direct particle alignment in the plane of the thin PDMS film.  
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Figure 4.1 (b) shows the mold for preparation of membranes with through-plane 

aligned particles.  The cell contains two pieces of indium tin oxide (ITO) coated 

glass slides with size of 50 mm x 50 mm x 1.1 mm as the electrodes.  The ITO 

coated sides of the two electrodes are arranged to face each other and a Teflon frame 

(25 mm x 25 mm x 0.381 mm) is a spacer to separate the two ITO coated slides and 

hold the suspension of SPEEK particles in the liquid PDMS polymer precursor. 

 

      
(a)                                (b) 

Figure 4.1. Schematic view of the cell used for preparation of ordered PEEK/PDMS 
composite membranes under EF.  (a) Side-view of the set-up for SPEEK in-plane 
alignment (1, Aluminum electrode; 2, Glass substrate; 3, Mylar frame). (b) Top view 
of the set-up for SPEEK through-plane alignment (1, Aluminum foil; 2, ITO coated 
glass slide; 3, Teflon frame). 
 

The power source consisted of a 20 MHz Function/Arbitrary Waveform 

Generator (Agilent 33220A, Agilent Technologies) to provide DC or AC signal, a 

high voltage power amplifier (Model 10/10B, Trek, Inc.) to amplify the voltage of the 

AC or DC input signal by a factor of 1000, and a 20 MHz dual trace oscilloscope 

(Model 72-6800, Tenma Test Equipment) to monitor the output voltage and current 

signal.  After applying the field either through the thin film or in the plane of the thin 

film, the electrode cells were heated to 100°C on a hot-plate to thermally cure the 

PDMS.  During curing, the EF was continuously applied for 5 min.  After that, the 

field was stopped and the membrane was put into the oven at 100°C for 40 min to 
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complete curing.  For control membranes formed without an applied field, the cell 

shown in Figure 4.1 (a) was used and the same procedure followed except the cell 

holding the membranes was directly placed in an oven at 100°C for 45 min to cure 

the PDMS. 

 Membrane characterization.  Direct observation of the SPEEK particle 

movement under an EF was carried out using an inverted phase contrast optical 

microscope (TC5000, Meiji Techno CO. Ltd.) equipped with a digital camera.  The 

particle chaining across the PDMS matrix under an EF was further verified with the 

microscope after the composite membrane was cured. Proton conductivity of the 

membranes was determined using a Solartron Instrument 1260 Impedance/Gain-

phase analyzer over a frequency range of 32 Mhz to 0.1 hz.  The membranes (11 

mm wide and 20 mm long) were placed in a conductivity cell (BekTech LLC) with 

two platinum mesh probes (2 mm wide) used for impedance scanning along the 

SPEEK particle chaining direction.  Prior to the conductivity measurement, all 

membranes were prehydrated in deionized water for at least 10 days to reach 

saturation.  Then, the humidified membrane was taken out and excess water at the 

surface was swept away with tissue paper.  The membrane was enclosed in the 

sample holder and the measurement was conducted immediately.  The whole 

process took around 3 min from the time the membrane was initially removed from 

water.  It was assumed that the membrane remained saturated with water during the 

measurement.  All measurements were done under room temperature.  The 

membrane resistance R was determined by extrapolating the complex impedance 

spectroscopy at a high frequency arc to the real axis.  The proton conductivity was 
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calculated from the equation σ=l/(R*A), where σ is the proton conductivity, l is the 

distance between two outer electrodes, and A is the cross-section area of the 

membrane.  All conductivity measurements were repeated three times under the 

same conditions, and the average value is reported as the membrane conductivity with 

an estimated error within ±5%. 

 The water uptake of the composite membranes was measured by immersing 

the dry membranes (dried at 70°C in a vacuum oven for 24 hours with weight Wdry) 

into deionized water and weighing periodically until the membrane reached a 

constant weight (Wwet).  The water sorption percentage was calculated by 

W wet− W dry

W dry
× 100 . 

 The dry membrane area (Adry) and thickness (Tdry) and wet membrane area 

(Awet) and thickness (Twet) were measured using a micrometer.  Dimensional changes 

were measured directly after their corresponding weight measurements.  The 

changes in the membrane area and thickness due to water swelling were calculated by 

the equations  
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= . 

 Methanol permeability of membranes was investigated using gas 

chromatography (GC, HP model 8590A) with a capillary column (Agilent Co., 30 m 

x 0.32 mm x 0.50 μm, DB-Wax) and a FID detector to measure methanol permeate 
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concentration.  The membrane was clamped between two 30 ml reservoirs using a 

custom made glass permeability cell.  One side of the membrane was exposed to a 3 

M methanol/water solution and the other side was exposed to pure deionized water.  

The apparatus was kept at room temperature (~ 26°C) under magnetic stirring at rate 

of 1200 rpm.  The methanol diffusion across the membrane was characterized by 

measuring the increase in methanol concentration over time in samples taken from the 

side of the membrane originally exposed to pure deionized water.  The methanol 

permeability was determined by using an approximate solution of the continuity 

equation for diffusion in plane sheet geometry at early times34, 35: 
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where L is the membrane thickness, V2 is the volume of deionized water in the vessel 

(25 ml), A΄ is the contacting area of the membrane to water, D is the diffusion 

coefficient, Pm is the methanol permeability and t is the time.  Pm was determined 

from above equation, where C2(t) was plotted as a function of testing time.  The 

error estimate on the methanol permeability is within ±8%, based on repeating 

methanol permeability measurement of Nafion 115 membrane for 4 times and the rest 

of membranes for 2 times. 

       

4.4. Results and discussion 

 SPEEK particle chaining under DC/AC field.  The initial analysis of 

particle chaining induced by the applied electric field was conducted through the 

optical microscopy of cured composite membranes.  A low amount of SPEEK 

particles (4.94 wt%) was used in these experiments to allow viewing of individual 
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particle chains.  Figures 4.2 (a)-(d) show images of the membranes prepared under 

no applied field, a DC field with in-plane alignment, an AC field with in-plane 

alignment, and AC field with through-plane alignment.  SPEEK particles distributed 

randomly and uniformly inside the PDMS polymer matrix before the electric field 

was applied, as shown in Figure 4.2 (a).  When a DC field with strength of 282.8 

V/mm was applied for 10 minutes, SPEEK particles aggregated into chains, as shown 

in Figure 4.2 (b).  Under a DC field, the particle chain structure was disrupted in 

regions near the cathode due to the electrophoresis force acting to repel the negatively  

 

   
(a)                              (b) 

   
(c)                              (d) 

Figure 4.2. Optical microscopy images of SPEEK particles in PDMS membranes (a) 
non-aligned; (b) in-plane aligned under DC field, (c) in-plane aligned under AC field 
and (d) through-plane aligned under AC field. 
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charged particle chains from the negative electrode.  Electrophoresis can be 

eliminated by application of an AC field.  Figure 4.2 (c) shows the resulting 

composite structure when an AC field of Vrms=100 V/mm (Vpp=282.8 V/mm) and 

f=25 Hz was applied for the same time as the DC field.  The AC field results in 

continuous and uniform particle chains that bridge the gap from the anode to the 

cathode.  Figure 4.2 (d) shows the particle chains aligned in the through-plane 

direction of the membranes using the same AC field strength and time as used in 

Figure 4.2 (c). 

Considering that the SPEEK particles are proton conductive and are dispersed 

in a non-conductive PDMS matrix, the conductivity of the composite membranes 

should be strongly affected by the SPEEK particle distribution inside the membrane.  

The electric field induced SPEEK particle chaining provides proton conducting 

pathways inside the composite membranes.  As a result, the proton conductivity of 

the composite membranes is improved by the field-induced structure that is formed.  

The proton conductivity of the membranes prepared under no applied field, DC and 

AC field, were measured for composites containing 14.28 wt% SPEEK particles.  

These membranes used for proton conductivity measurement were formed under the 

same conditions as the samples in Figure 4.2, only the SPEEK concentration was 

increased.  Without an applied field, the proton conductivity is very low (3.38 x 10-8 

S/cm).  The membrane formed under the DC field has an improved conductivity of 

7.47 x 10-7 S/cm, while the composite membrane prepared under AC field has the 

highest conductivity of 8.74 x 10-5 S/cm.  This trend in proton conductivity 

corresponds to the degree of particle chaining in the membranes prepared under the 
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three different conditions: no applied field, DC field and AC field.  Without the 

electric field, particles are randomly distributed.  The DC field induces chains to 

form, but the chains are not uniform across the membrane.  The SPEEK particles are 

negatively charged due to sulfate groups.  As a result, electrophoresis results in 

SPEEK particle accumulation near the anode and depletion near the cathode.  The 

AC field effectively eliminates particle electrophoresis, allowing more uniform 

distribution of particles and chains through the membrane to improve the membrane 

proton conductivity.  Considering this result, AC fields were used exclusively for 

particle chaining and conductivity improvement in the remainder of this study. 

 The effect of AC field frequency.  For the study of the field frequency 

effect, all of the membranes were prepared under fixed field strength of 100 

Vrms/mm, field application time of 10 min and SPEEK content of 14.28 wt%.  The 

particles were aligned in-plane direction of the membranes under various frequencies  
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Figure 4.3. Membrane conductivity as a function of applied field frequency. 
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ranging from 1 mHz to 2 kHz.  Figure 4.3 shows the proton conductivity of the 

prepared composite membranes measured along the particle alignment direction.  

For the membrane prepared under the lowest frequency of 1 mHz, the proton 

conductivity is low (~ 6.06 x 10-6 S/cm), but it is still higher than that of the 

membrane with randomly distributed particles (3.38 x 10-8 S/cm).  The proton 

conductivity of the membranes is increased to 8.74 x 10-5 S/cm when the field 

frequency is increased to 10 Hz.  From 10 Hz to 100 Hz, the conductivity appears to 

reach a plateau value.  Further increase of the frequency to 2 kHz is not helpful for 

increasing the proton conductivity.  In fact, the conductivity decreases slightly in the 

high frequency range.  2 kHz is the maximum frequency that could be applied at a 

field strength of 100 Vrms/mm due to the limitations of the power amplifier. 

It is known that DEP and mutual interaction forces are dominated by 

conductivity mismatch at low frequency or permittivity mismatch at high frequency 

of the system.28  The transition from conductivity-controlled response at low 

frequency to permittivity-controlled response at high frequency occurs at the critical 

frequency of fc=(σ2 + 2σ1)/[2π(ε2 + 2ε1)ε0].  The conductivity of non-hydrated 

SPEEK (σ2) particles measured by an impedance gain phase analyzer (Solartron 1260, 

Solartron Analytical) with a sample holder for solid materials (1296 2A, Solartron 

Analytical) is ~ 10-6 S/cm, which is much higher than that of non-conductive silicone 

elastomer with conductivity of σ1 ~ 10-16 S/cm36.  The measurement on dielectric 

properties of SPEEK and PDMS showed that SPEEK has a higher dielectric constant 

(ε2  = 158 at 10,000 Hz) than that of PDMS (ε1 = 2.49 at 10,000 Hz).  The 

conductivity mismatch between the SPEEK and PDMS is relatively large compared 
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to the permittivity mismatch and the critical frequency (fc) is around 100,000 Hz.  In 

the studied frequency range of 1 mHz to 2 kHz, the conductivity mismatch always 

exists and dominates particle chaining.  As a result, the conductivity of the 

membranes is improved by the applied electric field under the entire frequency range 

studied.  When the frequency is above 1 kHz, the proton conductivity does not 

improve as much as with lower frequencies.  One probable reason is that DEP and 

mutual interaction forces are smaller at higher frequencies since free charges do not 

have sufficient time to migrate, which causes a decrease in the effective particle 

polarizability.  At very low frequencies, proton conductivity is not improved greatly 

due to electrophoresis of the particle chains.  Therefore, the optimal frequency range 

for particle chaining in this system is in the medium frequency range from 10 to 100 

Hz. 
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Figure 4.4. Membrane conductivity as a function of the applied field strength. 
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 The effect of AC field strength.  Figure 4.4 shows the influence of field 

strength on the proton conductivity of the prepared composite membranes.  In this 

study, all membranes were formed under the frequency of 25 Hz, application time of 

10 min and SPEEK concentration of 14.28 wt%.  The field strength was varied from 

1.4 Vrms/mm to 140 Vrms/mm.  Figure 4.4 shows that the conductivity of the 

membrane increases with increasing field strength from 0 to 50 Vrms/mm.  When 

the field strength is increased to 100 Vrms/mm, the conductivity of the membrane 

starts to reach a plateau.  Further increase the field strength above 100 Vrms/mm 

does not significantly change the proton conductivity.  This data indicate that the 

minimum field strength required for particle chaining to dominate after the 10 

minutes is around 100 Vrms/mm.  It is possible that the minimum field strength 

could be further reduced by increasing the application time, since time and field 

strength are inversely related as shown in Equation 5. 
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Figure 4.5. Membrane conductivity as a function of field application time. 
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 The effect of AC field application time.  To study the minimum time 

required for the formation of the long particle chains spanning the membrane, a range 

of times from 0.5 min to 120 min were examined as the field frequency, strength and 

SPEEK concentration were held to 100 Vrms/mm, 25 Hz and 14.28 wt%, 

respectively.  Again, the proton conductivity was employed as a measure of the 

effectiveness of particle chaining, as shown in Figure 4.5.  From this figure, we can 

see that with increasing time, the degree of particle chaining increased.  After 

approximately 7 min, the conductivity reaches a plateau.  Further increase of the 

application time to 120 min doesn’t significantly change conductivity.  This result 

shows that a time of at least 7 min is required for conductivity improvement in the 

composite membranes formed under a field strength of 100 Vrms/mm.  Shorter 

times could possibly be used at higher field strength, as suggested by Equation 5. 

 Proton conductivity versus particle concentration.  The effect of the 

applied electric field on the proton conductivity of a series of membranes with 

varying SPEEK particle concentration is shown in Figure 4.6.  An AC field of 100 

Vrms/mm and 25 Hz was applied for 10 min for all samples.  When the SPEEK 

particle concentration is low such as 4.94 wt%, there is no obvious improvement of 

the proton conductivity for membranes formed under the electric field as compared to 

membranes formed without the applied field.  This is due to the low particle number 

that is not enough to form continuous channels for proton transport from one side of 

the membrane to the other side.  With increasing particle concentration to 10.68 

wt%, the proton conductivity is obviously improved as the conductivity is ~1000 

times higher for the membrane form under the applied AC field than for the 
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membrane prepared without the applied field.  Further increase of the SPEEK 

particle concentration also increases the conductivity, but the degree of improvement 

is small.  The proton conductivity of the membranes formed under the electric field 

is increased by a factor of ~ 2 as the SPEEK content increased from 10 wt% to 40 

wt%. 
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Figure 4.6. Membrane conductivity as a function of SPEEK content in the aligned 
and non-aligned composite membranes. 
 

When the SPEEK particle concentration is above 30 wt%, the membranes 

prepared without the application of the electric field begin to show significant 

increase in the proton conductivity.  This is because the concentration is close to the 

percolation threshold of the membrane.  Above the percolation threshold, the 

randomly distributed particles begin to form an interconnected network that provides 

conduction pathways through the membrane.  As particle concentration in increased, 

membranes formed with and without an applied field display similar conductivities as 
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the percolation threshold is exceeded.  Obviously, the structure induced by the 

applied field causes the percolation threshold to be reduced.  This data illustrates an 

approach to fabricate conductive composite membranes with lower particle content 

than would be required to achieve the same conductivity with randomly distributed 

particles.  The composite membranes with randomly distributed particles require a 

high particle loading to improve the conductivity of the membrane.  High particle 

loading usually deteriorates the mechanical stability of composite membranes, so the 

electric-field induced structure is a promising route to create composite membranes 

that maintain good mechanical properties by providing high conductivity at low 

particle concentration.   
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Figure 4.7. Water sorption as function of the SPEEK concentration in the aligned and 
non-aligned composite membranes. 
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 Water sorption.  Water sorption at room temperature was measured for the 

series of membranes used in Figure 4.6.  The water uptake increases with increasing 

particle content in the both aligned and non-aligned composites membranes, as shown 

in Figure 4.7.  Since PDMS is hydrophobic, all of the absorbed water is from the 

SPEEK particles.  With low concentrations of SPEEK, the membranes with aligned 

particles have slightly higher water sorption than that of non-aligned membranes.  

However, as the concentration of SPEEK is increased, the water sorption of the two 

types of membranes approach a similar value.  This is due to the formation of good 

connectivity of particles inside the polymer matrix when a high particle concentration 

is employed.  The water uptake is consistent with the proton conductivity 

enhancement of the composite membranes shown in Figure 4.6. 

Methanol permeability and membrane selectivity.  The dependence of the 

SPEEK particle chaining on the methanol permeability through the PDMS 

membranes is shown in Figure 4.8.  The methanol permeability increases with 

increasing SPEEK content in the composite membranes comprised of chained and 

non-chained particles.  For the composite membranes containing the same amount of 

SPEEK, the membranes prepared under the electric field have increased methanol 

permeability.  This can be easily understood from the proton conductivity data since 

the connectivity of particles in chains provides transport pathways for both protons 

and methanol.  With the measured proton conductivity and methanol permeability 

results, the selectivity (α) of the composite membranes for protons over methanol can 

be calculated through the following equation: α=σ/Pm.12, 35  Figure 4.9 illustrates the 

membrane selectivity of the composite membranes fabricated with and without an  
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Figure 4.8. Methanol permeability as a function of the SPEEK concentration in the 
aligned and non-aligned composite membranes. 
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Figure 4.9. Selectivity as a function of the SPEEK content in the aligned and non-
aligned composite membranes. 
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applied electric field.  The composite membranes formed under an EF have an 

enhanced selectivity at particle concentrations below the percolation threshold for 

conductivity.  At some concentrations below the percolation threshold, there is an 

enhancement in proton conductivity of ~1000 times while the methanol permeability 

increases only ~20 times for membranes with particles aligned under an applied field 

compared to disordered membranes.  The differences in membrane selectivity 

between composite membranes with aligned and non-aligned particles are reduced 

after the particles reach the percolation concentration.  The reduced methanol 

permeation in comparison with protons through the membranes may be due to the 

suppressed swelling of SPEEK phase in the PDMS matrix.  Previous studies have 

shown a reduction in methanol permeation when polymer gels were confined in pores 

to limit swelling37, 38. 

Dimensional stability.  The membrane dimensional stability was 

characterized by the changes in the membrane area and thickness between the dry and 

water swollen states.  Figure 4.10 shows the dimensional changes measured for 

composite membranes prepared under the applied field compared with disordered 

membranes.  In Figure 4.10, the area and thickness expansion both are increased 

with increasing SPEEK concentration in composite membranes with aligned and non-

aligned particles.  However, for membranes with the same particle content, the area 

expansion is reduced when the SPEEK particles are aligned in chains, while the 

thickness expansion is increased.  This indicates that the membrane swelling is 

anisotropic for the membranes with aligned particles.  The swelling is enhanced in 

the direction of particle alignment.  The dimensional stability under water swelling 
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is important for practical operation proton conducting membranes used in fuel cells, 

and especially so under humidity cycling.  The fuel cell electrode can detach from a 

membrane due to stress from the change in membrane area upon swelling with 

water37.  The composite membranes containing chained particles fabricated in the 

present approach can effectively reduce the membrane area expansion, which is 

promising for the membrane application in fuel cells as a route to enhance mechanical 

stability of membrane/electrode assemblies under humidity cycling during fuel cell 

operation. 
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Figure 4.10. Dimensional stability as a function of the SPEEK concentration in the 
aligned and non-aligned composite membranes. 
 

4.5. Conclusions 

Electric-field directed particle assembly shows promise as a route to control 

the structure of polymer composite proton exchange membranes to improve 

performance in fuel cells.  The field-induced structure can be adjusted to balance 
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proton conductivity, methanol permeability, membrane selectivity and mechanical 

stability.  The particle chains act as proton conductive channels through the 

membranes.  Particle chaining was controlled by electric field magnitude, frequency, 

and application time.  The field induced structure results in a reduction in the 

percolation threshold for ion-conductance in the direction of the particle chains.  The 

amount of particles required to create conductive composites was reduced to around 

one third of that needed for membranes with randomly distributed particles.  The 

membranes display anisotropic swelling behavior in water that may prove 

advantageous in fuel cell applications by reducing electrode delamination under 

humidity cycling.  The membrane selectivity for protons over methanol was 

increased by particle chaining due to the matrix suppressed swelling of SPEEK. 

It should be noted that the membranes prepared in this study demonstrate the 

potential of the technique for producing fuel cell membranes, but the SPEEK/PDMS 

membranes themselves are not suitable for fuel cell application.  The partially 

sulfonated SPEEK does not have high enough proton conductivity and the PDMS 

support matrix has high oxygen permeability that would result in poor fuel cell 

performance.  Further work will investigate non-conductive support matrices with 

improved chemical stability and oxygen/fuel barrier properties, such as 

poly(vinylidene fluoride).  By using higher conductivity particles in a chemically 

stable nonconductive barrier matrix, the electric field directed particle assembly 

should create composite membranes with improved performance in hydrogen and 

direct methanol fuel cells. 
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Chapter 5 
 

 

Electric Field Processing to Control the Structure of PVdF 
Composite Proton Conducting Membranes 
 

5.1. Introduction 

Fuel cells operating directly on methanol are attractive for portable power and 

vehicular applications because the high-energy density liquid methanol fuel can be 

easily stored and handled at atmospheric pressure and used without fuel reforming.1, 2  

One of the main technical challenges limiting direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) 

commercialization is membrane performance.  Polymeric perfluorinated ionomers 

such as Nafion are the most commonly used proton exchange membranes in fuel cells 

due to their good electrochemical stability and high proton conductivity that serve as 

benchmarks for membrane performance.3, 4  However, Nafion and related materials 

suffer from unacceptably high methanol permeability that limits performance in 

DMFCs due to fuel crossover from the anode to the cathode.5  The permeability of 

Nafion to methanol is directly related to the high swelling of Nafion by water, since 

water and methanol are transported together.3, 6  Dry membranes are much less 

conductive because protons are transported through Nafion and similar materials 

primarily as H3O+ ions.7  As a result, water sorption into the membranes is required 

for conductivity.  Unfortunately, the dimensional changes that accompany water 

swelling can cause fuel cell device failure as mechanical stress leads to detachment of 

electrodes from the membrane.8, 9  It remains a significant challenge to design 
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durable membranes for DMFCs that maintain high proton conductivity while limiting 

methanol permeability and controlling membrane swelling. 

One route to enhance the mechanical and transport properties of DMFC 

membranes is through the use of polymer composites.  Small particles that are 

impermeable to methanol can be added to proton conducting polymers to form 

composite membranes with reduced water swelling and decreased methanol 

permeation.  Often the methanol impermeable particles lower the proton 

conductivity and methanol permeability simultaneously, limiting membrane 

performance.10, 11  Alternatively, proton conducting composites with reduced 

methanol permeation may be formed from a methanol impermeable polymer support 

matrix containing dispersed proton conducting particles.  For example, zirconium 

phosphate sulfophenylenphosphonate (ZrPSPP) particles have high proton 

conductivity similar to that of conventional polymer electrolytes and are thermally 

stable up to 200°C.12-14  Composite membranes consisting of a nonconductive 

polymer loaded with ZrPSPP particles will have high proton conductivity if the 

loading of ZrPSPP is high enough for the particles to form an interconnected network 

for proton transport.  Usually the high particle loading required for conductivity is 

detrimental to the mechanical stability of the membrane.15, 16 

The goal of the present study is to engineer composite membrane structure to 

optimize performance and minimize the amount of proton conductive particles 

required.  The conductivity and permeability of composite membranes depend 

strongly not only on the concentration of functional particles, but also the spatial 

arrangement of particles within the membrane.  Other researchers have shown that 
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the manipulation of the distribution of functional particles within a polymeric matrix 

can enhance the membrane properties.17-19  In the present study, electric fields are 

applied during membrane formation to control the composite membrane structure.  

When an electric field is applied to a particle suspension, it can cause particles to 

aggregate into chains aligned in the direction of the applied field.20, 21  Solidification 

induced by chemical reaction or physical removal of solvent can convert the particle 

suspension into a solid composite membrane with a fixed field-induced structure.  A 

previous study has demonstrated that electric field-induced chaining of conductive 

particles can enhance the proton conductivity of composite silicone membranes in the 

direction of the applied field.22  Here we report a novel method to control the 

structure of composite proton conducting membranes based on poly(vinylidene 

fluoride) (PVdF) through the use of electric fields.   PVdF is chosen as a non-

conductive support matrix because it is chemically and mechanically stable in the fuel 

cell operating environment.  Pure PVdF has excellent barrier properties for methanol 

and oxygen.  When blended with proton conducting ionomers such as Nafion, PVdF 

membranes have shown promising performance in DMFCs.23-26  Electric field 

processing offers a potential route to enhance PVdF composite membrane 

performance in DMFCs. 

 

5.2. Experimental 

Materials.  PVdF (Mw=534,000 g/mol, mp=165°C) was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich.  Nafion 1100 dispersion (Dupont DE2021) was obtained from Ion 

Power, Inc.  Fluorolink C (Fomblin, fluorocarbon oil) was purchased from Solvay 
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Solexis.  ZrPSPP was produced following a method reported in the literature27.  

First, metasulfophenylenphosphonic acid (H2SPP) was synthesized as described in the 

literature28.  Next, ZrPSPP was prepared by mixing a solution of 0.16 M 

ZrOCl2·8H2O and 1 M HF with a solution of 0.1 M H3PO4, 0.1 M H2SPP, and 1 M 

HCl with a molar ratio of (H3PO4 + H2SPP)/Zr=2.5.  Then the product was washed 

and dried as described in the literature27.  The general formula of the as-obtained 

ZrPSPP is Zr(HPO4)1.00(SPP)1.00·nH2O, with SPP=O3PC6H4SO3H. 

Particle preparation.  The Nafion 1100 dispersion was placed in a rotary 

vacuum evaporator (Büchi Rotavapor R-200, Brinkmann Instruments, Inc.) at 70°C 

and ca. 15 mm Hg till a viscous solid residue was obtained.  The viscous residue was 

transferred to a vacuum oven maintained at room temperature until dry.  The vacuum 

dried Nafion was then frozen with liquid nitrogen, ground with a pestle and mortar, 

and sieved to produce particles less than 45 μm.  Micron-sized ZrPSPP particles 

were prepared through an electrospray process.  A 1.5 wt% suspension of ZrPSPP in 

a mixture of deionized water and NMP (volume ratio of water to NMP=1:20) was 

injected into a stainless steel needle (22 gauge) using a syringe pump (Pump 11, 

Harvard Apparatus).  The needle was maintained at 5 kV/cm DC potential above a 

grounded aluminum plate.  The ZrPSPP particles were collected and dried on the 

aluminum plate maintained at 160°C.  PVdF was in the form of a fine power and 

used as received.  Figures 5.1 (a)-(c) show the morphology of the Nafion, ZrPSPP 

and PVdF particles, respectively, used in the experiments.  The dielectric constant 

and conductivity of these particles were measured using an impedance gain phase 

analyzer (Solartron 1260, Solartron Analytical). 
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(a)                              (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5.1. SEM images of (a) Nafion, (b) ZrPSPP and (c) PVdF particles used in 
fabrication of Nafion/PVdF and ZrPSPP/PVdF composite membranes under an 
applied electric field. 
 

Experimental set-up.  Figure 5.2 shows the device used to fabricate 

composite PVdF membranes under an applied electric field.  The cell consists of a 

“U” shaped Teflon frame sandwiched between two aluminum electrodes.  Teflon 

plates held outside the electrodes act as electrical insulation.  The five pieces were 

clamped together to form a cell with dimensions of 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 800 μm.  

Temperature of the cell was controlled by a heating mantle.  The electric field 

applied to the cell electrodes could be controlled from 0 to 10 kV peak to peak with 
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frequency in the range of 0 to 20 MHz by passing the output signal of a 

function/arbitrary waveform generator (Agilent Model 33220A) through a high 

voltage amplifier (Trek Model 10/10B). 

 

 
Figure 5.2. Apparatus for assembling Nafion/PVdF and ZrPSPP/PVdF composites: 
(1) Thermocouple, (2) insulating Teflon plate, (3) Aluminum electrode, (4) “U”-
shaped thin Teflon, (5) Heating mantle.  Pieces 2, 3, and 4 were clamped together 
and the membrane was formed between the electrodes inside the thin “U”-shaped 
opening. 
 

      Membrane preparation.  Nafion or ZrPSPP particles and PVdF particles 

were dispersed using a Vortex-GenieTM mixer (Scientific Industries, Inc.) to form a 

suspension with 30 wt% total solids in Fomblin fluorocarbon oil.  The suspension 

was transferred to the electrode cell, exposed to the electric field at room temperature, 

and then heated to 170°C in the heating mantle to melt PVdF while maintaining the 

electric field.  The composite was then pressed together with a thin piece of Teflon 

plate.  Finally, the cell was cooled to room temperature as the electric field and the 
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pressure from Teflon were continuously applied.  The composite membrane was 

transferred to a pressure vessel and liquid CO2 was used to extract the residual 

fluorocarbon oil.  Extraction was carried out for 3 hours using CO2 at 155 bar and 

room temperature flowing at a rate of 0.5 ml/min.  In control experiments, 

composite membranes with randomly distributed particles were prepared with the 

same procedure except for the application of the electric field. 

Membrane characterization.  An inverted phase contrast optical 

microscope was used to observe the response of Nafion and ZrPSPP particles to the 

electric field.  The particle morphology and the membrane surface morphology were 

examined with scanning electron microscopy (LEO 982 FE-SEM).  Proton 

conductivity measurements of the membranes were carried out at room temperature 

using two point probe alternating current (AC) impedance spectroscopy (EIS 300, 

Gamry Instruments) over a frequency range of 300 kHz to 0.1 Hz.  Prior to the 

conductivity measurement, all membranes were submerged in deionized water at 

room temperature for at least 2 days to reach saturation.  The same procedure as 

described in Chapter 4.3 was used for membrane conductivity measurement, and the 

error of determined conductivity was within ±5%.     

 Water sorption of the composite membranes was determined by the 

percentage weight difference between the dry and fully saturated states.  The dry 

state was defined as the weight of the membrane after 24 hours under vacuum at 

70°C.  The fully saturated state was defined as the weight of the membranes after 

submersion in deionized water at room temperature for 2 days.  A micrometer was 
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used to measure the percentage change in membrane area and thickness between the 

dry and fully hydrated states. 

 Methanol permeability of the membranes was investigated using an in-house 

constructed glass permeability cell.  The membrane was clamped between two 

vessels, each with a volume of 30 ml.  At the beginning of the methanol permeation 

test, vessel 1 was filled with 3 M aqueous methanol solution and vessel 2 was filled 

with deionized water.  The apparatus was kept at room temperature (~ 26°C) under 

magnetic stirring at rate of 1200 rpm while measuring the methanol concentration of 

vessel 2 versus time using a gas chromatograph (Hewlett Packard model 8590A) with 

a capillary column (Agilent Co., DB-Wax, 30 m×0.32 mm×0.50 µm).  The methanol 

permeability was determined from the measured concentration versus time by using 

an approximate solution of the continuity equation for diffusion in plane sheet 

geometry at early times.29, 30  The error on the methanol permeability is within ±8%, 

estimated by following the same procedure as described in Chapter 4.3. 

 

7.3. Results and discussion 

Response of particles to an applied electric field.  When particles are 

suspended in solvents and exposed to an electric field, the field induces polarization 

of the particles due to the mismatch in permittivity or conductivity between particles 

and solvent.  Interaction between polarized particles can cause them to aggregate 

into chains aligned in the direction of the applied field.  For colloidal-sized particles, 

Brownian motion acts to disrupt the alignment induced by the electric field.31  

Particle alignment occurs only when the field-induced particle dipole interactions 
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dominate Brownian motion.  For a spherical particle, the parameter defining the 

relative strengths of the polarization forces and Brownian motion is:32, 33  

 
TK

E)(rεπε
=λ

B

0
23

1 β          (1) 

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ε1 is the relative dielectric constant of the 

solvent, r is the radius of the particle, E is the applied field strength, KB is the 

Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute temperature.  β represents the particle 

dipole coefficient, given under our experimental conditions by (σ2-σ1)/(σ2+2σ1), 

where σ1 and σ2 are the conductivity of the solvent and particle, respectively.20, 34  

When λ calculated by equation (1) is greater than 1, the electric field induced 

polarization forces dominate Brownian motion and field induced particle structuring 

is predicted. 

  

Table 5.1. Properties of particles and solvent used in fabrication of composite 
Nafion/PVdF and ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes. 
 

Name Shape Size(µm) 
radius 

εi 
(1kHz) 

σi  
(S/m) β 

E (V/mm) 
(λ≥1) 

T=25°C 

E (V/mm) 
(λ≥1) 

T=170°C 

Nafion irregular ~ 11 10,000 100 ~ 1 0.23 0.28 

ZrPSPP irregular ~ 1 10,000 100 ~ 1 8.39 10.23 

PVdF spherical ~ 0.05 7.72 10-12 ~ 0.48 1578 1926 

Fluorolink 

C 
--- --- 2.10 10-12 --- --- --- 
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To simplify the analysis of the present system, all particles are assumed to be 

spheres with an average radius of 11 µm for Nafion, 1 µm for ZrPSPP and 50 nm for 

PVdF on the basis of the approximate average sizes measured by SEM.  The 

dielectric constant and conductivity of these particles were measured as shown in 

Table 5.1.  The minimum field strength (E) required to align particles can be 

estimated from equation (1) using the data in Table 5.1.  The calculated minimum 

field strengths required to align the Nafion, ZrPSPP, and PVdF particles at room 

temperature are 0.23 V/mm, 8.39 V/mm, and 1578 V/mm, respectively.  When the 

temperature is raised to 170°C, the minimum field strengths are increased to 0.28 

V/mm, 10.23 V/mm, and 1926 V/mm, respectively.  Therefore, the calculation 

predicts that both Nafion and ZrPSPP particles will respond to the electric field at 

much lower field strength than required for PVdF.  In the experiment, a mixed 

colloidal suspension of proton conducting particles (either Nafion or ZrPSPP) and 

PVdF particles was formed.  The experimental AC field strength was chosen to 

selectively align the proton conducting particles, while leaving the PVdF particles 

unaffected.  Field strengths of 100 V/mm (f=25Hz) and 500 V/mm (f=100Hz) were 

chosen to align the Nafion and ZrPSPP particles, respectively. 

 The response of the particles to the applied field was observed directly at 

room temperature with an optical microscope.  Figures 5.3 (a) and 5.3 (b) show a 

suspension of 2.5 wt% Nafion and 2.5 wt% PVdF in Fomblin oil.  In Figure 5.3 (a), 

the large sized Nafion and small sized PVdF are observed to be distributed randomly 

before the electric field was applied.  Upon applying an electric field of 100 V/mm 

at 25 Hz, the Nafion particles rapidly form chains.  The PVdF particles are 
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unaffected by the electric field and are observed to be pushed aside by the growing 

Nafion particle chains.  The Nafion particle chains extend in the direction of the 

applied field and completely bridge the gap between the two electrodes, as illustrated 

in Figure 5.3 (b).  Similar phenomena were observed for a suspension of 2.5 wt%  

 

   
(a)                              (b) 

   
(c)                             (d) 

Figure 5.3. Microscopic images showing the response of particles in Fomblin oil 
suspension to an applied electric field. (a) Nafion/PVdF suspension before and (b) 
after exposure to the electric field.  (c) ZrPSPP/PVdF suspension before and (d) after 
exposure to the electric field. 
 

ZrPSPP and 2.5 wt% PVdF in Fomblin oil, as shown in Figures 5.3 (c) and (d), when 

a field of 500V/mm at 100 Hz was applied.  The visual observation clearly shows 

the proton conducting particles are induced to form continuous chains bridging the 

gap between the electrodes while the nonconductive PVdF particles remain randomly 
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distributed in the suspension in Fomblin oil.  The selective response of proton 

conducting particles is the basis for forming PVdF composites of controlled structure.  

Membranes are formed by removing the solvent at high temperature and melting the 

PVdF particles together to form a supporting matrix around the proton conducting 

particle chains. 

 

   
(a)                           (b) 

   
(c)                          (d) 

Figure 5.4. SEM images showing surface morphology of 20 wt% Nafion/PVdF film 
prepared (a) without and (b) with an electric field and 20 wt% ZrPSPP/PVdF film 
prepared (c) without and (d) with an applied field. 

 

Morphology of Nafion/PVdF and ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes.  Figures 

5.4 (a)-(d) show the surface morphology of composite membranes formed with and 

without an applied electric field.  The Nafion/PVdF membrane has a smooth and 

homogenous surface when it is prepared without the electric field, as shown in Figure 
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5.4 (a).  The membrane surface appears less homogenous and rough, as shown in 

Figure 5.4 (b), when prepared under the applied electric field.  The changes in 

surface morphology are suggestive of field-induced changes in the morphology of the 

Nafion and PVdF phases.  However, it is not possible to differentiate phase 

boundaries from the SEM images since Nafion and PVdF are melted together. 

In contrast to the Nafion/PVdF composites, separate phases are easily 

observed in SEM images of ZrPSPP/PVdF composites (Figures 5.4 (c) and 5.4 (d)).  

The ZrPSPP particle aggregates are clearly separated from the surrounding PVdF 

matrix.  Figure 5.4 (c) shows the membrane formed without the applied electric 

field.  The ZrPSPP/PVdF composite membranes prepared under the electric field 

appear to have smaller ZrPSPP domains at the surface, as shown in Figure 5.4 (d).  

The SEM images only show the phase domains at the surface and provide no 

information on the distribution of particles through the membrane thickness.  The 

apparently lower number of aggregates at the surface when the electric field is 

applied may be due to the field-induced particle chaining across the membrane.  

Also, it is possible that the particle concentration and aggregation at the surface of the 

membrane may be enhanced by attraction between the ZrPSPP particles and electrode 

surface.  These images suggest that the electric field induced forces reduce particle 

aggregation in the lateral direction across the surface of the membrane, while 

enhancing aggregation in the field direction.  As a result, the apparent concentration 

at the surface appears higher when no field is applied to the composite membranes. 

Water sorption.  The percent increase in weight of the membranes due to 

water sorption is shown in Figures 5.5 (a)-(b).  For Nafion/PVdF membranes, the  
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(b) 
Figure 5.5. Water sorption of the composite membranes as a function of particle 
content and electric field processing: (a) Nafion/PVdF membranes, and (b) 
ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes. 
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water sorption increases with increasing Nafion content in both aligned and non-

aligned composite membranes.  Considering that the PVdF is hydrophobic and has 

zero water sorption on its own, all absorbed water is due to the presence of Nafion 

particles.  The membranes prepared with an applied field have higher water uptake 

than those with the same Nafion content that are formed without the electric field.  

The membranes formed without the electric field likely have some Nafion domains 

that are completely surrounded by PVdF and thus inaccessible to water.  The particle 

chaining induced by the electric field brings the Nafion particles into good contact.  

As a result, more Nafion particles are accessible to water and the electric field-

processed membranes display increased water sorption.  A similar water sorption 

tendency was observed for ZrPSPP/PVdF composite membranes, as shown in Figure 

5.5 (b).  The water uptake is directly proportional to ZrPSPP particle concentration 

in the composite membranes.  As with Nafion, the electric field induced particle 

chaining increases the water sorption in comparison to membranes with the same 

concentration of ZrPSPP particles fabricated without the electric field.  The 

ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes have higher water sorption than Nafion/PVdF composites 

with the same fraction of proton conducting particles.  The differences in water 

uptake between ZrPSPP and Nafion are like due to the higher hydrophilicity of 

ZrPSPP particles and the capillary filling of open spaces between the phases observed 

in Figures 5.4 (c) and 5.4 (d).  In both Nafion/PVdF and ZrPSPP/PVdF composite 

membranes, the water sorption of the membranes prepared with and without the 

applied field approaches similar values as the particle concentration increases.  If 

particle concentration is increased high enough, the percolation threshold is reached 
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(b) 
Figure 5.6. Proton conductivity of the composite membranes as a function of the 
particle content and electric field processing: (a) Nafion/PVdF membranes, and (b) 
ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes. 
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at which there is good connectivity among particles even if they are randomly 

distributed. 

Membrane proton conductivity.  The effect of the applied electric field 

on the proton conductivity was investigated for a series of membranes with varying 

Nafion or ZrPSPP particle concentration as shown in Figures 5.6 (a) and 5.6 (b).There 

is obvious improvement of the proton conductivity for membranes formed under the 

electric field as compared to membranes formed without the applied field, particularly 

when the concentration of particles is low.  This is due to the continuous contact 

among conductive particles when aligned by the electric field.  Without the electric 

field, the particles form fewer continuous channels for proton transport across the 

membrane.  For Nafion, increasing particle concentration to 30 wt% and 40 wt% 

results in increased proton conductivity of the membrane formed without the electric 

field, but the conductivity is still much lower than the membrane prepared with the 

electric field.  Further increase of the Nafion particle concentration to 50 wt% and 

70 wt%, results in significant increase in the proton conductivity of the membranes 

formed without the electric field so that the conductivity approaches that of the 

membranes with field-aligned particles.  Above the percolation threshold, the 

randomly distributed particles begin to form an interconnected network that provides 

conduction pathways through the membrane.  Obviously, the structure induced by 

the applied field causes the percolation threshold to be reduced a factor of two or 

three for Nafion particles, so that electric field processed membranes can exhibit high 

proton conductivity with much lower concentration of the proton conducting 

component than is required for randomly structured composites. 
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In comparison to Nafion/PVdF membranes, the ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes 

show improvement in proton conductivity at a much lower particle concentration (5 

wt%), as shown in Figure 5.6 (b).  The enhancement at lower particle concentrations 

can be explained by considering the smaller particle size for ZrPSPP compared to 

Nafion, as shown in Figures 5.1 (a) and 5.1 (b).  Assuming Nafion and ZrPSPP have 

similar density, the same mass fraction of Nafion and ZrPSPP particles will occupy 

the same volume fraction.  However, there will be a much higher number of ZrPSPP 

particles than Nafion particles of the same mass.  Assuming that the particles are 

arranged in separated monolithic columns, each having a length equal to the 

membrane thickness, ZrPSPP forms a much higher number of chains through the 

composite membranes than Nafion.17  As a result, the particle percolation threshold 

decreases significantly for the electric field oriented ZrPSPP/PVdF composite 

membranes.  This illustrates the potential to fabricate conductive composite 

membranes with much lower particle concentration by scaling down the particle size.  

However, it should be pointed out that the field strength required to execute particle 

chaining will be much higher for smaller particles, as predicted by Equation (1). 

Methanol permeability and membrane selectivity.  The effect of particle 

chaining on the methanol permeability through the Nafion/PVdF and ZrPSPP/PVdF 

composite membranes is shown in Figures 5.7 (a) and 5.7 (b).  As expected, the 

methanol permeability decreases with increasing PVdF content in the composite 

membranes since the PVdF phase is an excellent methanol barrier.  The membranes 

with particles aligned by the electric field have higher methanol permeability than 

membranes containing the same volume fraction of randomly distributed particles.     
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(b) 
Figure 5.7. Methanol permeability of the composite membranes as a function of 
particle content and electric field processing: (a) Nafion/PVdF membranes, and (b) 
ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes. 
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(b) 
Figure 5.8. Selectivity of the composite membranes as a function of particle content 
and electric field processing: (a) Nafion/PVdF membranes, and (b) ZrPSPP/PVdF 
membranes. 
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This is consistent with the proton conductivity data since the particle chains formed 

under the electric field provide transport pathways for protons as well as methanol.  

The selectivity (α) of the composite membranes for protons over methanol can be 

defined as the proton conductivity divided by the methanol permeability: α=σ/Pm.30, 35  

Figures 5.8 (a) and 5.8 (b) show the selectivity of the composite membranes 

fabricated with and without an applied electric field.  The composite membranes 

formed under the electric field have an enhanced selectivity at particle concentrations 

below the percolation threshold for conductivity.  At some concentrations below the 

percolation threshold, electric field induced particle alignment results in a huge 

enhancement in proton conductivity while the methanol permeability increases only 

slightly relative to disordered membranes.  The differences in membrane selectivity 

between composite membranes with aligned and non-aligned particles are reduced 

after the particles reach the percolation concentration.  The enhanced selectivity may 

be due to the suppressed swelling of Nafion or ZrPSPP phase by confinement in the 

PVdF matrix.  Studies of structured composite membranes consisting of swellable 

methanol permeable material filled inside small pores of a rigid nonpermeable 

substrate have shown that swelling was constrained by confinement in the rigid pores 

and, as a result, methanol permeation was reduced.8, 36 

Dimensional stability.  Figures 5.9 (a) and 5.9 (b) show the measured 

changes in membrane thickness and area between the dry and water saturated states.  

As the Nafion concentration is increased, the membrane swelling increases for 

composite membranes with both aligned and non-aligned particles, as shown in 

Figure 5.9 (a).  However, for membranes with the same particle content, the area  
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(b) 
Figure 5.9. Dimensional stability of the composite membranes as a function of 
particle content and electric field processing: (a) Nafion/PVdF membranes, and (b) 
ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes. 
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expansion is reduced when the Nafion particles are aligned in chains, while the 

thickness expansion is greater.  This indicates that the membrane swelling is 

anisotropic for the membranes with aligned particles.  The swelling is enhanced in 

the direction of particle alignment.  The water swelling behavior is important for 

practical operation of proton conducting membranes in fuel cells, and especially 

under humidity cycling.  Electrodes can detach from a membrane surface due to the 

large membrane area change, because a carbon electrode does not swell with the 

membrane, leading to mechanical stress.8, 9  Composite membranes containing 

aligned particles fabricated by the present approach can effectively reduce the 

membrane area expansion.  Electric field processing is therefore promising as a 

route to produce membranes with improved mechanical stability under humidity 

cycling in fuel cell applications.  Figure 5.9 (b) shows the dimensional changes due 

to water swelling for ZrPSPP/PVdF composite membranes.  The area and thickness 

changes are quite small since the inorganic hydrophilic phase ZrPSPP does not swell 

significantly when exposed to water.  As a result, the differences in the changes in 

membrane thickness and area between the field-processed and non-processed 

membranes are hard to compare because the slight dimensional changes are difficult 

to measure.  Figure 5.9 (b) shows that all the fabricated ZrPSPP/PVdF composite 

membranes have little water swelling in comparison to Nafion/PVdF membranes, 

pure Nafion or other ionomer based fuel cell membranes.37  The fact that the 

ZrPSPP/PVdF membranes display limited swelling even though their water uptake is 

greater than Nafion/PVdF membranes suggests much of the water uptake in these 

membranes is into the interstitial regions between the two phases that were observed 
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in Figure 5.4.  This limited swelling behavior may benefit the mechanical stability of 

the membranes or membrane electrode assemblies in operating fuel cells, provided 

the ZrPSPP particles remain intact during operation.  

 

5.4. Conclusions 

The results confirm the theoretical prediction that proton conducting Nafion or 

ZrPSPP particles will selectively respond to an applied electric field when in a mixed 

suspension with PVdF particles.  The applied field directs Nafion or ZrPSPP 

particles into chains that grow to span the gap between electrodes as the electric field 

is applied.  By removing solvent and melting the PVdF phase under the applied 

field, composite membranes were formed with improved transport properties.  The 

structure induced by the applied field enhances the proton conductivity and water 

uptake of the composite membranes.  Membranes formed under the applied field 

display improved selectivity for protons over methanol due to the suppressed swelling 

of Nafion or ZrPSPP particles by PVdF.  The present study shows the promise of the 

novel electric field processing technique for the development of PVdF composite 

membranes that would display improved performance in direct methanol fuel cells.  

The applied field allows the morphology of the proton conducting phase to be 

adjusted in order to balance proton conductivity, methanol permeability and 

mechanical stability. 
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Chapter 6 
 

 

Coating of Hydroxyapatite Films on Metal Substrates by Seeded 
Hydrothermal Deposition 
 

6.1. Introduction 

Hydroxyapaptite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, or HAP), a type of calcium phosphate 

crystal, has been studied as an ion exchanger1, 2, gas sensor3, 4, proton conductor5, 6, 

and bone implant material7, 8  due to its unique crystal structure, electrical properties, 

and biocompatibility.  HAP has a hexagonal crystallographic structure with 

positively charged a-surfaces and negatively charged c-surfaces.1, 9  The structure 

and surface charge allows HAP to be used as an adsorbent for chromatography to 

separate proteins and as an ion-exchanger to remove harmful metal ions from 

industrial liquid wastes.1, 2  At high temperatures, ion conduction in HAP along the 

c-axis has been exploited in applications in a carbon dioxide gas sensor3, 4 and as 

proton conductor10, 11.  The crystal structural and compositional similarity of HAP 

with the hard tissues of vertebrates makes HAP attractive in bone implant material to 

accelerate bone growth around the implant.12  However, the clinical use of HAP as a 

load bearing implant is restricted by the mechanical brittleness.13  As a result, 

research has focused on the development of HAP coatings on metal implants that 

possess excellent mechanical properties but poor biocompatibility.  The HAP 

coatings significantly improve biocompatibility of the metal implants. 

A variety of techniques have been developed for depositing HAP coatings on 

metal substrates, including thermal spraying, sputter coating, sol-gel coating, dip-
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coating, electrophoretic deposition, and electrochemical deposition.13, 14  Thermal 

spraying of HAP on implant devices has the advantage of high deposition rate and 

low cost.14, 15  However, poor coating-substrate adherence and non-uniform 

crystallinity of the deposited film reduces the lifetime of implants coated by thermal 

spraying.14, 16, 17  Sputter coating can generate HAP films with improved adherence 

to the substrates, but the coating process is high in cost and time-consuming.14, 17  In 

addition, sputter coated HAP films has low crystallinity, but high crystallinity is 

preferable because it reduces dissolution of HAP film in the living body so that to 

improve fixation of coatings with bone tissue after implantation.14, 18  Sol-gel 

coating19, dip-coating20 and electrophoretic coating21 also typically produce 

amorphous HAP films that are processed by a high temperature sintering step to 

improve the film crystallinity.  The sintering step usually causes film shrinkage and 

cracking due to either phase transformation of HAP or thermal expansion mismatch 

between the coatings and substrates.14, 17  Hydrothermal-electrochemical deposition 

is a useful process for preparing HAP coatings with enhanced crystallinity.22-25  

However, dense and adhesive coatings are difficult to obtain in the electrochemical 

process due to hydrogen gas evolution at the surface of the cathode from electrolysis 

of water.  The formation of gas bubbles on the surface of the cathode obstructs the 

nucleation and growth of HAP crystals, and can dislodge crystals already deposited.  

Some attempts have been made to evade H2 production by adding either H2O2
26 or 

alcohols such as ethanol27 to the reactant solutions.  Hydrogen peroxide and ethanol 

reduce hydrogen gas evolution through the reactions: H2O2 + 2e =2OH- and CH3CH2-
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OH + H2O = CH3CH2O- + H3O+, but the results with these additives still show 

imperfect HAP films by electrodeposition. 

Hydrothermal synthesis of HAP has been extensively studied as a method to 

grow larger crystals with excellent crystal quality.28-30  A calcium chelating agent is 

often added, usually a carboxylic acid such as acetic acid, lactic acid, citric acid, and 

ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), to control supersaturation of HAP and thus 

adjust the crystal growth rate.  Upon heating the solution, the calcium carboxylate 

decomposes and calcium is slowly and continuously released into the solution.  As 

the solution becomes supersaturated, calcium phosphate crystals nucleate and grow 

into larger sized crystals in the solution.  One report attempted to grow HAP directly 

onto iron, aluminum, copper, and titanium surfaces through hydrothermal synthesis.31  

It was found that HAP films only form on iron surfaces through a mechanism 

involving the dissolution of the substrate surface in the acidic reactant solution (pH = 

6.0) to cause HAP nucleation.  For titanium, copper and aluminum substrates, only a 

few crystal aggregates grew at the surface of the substrates.   

Here we report a novel method for coating HAP films onto a variety of metal 

substrates through a seeded hydrothermal deposition.  Crystal seeds are first 

deposited by the electrochemical method for a very short period of time to avoid the 

film cracking caused by H2 evolution.  Subsequent hydrothermal crystal growth onto 

the seed layer produces a homogeneous and crack-free coating on the substrate.  A 

series of experimental parameters were varied to adjust the HAP film thickness, 

surface morphology, microstructure and crystallinity.  The method developed is 
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practical for coating HAP over large surface areas onto substrates of irregular 

geometry. 

 

6.2. Experimental 

Materials.  Analytic grade Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (99.0% purity) and (NH4)2HPO4 

(>99.0% purity) were purchased from Alfa Aesar and EMD, respectively.  K2HPO4 

(99.99% purity), CaCl2·2H2O (99+% purity), NaCl (≥99.0% purity), 

tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (99.8+% purity), and disodium 

ethylenediaminetetraacetate dehydrate (Na2EDTA·2H2O) (ACS reagent, 99.0-101.0% 

purity) were all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.  37% hydrochloride acid and 28.0-

30.0% pure ammonium hydroxide were purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemicals.  

Titanium (Ti), stainless steel 316L (S/S316), copper (Cu), and aluminum (Al) plates 

(1.25 cm x 1.25 cm x 0.1 mm) were obtained from Small Parts, Inc.  Deionized 

water was used for all the experiments. 

Electrochemical deposition of HAP seeds.  The metal substrates were 

polished with SiC sand paper (1500 grit), washed with an industrial soap solution, 

placed in ethanol/acetone (volume ratio = 50/50) solvent for 30 min in an ultrasonic 

cleaner, and then rinsed with deionized water for use as the cathode in the 

electrochemical deposition reaction.  The metal substrate was used as the cathode 

and the anode was a platinum plate (25 mm x 25 mm x 127 µm).  The anode and 

cathode were fixed onto two Teflon plates, arranged parallel with a separation 

distance of 10 mm.  The whole assembly was immersed in the electrolyte solution 

preheated in an oil-bath (~95°C) for the HAP film growth.  The electrolyte solution 
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was prepared as described in the literature23, 32, and consisted of 1.67 mM K2HPO4, 

2.5 mM CaCl2 and 138 mM NaCl in deionized water.  The solution was buffered to 

pH 7.2 using tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane and 37% hydrochloride acid.  The 

electrochemical reaction was carried out for a desired time with constant current 

generated with a direct current power supply (GPS-3030D, GW).  After the 

electrochemical deposition, the metal substrate seeded with HAP crystals was taken 

out of the electrolyte solution, rinsed with deionized water several times, and dried in 

air. 

Hydrothermal deposition of HAP coatings.  For a typical hydrothermal 

synthesis, a solution of Na2EDTA (0.20 M) and Ca(NO3)2 (0.20 M) was prepared in 

15 ml deionized water and a solution of (NH4)2HPO4 (0.12 M) in 15 ml deionized 

water was prepared in a second container.  The two source solutions were mixed 

together after pH of each solution was raised to 10.0 with ammonium hydroxide.  

The resulting combined solution was stirred at room temperature for about 20 minutes 

and then transferred to a Teflon-lined stainless steel pressure vessel (40 ml internal 

volume).  The seeded substrate was submersed in the solution with the seed layer 

facing down and tilted ~ 45 degrees relative to the bottom of the vessel.  The Teflon-

lined vessel was placed in an oven for hydrothermal synthesis for 15 hours at 200°C 

and autogenous pressure.  After the reaction, the autoclave was cooled to room 

temperature in a fume hood.  The sample was taken out, rinsed with deionized water 

several times, and dried in air. 

Product characterization.  Images of particle morphology and elemental 

analysis of the products were obtained using a field emission source scanning electron 
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microscope (FESEM, Zeiss-Leo DSM982) equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray 

(EDX) spectrometer (EDAX Phoenix).  The crystal structure of HAP was 

determined by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) (Philips PW3020) with Cu Kα 

radiation (λ=1.5418 Å) using an integration time of 2 hours with a step size was 0.02 

degrees/3 seconds.  The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum was recorded 

with a spectrophotometer (FTIR-8400S Shimadzu) in the range of 500-2000 cm-1.  

The sample was measured with 16 scans at an effective resolution of 1 cm-1. 

 

6.3. Results and discussion 

Seeding HAP on different substrates.  Four kinds of metal plates (titanium, 

S/S316, copper and aluminum) were used as substrates for HAP seeding by 

electrochemical deposition.  Figure 6.1 (a)-(d) shows the morphology of the seed 

layer that formed on the substrates in 2 minutes at 95°C using a constant current 

density of 12.4 mA/cm2.  The seed layer is similar in morphology and 

microstructure on titanium, S/S316 and copper substrates, as illustrated in Figure 6.1 

(a)-(c).  The materials in the seed layer have platelet morphology with submicron 

width and length.  XRD patterns of the seed layer on titanium, S/S316 and copper in 

Figure 6.2 (a) identify the materials as HAP crystals, formed most likely from the 

plate-like octacalcium phosphate, a crystal phase that appears usually at low pH and 

certain temperature ranges in the electrochemical deposition of HAP.22  The 

diffraction peak centered around 25.8 degrees in Figure 6.2 (a) corresponds to the 

(002) plane of the HAP crystals.  For randomly oriented HAP crystals, the standard 

intensity ratio of the (002) to the (300) plane is 0.67 (JCPDS No.86--0740).  The 
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intensity ratios of the (002) to the (300) plane in the XRD patterns shown in Figure 

6.2 (a) are quite large in comparison with the standard ratio, which indicates a [002] 

(i.e. c-axis) preferred orientation normal to the metal substrates.  Some crystals also 

orient along other directions since several other diffraction peaks are observed in 

Figure 6.2 (a).  For example, the peak corresponding to (300) in the XRD pattern of 

HAP seeds on titanium substrate stands for a [300] orientation and the peak owing to 

(211) in the XRD pattern of seeds on S/S316 substrates represents a [211] favored 

orientation.  The sharp and strong XRD peaks of the seeds on titanium, S/S316, and 

copper denote a higher crystallization of deposited HAP. 

 

   
(e) (b) 

   
(c)                              (d) 

Figure 6.1. Morphology of HAP seeds on titanium (a), S/S316 (b), copper (c), and 
aluminum (d) substrates grown by electrochemical deposition at 12.4 mA/cm2 current 
for 2 minutes. 
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Figure 6.2. XRD patterns of HAP seeds (a) by electrochemical deposition and films 
(b) by hydrothermal deposition on titanium, S/S316, copper and aluminum substrates. 
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The morphology and microstructure of the HAP seed layer deposited on 

aluminum are different from other substrates, as shown in Figure 6.1 (d).  The seed 

layer contains some granular material, sparsely distributed on the substrate surface.  

The featureless XRD spectrum in Figure 6.2 (a) indicates the granular material is 

amorphous or very poorly crystallized.  The formation of such amorphous phase is 

most likely caused by incorporation of Al3+ ions released from the aluminum 

substrate.  The strong alkaline conditions generated at the cathode in the 

electrochemical reaction cause Al3+ ions from the surface to dissolve into the 

solution.  The Al3+ ions can substitute for Ca2+ in the reaction, forming a mixture of 

aluminum and calcium phosphate.  The smaller ionic radius of Al3+ ions (0.51 Å) 

compared to Ca2+ (0.99 Å) disturbs the crystallization process.33  The influence of 

Al3+ on HAP crystallization is similar to that of Mg2+ (ionic radius: 0.66 Å).  It has 

been reported that incorporation of Mg2+ into HAP reactant solutions decreases the 

HAP crystallinity by inhibiting growth of the (001) face of the crystals.34, 35 

Hydrothermal deposition of HAP on seeded substrates.  The HAP seed 

layer formed by electrochemical deposition was used to promote hydrothermal 

deposition of HAP coatings at the surface of metal substrates.  The seeded substrates 

similar to those shown in Figure 6.1 (a)-(d) were employed for hydrothermal 

deposition under standard synthesis conditions described in the experimental section.  

Figure 6.3 (a)-(f) illustrates the surface and cross-sectional morphology of the HAP 

coatings grown on the titanium, S/S316 and copper substrates after the hydrothermal 

deposition.  The coatings exhibit a homogeneous porous coverage on all substrate 

surfaces and uniform thickness on each substrate.  The crystals in the coatings are 
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rod-like in shape, having a well-defined hexagonal crystal habit, as seen in Figure 6.3 

(a), (c) and (e).  The width of crystals grown from titanium substrate (Figure 6.3 (a))  

 

    
(a)                                  (b) 

   
(c)                                 (d) 

   
(e)                               (f) 

Figure 6.3. Morphology of HAP coatings prepared by hydrothermal deposition at 
200°C for 15 hours: (a) top-view image on titanium, (b) side-view image on titanium, 
(c) top-view image on S/S316, (d) side-view image on S/S316, (e) top-view image on 
copper, and (f) side-view image on copper. 
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is less than 500 nm, while those from S/S316 and copper (Figure 6.3 (c) and (e)) are 

up to ~ 2 µm.  The rod-shaped crystals are oriented perpendicular to the substrate, as 

shown in Figure 6.3 (b), (d) and (f).  The crystals grown from titanium are shorter (~ 

2 µm) than those from S/S316 and copper substrates with lengths around 7 µm and 10 

µm, respectively.  A careful look of the substrate surfaces in Figure 6.3 shows a 

porous structure appeared on copper in the hydrothermal deposition.  The titanium 

and S/S316 substrates, however, kept intact in the deposition process.  The porous 

copper surface was probably caused by corrosion of the substrate since the solution 

color changed from clear to shallow green after the reaction.  Figure 6.4 (a) shows 

the morphology of HAP film grown on aluminum substrates.  After the reaction, 

some spherical particles are present on aluminum substrate.  A higher magnified 

image of such spherical particles (shown in Figure 6.4 (b)) indicates the HAP spheres 

composed of many plate-like aggregates. 

 

   
(a)                              (b) 

Figure 6.4. Morphology of HAP coatings prepared by hydrothermal deposition at 
200°C for 15 hours: (a) top-view image on aluminum and (b) a higher magnified 
image of spherical particles in (a). 
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The homogenous HAP coatings on the seeded metal substrates are formed 

through slow release of the calcium ions into the reactant solution, which is driven by 

the calcium-chelate decomposition.29, 30  The concentration of the calcium ions is 

controlled by the chelating agent so that the degree of supersaturation of the solution 

is constantly low in the deposition process.  The lower degree of supersaturation 

generally dominates a heterogeneous nucleation and growth of the crystals.36  As a 

result, HAP progressively nucleates and grows from the seeds at the substrate 

surfaces and finally converts into a uniform coating film.  The fast growth rate of 

HAP on S/S316 and copper substrates than the titanium substrate may result from 

different crystalline structures or surface properties of the metal substrates.  The 

deposition depends on the gathering of calcium and phosphate ions in the vicinity of 

the substrates and adhesion of HAP precipitates to the seed layer at the substrate 

surface.  A uniform HAP coating was not obtained on the aluminum substrate, and 

only amorphous phase (confirmed with XRD in Figure 6.2 (b)) existed after the 

hydrothermal deposition process.  As discussed previously, the amorphous deposit is 

probably due to the incorporation of Al3+ ions released from the aluminum substrate 

interfering with crystallization.  The study indicates that the seeded hydrothermal 

deposition can coat HAP films on corrosion resistant metal substrates such as 

titanium and S/S316 commonly used in bone implants.  The resulting HAP coatings 

also contain the desirable morphology and microstructure for biomedical application.  

The porosity in the HAP coatings allows for ingrowth of tissues and enhanced 

fixation of implants.25  The rod-like crystals have been tested having a great effect 

on bonding between implants and bone at the early stages after implantation.37  The 
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c-axis orientation of HAP films may improve bone growth if polarized under an 

electric field.  It is reported that dipole moment of lattice OH- ions are aligned in 

electrically polarized HAP, which increases surface charges of the ceramics.  The 

increased surface charges enhance cell proliferation and adhesion at the negatively 

charged ceramic surface, and as a result accelerate bone-like crystal growth.38, 39  

The HAP films developed by this method have aligned OH- ion chains along c-axis 

direction so that they are expected to have stronger polarization under electric field to 

benefit the bone growth. 

The XRD patterns of the HAP films on titanium, S/S316 and copper are 

shown in Figure 6.2 (b).  The diffraction peaks corresponding to HAP are obviously 

sharper and stronger compared to the crystals in the seed layer, which suggests a 

higher degree of HAP crystallization after the hydrothermal deposition.  A strong 

enhancement in intensity of (002) diffraction peak compared to other peaks is 

observed in all patterns, which indicates that the c-axes of HAP crystals are 

dominantly oriented normal to the substrate, consistent with the SEM observation in 

Figure 6.2 (b), (d) and (f).  The HAP crystal growth habit is consistent with surface 

crystallization of other hexagonal crystals.  It is known that crystals tend to grow 

from seeded surfaces with the fastest growing axis (in this case, the c-axis) normal to 

the surface.36, 40 

The elemental composition and functional group bands of the HAP coatings 

were studied with EDX and FTIR spectroscopy.  The EDX and FTIR spectra of the 

coatings on titanium, S/S316 and copper are similar.  As an example, Figure 6.5 (a)-

(b) shows the EDX and FTIR spectra of HAP coatings formed on titanium substrate.   
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Figure 6.5. EDX (a) and FTIR (b) spectra of HAP coatings prepared by the seeded 
hydrothermal deposition. 
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The spectrum in Figure 6.5 (a) is comprised of O, P and Ca peaks, confirming the 

presence of HAP.  The C peak is more likely from the carbon tape used for the SEM 

observation.  The semiquantitative analysis of EDX spectrum shows the calcium-to-

phosphorus (Ca/P) atomic ratio is around 1.58, a little lower than the ideal 

stoichiometric value of 1.67.  The nonstoichimetry (Ca deficiency) of HAP is 

consistent with reports from the literature for hydrothermal synthesis of HAP 

crystals.29, 30.  The FTIR spectrum of HAP film given in Figure 6.5 (b) shows all 

absorption bands characteristic for HAP.29, 41   For PO4
3- groups, the ν1 vibration 

(symmetric stretching) is centered at 961cm-1, ν3 vibration (asymmetric stretching) 

occurs at 1088 and 1022cm-1, while ν4 vibration (asymmetric bending) is located at 

602, 580, and 562cm-1.  The librational vibration of OH- groups appears at 631 cm-1.  

Absence of any distinct bands in the range of 1400-1500 cm-1 indicates that HAP 

does not contain large quantities of carbonate ions.  The band observed at 870 cm-1 

is ascribed to the HPO4
2- groups, in agreement with data reported in the literature.29, 41  

The presence of HPO4
2- groups is consistent with the low Ca/P ratio in the synthesized 

HAP crystalline films.  The absorption peaks due to PO4
3- showed stronger 

intensities and split cleanly, indicating a higher crystallinity of HAP coatings on the 

substrates.23 

Effect of seed layer.  To further our understanding of seeded hydrothermal 

deposition for coating HAP onto the metal substrates, a series of experiments were 

conducted to investigate the influence of various experimental parameters on the 

HAP coatings.  In this series of experiments, the experimental conditions used for 

synthesis of HAP coatings in Figure 6.3 were used as the base case for comparison.  
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Individual experimental variables were changed and the effects of changing these 

variables were investigated by comparing the product to that obtained with the 

standard conditions.  Except those specifically mentioned substrate types, titanium is 

used as the substrate for HAP coatings in the following studies.  

 

 
(a) 

 
 (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6.6. Morphology of HAP films grown from unseeded titanium (a), S/S316 (b), 
and copper (c) substrates at 200°C for 15 hours. 
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To investigate the effect of the seed layer on the growth of HAP coatings, a 

control experiment using unseeded metal substrates were performed.  Figure 6.6 (a)-

(c) shows the morphology of the HAP coatings formed on the titanium, S/S316 and 

copper substrates in sequence.  No uniform coating is observed on titanium substrate 

after the hydrothermal deposition, and only a few granular HAP particles (white dots 

in Figure 6.6 (a)) are scattered at the surface.  The HAP coating on S/S316 substrate 

in Figure 6.6 (b) is similar to that on titanium substrate except that a few more HAP 

particles are at the substrate surface and the particles are clearly hexagonal in shape.  

The absence of the seed layer provides no nucleation sites for HAP hydrothermal 

deposition onto the substrates.  The HAP particles scattered on the titanium and 

S/S316 substrates seem to grow from the surface flaws formed by polishing in the 

substrate cleaning process.  Different from that on titanium and S/S316 substrates, 

the HAP coating, however, is successfully developed on copper substrate, as shown 

in Figure 6.6 (c).  The HAP coating is dense and uniform, similar to that obtained on 

the seeded copper substrate in Figure 6.3 (e).  It has been observed that the reactant 

solution etches the copper substrate by forming a porous surface after the 

hydrothermal deposition.  The etched pits in the surface may act as nucleation sites 

for HAP growth.  A similar study using iron substrates to grow HAP film in an 

acidic solution showed that the dissolved iron in the initial stage of the reaction 

resulted in the formation of nuclei for precipitation of HAP.31  The inertness of 

titanium and S/S316 substrates to the reactant solution keeps the surface relatively 

smooth and prevents uniform HAP coatings.  The study indicates that the seed layer 

is an important parameter for deposition of uniform HAP coatings onto substrates 
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such as titanium and S/S316, but suggests improve surface nucleation will occur on 

rough surfaces. 

Effect of hydrothermal deposition temperature.  For the study of the 

hydrothermal deposition temperature effect, all of the HAP coatings were prepared 

under the standard deposition conditions except that the temperature was varied to 

160°C, 180°C, and 220°C.  Figure 6 (a)-(f) shows the top-view and side-view 

morphology of HAP coatings grown under different reaction temperatures.  The 

coatings become denser with an increase in temperature, which is indicated by the 

reducing size of gaps among crystals, as visualized from the top-view SEM images in 

Figure 6.7 (a), (c), and (e).  The amount of HAP material deposited on the substrates 

increases with temperature as the width of crystals in the coatings increases 

remarkably.  For example, the deposits at 160°C are needle-like crystals with a 

width of ~100 nm, while rod-like particles with a width up to 1 µm are observed after 

deposition at 220°C.  The side-view SEM images shown in Figure 6.7 (b), (d), and 

(f) are consistent with the top-view observation on crystal width changes.  The side-

view images also show that the crystal length increases slightly with a decreasing 

temperature. 

The hydrothermal growth of HAP coatings is based on the thermal 

decomposition of calcium chelate complex: Ca-EDTA ↔ Ca2+ + EDTA2-.  

Temperature is a critical factor influencing the equilibrium in the deposition process.  

Under higher temperature conditions, the equilibrium shifts to the right hand side of 

the equation so that more calcium ions are released from the chelating complex for 

the HAP precipitation.29  As a result, a higher amount of HAP material is coated 
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(a)                              (b) 

   
(c)                            (d) 

   
(e)                                (f) 

Figure 6.7. HAP coatings as a function of synthesis temperature in the hydrothermal 
reactions: (a) top-view image, 160°C, (b) side-view image, 160°C, (c) top-view 
images, 180°C, (d) side-view image, 180°C, (e) top-view image, 220°C, and (f) side-
view image, 220°C. 

 

onto the underlying substrates.  The higher deposition temperature also increases the 

diffusion rate, which brings more materials to the side-surfaces of the HAP crystals in 
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the seed layer.  The gaps among crystals can be filled so that HAP grows wider and 

the coatings get denser.  At lower temperatures, the diffusion brings HAP preferably 

to the end-surfaces of the seed crystals and the crystals incline to grow longer and 

thinner.  A further decrease in deposition temperature is restricted because of the 

slow decomposition rate of the calcium complexes.  The higher reaction temperature 

is desired for calcium-chelate decomposition and HAP precipitation.  But the HAP 

growth is limited by the decomposition of the EDTA, typically at 220°C, which 

produces carbonate apatites.29 

Effect of solution pH.  Figure 6.8 (a)-(f) shows the influence of solution pH 

on the HAP coatings at the substrate surfaces.  The deposition conditions were kept 

the same as the standard except for solution pH adjusted to 8, 9, and 11.  As seen 

from Figure 6.8 (a)-(f), the increasing solution pH results in less HAP coating the 

substrates.  The HAP crystal size (in terms of width and length) also decreases with 

increasing solution pH.  Figure 6.8 (a)-(b) shows that the HAP particles in the 

coating had a size of ~ 1 µm in width and 5 µm in length when pH was 8.  As pH 

was increased to 9, the width of the HAP particles deceased slightly but the length 

was reduced to ~ 3 µm.  When pH was increased to 10, the particles had a width of 

~ 500 nm and a length of ~ 2 µm (SEM images in Figure 6.3 (a)-(b)).  The further 

increase of pH to 11 caused decrease of the width to ~ 200 nm and length down to ~ 

1.5 µm, as shown in Figure 6.8 (e)-(f). 

The influence of solution pH on the HAP coatings can be understood from the 

following equilibrium involved in the reactions: 10Ca2+ + 6PO4
3- + 2OH- ↔ 
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Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2.  Under lower pH conditions, the concentration of OH- ions is low 

so that the solution is under a lower level of supersaturation.  The heterogeneous 

 

   
(a)                             (b) 

   
(c)                             (d) 

   
(e)                             (f) 

Figure 6.8. HAP coatings as a function of pH of the reactant solutions: (a) top-view 
image, pH = 8, (b) side-view image, pH = 8, (c) top-view images, pH = 9, (d) side-
view image, pH = 9, (e) top-view image, pH = 11, and (f) side-view image, pH = 11. 
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nucleation and growth of HAP dominate and the seed crystals preferably grow bigger.  

The increased solution pH increases OH- concentration and as a result levels up the 

degree of solution supersaturation.  Homogeneously nucleation and growth of 

crystals dominate in the solution under a higher degree of supersaturation.  The 

competition of HAP growth from the reactant solution reduces the amount of HAP 

deposits onto the seed layer.  Therefore, thin and less dense HAP coatings are 

obtained at higher pH conditions.  The study shows that a lower solution pH is 

favorable for growing denser HAP coatings.  However, a low pH may dissolve off 

the HAP seeds from the substrates or transform HAP to other calcium phosphate 

phases.  It is known that monetite (CaHPO4) is the stable phase of calcium 

phosphate at pH lower typically around 5.0 from the solubility diagram for calcium 

phosphates.42 

Effect of Ca/P ratio in the reactant solutions.  The effect of the calcium-

to-phosphorous (Ca/P) molar ratio in the starting solutions on the HAP coatings was 

investigated with altering the Ca/P ratio of 10/6 in the standard conditions to 10/3 and 

10/10, respectively.  The concentration of calcium ions was kept constant while 

concentration of phosphate ions was adjusted to meet the desirable Ca/P molar ratios.  

As shown in Figure 6.9 (a), when the Ca/P ratio was 10/3, the particle width and 

length in the deposited HAP films are around 800 nm and 2 µm, respectively.  As 

Ca/P ratio was changed to 10/10 in Figure 8 (b), the crystals in the coatings become 

thinner (~ 400 nm in width) and longer (~ 3µm).  For crystal grown under the 

standard conditions with a Ca/P ratio of 10/6, shown in Figure 6.3 (a)-(b), both crystal 

width and length have intermediate values between those with Ca/P = 10/3 and 10/10. 
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The morphological changes of HAP coatings with varying Ca/P ratios (or, 

phosphate concentrations) are also related to the precipitation equilibrium: 10Ca2+ + 

6PO4
3- + 2OH- ↔ Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2.  A decreasing phosphate amount reduces the 

degree of solution supersaturation so that heterogeneous nucleation and growth 

dominate and HAP grows preferably from the seed layer.  Increasing phosphate ions 

in the solution increases the degree of supersaturation so that homogeneous 

nucleation and growth occur in solution and the amount of HAP deposited onto the  

 

   
(a)                                  (b) 

   
(c)                                  (d) 

Figure 6.9. HAP coatings a function of Ca/P molar ratio in the reactant solutions: (a) 
top-view image, Ca/P = 10/3, (b) side-view image, Ca/P = 10/3, (c) top-view images, 
Ca/P = 10/10, (d) side-view image, Ca/P = 10/10. 

 

seed layer is reduced.  The morphological changes in the HAP coatings at different 

Ca/P molar ratios may also result from other possible mechanisms.  A study on the 
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fluorohydroxyapatite crystallization using a double diffusion apparatus to control the 

concentration of calcium ions at the one side of the apparatus and concentration of 

phosphate ions at the opposite side shows that HAP spheres and hexagonal prisms 

could be obtained from each side, respectively.43  A more detailed study should be 

conducted to reveal the crystal growth mechanism under variable reactant 

concentrations. 

Effect of hydrothermal deposition time.  To study the influence of reaction 

time on the deposition of HAP coatings, a range of reaction time (5 hours, 10, hours, 

25 hours) was selected to examine the resulted HAP coatings.  With increasing 

reaction time, more reactants can precipitate at the substrate surface so that coating 

thickness is increased.  As shown in Figure 6.10 (a)-(d), HAP crystals deposited in 5 

hours (Figure 6.10 (a)-(b)) are smaller in width and length compared to those in 10 

hours (Figure 6.10 (c)-(d)).  A further increase of the reaction time to 15 hours, 

which was employed in the standard reaction conditions, does not result in an obvious 

increase in HAP crystal size.  A similar result was obtained when the reaction time 

was extended to 25 hours (data not shown).  The result shows that the hydrothermal 

deposition of HAP is faster in the initial stage of the reaction, while the deposition 

slows down with reaction time.  It can be easily understood that sufficient amount of 

reactants are available in the beginning of the reaction so that the HAP deposition is 

fast.  With time elapsing, the consumption of the reactants reduces the 

concentrations of the calcium and phosphate ions and the reaction slows down or 

even stops after a period of time.  In the case of applications requiring thick 

coatings, a replacement of the reactant solution after the reactants are consumed can  
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(a)                                  (b) 

   
(c)                                (d) 

   
(e)                                 (f) 

Figure 6.10. HAP coatings as a function of reaction time in the hydrothermal 
reactions: (a) top-view image, 5hours, (b) side-view image, 5hours, (c) top-view 
images, 10hours, (d) side-view image, 10hours, (e) top-view image, 60 hours, and (f) 
side-view image, 220°C, 60 hours (To keep sufficient calcium and phosphate sources 
in the reaction, the solution was replaced after every 15 hours). 

 

be an alternative approach to obtain thicker HAP coatings.  After reaction, the 

sample is taken out, rinsed with deionzed water and then placed into a new reactant 
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solution to resume the hydrothermal solution.  A control experiment with repeating 

the hydrothermal growth step 4 times shows that the thickness of the HAP coating is 

remarkably increased, as shown in Figure 6.10 (e)-(f).  The coating is also obviously 

dense and uniform after such a long period (60 hours in total) of hydrothermal 

deposition.  The crystals in the coating have a typical width and length up to 4 µm 

and 25 µm, respectively. 

Integrity of HAP films on metal substrate.  To make a HAP surface 

modification layer on the metal implants for the biomedical application, a uniform, 

integral and crack-free coating is always desired to enhance the coating-implant 

adherence.  The HAP coatings produced by the seeded hydrothermal deposition 

promisingly meet the criteria.  As an example, the SEM images in Figure 11 (a)-(b) 

show the integral morphology of the HAP coatings deposited under the standard 

synthesis conditions.  The HAP coatings are dense, uniform and without any 

observable holes or cracks.  The electrochemical seeding for a short period of time, 

typically 2 minutes under studied conditions, places small HAP crystals on the 

substrates without causing any cracks.  The subsequent hydrothermal deposition 

completely avoids the hydrogen evolution problem in the coating process to allow the 

HAP seed layer grow bigger and denser as desired.  The microstructure of HAP 

coatings developed by the present method are similar to those prepared using the 

hydrothermal-electrochemical method under longer deposition times on titanium 

substrates.23  However, cracks or holes formation in the coatings can not be avoided 

in the electrochemical deposition process as aforementioned.  As a comparison, an 

experiment using electrochemical deposition to grow HAP coatings up to 30 minutes 
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showed that serious cracks formed in the coatings, as seen in Figure 6.11 (c).  A 

higher magnified SEM image (Figure 6.11 (d)) of the film shows that some holes 

even exist in the coating area where no crack appears. 

 

   
(a)                               (b) 

    
(c)                               (d) 

Figure 6.11. Integrity of the HAP coatings prepared by seeded hydrothermal 
deposition (a) and (b) compared to coatings generated by electrochemical deposition 
at the seeding conditions for 30 minutes (c) and (d). 

 

The crystallinity is another concern on the HAP coatings for the implantation 

application since the low crystallinity accelerates the speed of dissolution of the HAP 

film in the living body, which causes the disappearance of coatings that bond to bone 

tissue at an early stage after implantation.14, 18  The HAP coatings produced by the 

seeded hydrothermal deposition are well and uniformly crystallized, as confirmed 

with XRD and FTIR analysis.  This is another advantage of the present method over 
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most of other coating approaches such as sol-gel coating, dip coating, thermal 

spraying, sputter coating etc., since the low crystallinity has been a problem facing 

the HAP coatings prepared by these methods.14  The seeded hydrothermal deposition 

is applicable to substrates with complex shapes or surface geometries so that little 

restrictions on implant shapes are required in the coating process.  However, it 

should be mentioned that the Ca/P ratio in the HAP coatings obtained by present 

method is a little lower than the stoichimetric value of 1.67.  Studies show that a 

higher solution pH or using other chelating agents such as citric acid in the 

hydrothermal reaction are useful for preparing HAP particles with higher Ca/P 

ratios.30  Future experiments by raising solution pH or employing other chelate 

agents in the seeded hydrothermal deposition will be conducted to achieve HAP 

coatings with stoichiometric Ca/P ratio since it is the desired value of HAP for 

implantation applications. 

 

6.4. Conclusions 

HAP was coated on a variety of metal substrates such as titanium, S/S316 and 

copper by a seeded hydrothermal deposition method.  The deposition includes an 

electrochemical reaction to seed the metal substrate with a thin layer of HAP crystals 

in a short period of time.  The hydrothermal deposition grows the HAP coatings 

with an integral coverage onto the seeded substrates.  By varying the corresponding 

synthesis parameters such as reaction temperature, solution pH, reaction time, or 

composition of the reactants, HAP coatings with desired surface morphology and 

microstructure can be easily achieved.  The HAP coatings developed by the seeded 
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hydrothermal deposition method show good coating-substrate adherence, uniform 

thickness, structural integrity and higher crystallinity, which overcome one or several 

of drawbacks facing most of available coating methods.  The as-prepared HAP 

coatings are promising for applications in the area of bioactive surface modification 

for metal implants, including those on regular and irregular shaped substrates.  The 

presented method is also applicable for creating HAP films for the use as gas sensors 

for CO2 detection or proton conductors in fuel cells. 
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Chapter 7 
 

 

Microstructural Engineering of Hydroxyapatite Membranes to 
Enhance Proton Conductivity 
 

7.1. Introduction 

Fuel cells are attractive alternatives to combustion engines for electrical power 

generation because of their high efficiency by generating electricity directly from a 

chemical reaction and low pollution levels with low or zero greenhouse gas 

emissions.1-3  Currently, the two classes of fuel cells under most intensive research 

and development are polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and solid 

oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).  PEMFCs allow for lightweight fuel cell design and ease 

of durable electrolyte membrane manufacture from polymers such as Nafion.  

PEMFCs are the primary choice for portable power and vehicular applications.4, 5  

However, the dehydration and chemical instability of polymer electrolytes limit the 

operating temperature to about 115°C in PEMFCs.6, 7  At these low temperatures, a 

high loading of precious metal catalysts is needed to enable fast reaction kinetics.  In 

addition, expensive and energy intensive fuel processing is required to remove traces 

of carbon monoxide that poison PEMFC catalysts under typical operating conditions.  

SOFCs are capable of stable operation at much higher temperatures, allowing the use 

of inexpensive catalysts due to favorable reaction kinetics.  SOFCs also may be 

fueled directly on reformed hydrogen gas because the catalysts are insensitive to 

carbon monoxide impurity.1  The drawback of SOFCs is the very high operating 

temperatures, typically above 800°C, which is required for sufficient ion conductivity 
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in typical ceramic membranes.8  The high operating temperature forces the 

construction of SOFC components out of inexpensive high temperature ceramics, and 

can cause device failure due to thermal stress upon temperature cycling from ambient 

to operating conditions.9, 10  Intermediate temperature fuel cells operating in the 

temperature range of 200°C-700°C, are promising for reducing fuel cell cost and 

enhancing performance.  The intermediate temperature range is low enough to allow 

fuel cell construction from inexpensive materials, but high enough to use non-precious 

metal catalysts and allow internal fuel reforming of hydrocarbon fuels. 

Although intermediate temperature fuel cells are under intense research at 

present time, few ionic conductors can work effectively as electrolyte membranes in 

the intermediate temperature range.2  Development of intermediate temperature fuel 

cells has focused on either creating new electrolyte materials with higher 

conductivity, or making existing electrolyte membrane thinner to reduce overall 

resistance.11, 12  Different from above approaches, researchers from Toyota Motor 

Company created fuel cells in which an ultra-thin proton conductor is supported on a 

solid palladium hydrogen membrane foil.13  Thin films of palladium and palladium 

alloys are widely used as membranes to separate hydrogen from gas mixtures.14  In 

these hydrogen membrane fuel cells (HMFCs), the palladium foil serves 

simultaneously as the fuel cell anode and hydrogen membrane for hydrogen 

purification.  The HMFCs could potentially be integrated into on-board hydrogen 

reformers that produce hydrogen from renewable hydrocarbon fuels. Electricity could 

then be generated directly from hydrogen in fuel reforming product gas mixtures 

without a separate hydrogen purification unit. 
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      In the present study, we report on a novel technique to fabricate 

hydroxyapatite (HAP) proton conducting thin films directly onto palladium 

membranes with the HAP membrane structure engineered to promote proton 

conductivity.  Hydroxyapatite is a type of calcium phosphate crystal with a 

hexagonal crystallographic structure and stoichiometric Ca/P molar ratio of 1.67.15, 16 

Hydroxyapatite ceramics are proton conductive at high temperature, with the 

mechanism of  conduction hypothesized to be migration of protons along hydroxyl 

groups lining the c-axes of the crystals.17, 18  Grain boundaries between crystal 

domains have been shown to act as traps for proton transport.19  It is therefore 

expected that the optimal proton conductivity would occur when the c-axes of crystal 

domains are aligned and span the thickness of the HAP membrane.  In that way, 

grain boundary resistance would be eliminated and the transport path optimized.  

Enhancement of proton conduction is expected to allow c-axis oriented HAP 

membranes to be used in intermediate temperature fuel cells at lower temperatures 

than would otherwise be effective. We investigated secondary and tertiary 

hydrothermal crystallization techniques to optimize HAP membrane microstructure.  

The synthesis approach is analogous to the microstructural optimization of zeolite and 

molecular sieve membranes to improve mass transport.20, 21  To date, there has been 

no report of an analogous microstructural optimization of a membrane to improve ion 

transport. 
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7.2. Experimental 

 Materials.  Analytic grade Ca(NO3)2·4H2O (99.0% purity) and 

(NH4)2HPO4 (>99.0% purity) were purchased from Alfa Aesar and EMD, 

respectively.  Disodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate dehydrate (Na2EDTA·2H2O) 

(ACS reagent, 99.0-101.0% purity) and cetylpyridinium chloride monohydrate (99.0-

101.0% purity) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.  28.0-30.0% pure ammonium 

hydroxide was purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemicals.  Sintered porous 316L 

stainless steel discs (0.2 µm pore size, 1.60 mm thick, and 12.7 mm diameter) were 

obtained from Small Parts, Inc.  Deionized water was used for all the experiments. 

 Preparation of HAP seeds on palladium substrates.  Palladium 

substrates were prepared by electroless plating of a thin layer of palladium onto 

porous stainless steel supports following a reported procedure.22, 23  Typically, the 

porous stainless steel supports were cleaned with an alkaline solution in an ultrasonic 

bath at ~60°C followed by a surface activation by successively immersing the 

supports in acidic baths of SnCl2 and PdCl2.  The palladium deposition was then 

conducted by immersing the activated supports in a plating solution for ~3 hours.  

The plating procedure was repeated until a desired film thickness was obtained.  

Typically, the thickness of the plated palladium film was around 20 µm, which was 

thick enough to seal the pores at the surface of the porous stainless steel supports.  

The porous stainless steel support provides mechanical stability of the thin palladium 

membranes.  Thin palladium film saves cost by reducing the amount of palladium 

required per unit surface area and improves mass transport of hydrogen by lowering 

membrane resistance. 
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 HAP seeds were deposited onto the palladium substrate surface via 

electrochemical deposition process.  First, the palladium substrate was washed with 

an industrial soap solution, placed in ethanol/acetone (volume ratio=50:50) solvent 

for 30 min in an ultrasonic cleaner, and then rinsed with deionized water for use as 

the cathode in the electrochemical deposition reaction.  The anode electrode was a 

platinum plate (25 mm x 25 mm x 127 µm).  The anode and cathode electrodes were 

fixed onto two Teflon plates, arranged face to face with a separation distance of 10 

mm fixed by a Teflon spacer.  The whole assembly was immersed in the electrolyte 

solution preheated in an oil-bath (~95°C) for the HAP film growth.  The electrolyte 

solution was prepared as described in the literature24, 25, and consisted of 1.67 mM 

K2HPO4, 2.5 mM CaCl2 and 138 mM NaCl in deionized water.  The solution was 

buffered to pH 7.2 using tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane and 37% hydrochloride 

acid.  The electrochemical reaction was carried out for a desired time with constant 

current generated with a direct current power supply (GPS-3030D, GW).  After the 

electrochemical deposition, the cathode palladium electrode seeded with HAP 

crystals was taken out of the electrolyte solution, rinsed with deionized water for 

several times, and dried in air. 

 Secondary growth of HAP.  The palladium substrate covered with the HAP 

seed layer was placed in a Teflon-lined vessel (40 ml of internal volume) with the 

seed layer facing down and tilted up ~45 degrees relative to the bottom of the vessel.  

A solution of Na2EDTA (0.20 M) and Ca(NO3)2 (0.20 M) was prepared in 15 ml 

deionized water.  A solution of (NH4)2HPO4 (0.12 M) in 15 ml deionized water was 

prepared in a second container.  The two source solutions were mixed together after 
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pH of each solution was raised to 10.0 with ammonium hydroxide.  The resulting 

combined solution was stirred at room temperature for about 20 minutes and then 

transferred to a Teflon-lined vessel to immerse the palladium substrate seeded with 

HAP.  The Teflon-lined vessel was sealed in a stainless steel autoclave and put into 

a convective oven for the hydrothermal synthesis for 15 hours at 200°C and 

autogenous pressure.  After the reaction, the autoclave was cooled to room 

temperature in a fume hood.  The sample was taken out, rinsed with deionized water 

for several times, and dried in air. 

 Tertiary growth of HAP.  The synthetic solution was prepared by 

dissolving Na2EDTA (0.20 M), Ca(NO3)2 (0.20 M), and cetylpyridinium chloride 

(0.02 M) in 15 ml deionized water sequentially at 40°C under stirring to form a 

viscous clear calcium source solution with pH adjusted to 8.0 by ammonium 

hydroxide.  The phosphate source solution with pH ~ 8.0 was prepared by dissolving 

(NH4)2HPO4 in a second 15 ml container of deionized water.  The two solutions 

were mixed together, forming the synthetic solution for the tertiary hydrothermal 

deposition.  The experimental set-up for tertiary hydrothermal growth was the same 

as for secondary growth except the starting substrate was the film of HAP after 

secondary growth.  The tertiary growth reaction was carried out for 60 hours at 

200°C and autogenous pressure.  To keep sufficient calcium and phosphate ions for 

HAP film growth during the reaction, the synthetic solution was replaced with fresh 

solution after every 15 hours until a dense HAP crystalline film was obtained. 

 Product characterization.  The crystal structure of HAP was determined by 

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) (Philips PW3020) with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 
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Å).  The integration time was 2 hours and the step size was 0.02 degrees/3 seconds.  

Images of particle morphology and elemental analysis of the products were obtained 

using a field emission source scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Zeiss-Leo 

DSM982) equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) spectrometer (EDAX 

Phoenix).  The Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrum was recorded with a 

spectrophotometer (FTIR-8400S Shimadzu) in the range of 500-2000 cm-1.  The 

sample was measured with 32 scans at an effective resolution of 2 cm-1.   

 Proton conductivity measurements of the membranes were carried out using 

two-point probe alternating current impedance spectroscopy (EIS 300, Gamry 

Instruments) over a frequency range of 300 kHz to 0.1 Hz.  The upper surface of the 

HAP film was sputter coated with ~300 nm of palladium/gold (60%/40%) alloy as 

electrode.  The electrical platinum leads were attached to both sides of the 

membrane using platinum paint (SPI Supplies/Structure Probe, Inc.).  The 

membrane was attached to the end of an alumina tube using ceramic adhesive 

(Ceramabond 569, Aremco Products, Inc.), with the HAP film faced outward.  The 

tube was placed in a tube furnace for temperature control.  To avoid palladium 

embrittlement, nitrogen was fed to the inside of the tube as it was heated.  The gas 

flow was switched to hydrogen when the temperature reached 300°C.  The 

membrane was heated stepwise with a ramp rate of 2°C/minute, with the membrane 

maintained at constant temperature for at least one hour prior to each conductivity 

measurement. 
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7.3. Results and discussion 

 Seeding HAP on palladium membranes.  Electrochemical deposition has 

been widely studied for coating HAP on titanium, stainless steel, and titanium alloy 

substrates for bioactive surface modification for orthopedic implants.24-26  Under 

appropriate synthetic conditions, an applied electric current causes a local increase in 

pH near the cathode with the formation of OH- in the electrolyte solution due to 

formation of hydrogen gas by the reduction of H2O.  The increased pH and 

accumulation of both Ca2+ and HPO4
2- ions near cathode result in the supersaturation 

of calcium phosphate salts in the solution.  As a result, HAP nucleation and growth 

is driven by the supersaturation onto the cathode surface.  A typical recipe of 

electrochemical/hydrothermal synthesis of HAP films on titanium substrates is under 

constant current conditions of ~12.5 mA/cm2 at temperatures of 100-200°C for a 

period of ~1 hour.24 

 The electrochemical deposition of HAP onto palladium substrate has never 

been reported and is particularly challenging due to hydrogen embrittlement.  When 

pure palladium is exposed to hydrogen at temperatures below 293°C, embrittlement 

causes membrane warping and damage.14  Since hydrogen gas is evolved at the 

cathode during electrolysis and HAP grows only on the cathode, the HAP can not be 

electrochemically deposited without exposing the palladium membrane directly to 

hydrogen gas.  Our preliminary investigation shows that under the typical synthetic 

conditions used for growing HAP on titanium substrate, palladium-based membranes 

are destroyed by hydrogen embrittlement.  To minimize hydrogen embrittlement, a 

series of trial experiments were carried out to establish conditions under which a HAP 
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seed layer was produced without damaging the palladium substrate.  It was found 

that reducing the amount of hydrogen produced during the experiment by applying a 

 

   
                  (a)                             (b) 

   
(c)                             (d) 

   
(e)                            (f) 

Figure 7.1. Morphology and microstructure of HAP membranes grown on palladium 
substrate: (a) top-view and (b) side-view of HAP seed layer prepared by 
electrochemical deposition at 9.5 mA cm-2 current in 4 minutes; (c) top-view and (d) 
side-view of HAP film after secondary hydrothermal growth at 200°C for 15 hours; 
(e) top-view and (f) side-view of HAP film after tertiary hydrothermal growth at 
200°C for 60 hours. 
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Figure 7.2. XRD of HAP seeds (a), HAP film on the palladium substrate after 
secondary hydrothermal growth (b), and HAP film after tertiary hydrothermal growth 
(c) on palladium substrate.  (d) shows the XRD pattern of randomly distributed HAP 
crystals collected from the tertiary hydrothermal growth. 
  

smaller electrical current (typically less than 10 mA cm-2) and/or a shorter deposition 

time (less than 5 minutes) allowed for an acceptable seed layer to be produced 

without damaging the palladium substrate.  Figure 7.1 (a) and (b) shows the seed 

layer that forms on the palladium substrate in 4 minutes at 95°C using a constant 

current density of 9.5 mA cm-2.  The crystals in the seed layer typically have platelet 

morphology with a length of 1~2 microns and a submicron width, as shown in Figure 

7.1 (a).  Figure 7.1 (b) indicates that the crystals preferentially orient normal to the 
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palladium substrate.  XRD pattern in Figure 7.2 (a) identifies the crystals as HAP, 

formed most likely from the plate-like octacalcium phosphate, a crystal phase that 

appears usually at low pH and certain temperature ranges in the electrochemical 

deposition of HAP.27.  The strongest diffraction peak in Figure 7.2 (a) corresponds 

to (002) plane of the crystals, which indicates a [002] (i.e. c-axis) preferred 

orientation normal to the palladium substrate.  Some HAP crystals also orient along 

other directions since several other diffraction peaks are observed in Figure 7.2 (a).  

Typically, in a hexagonal HAP crystal, the cross-sectional surface that is hexagonal in 

shape is the c surface, which is parallel to the a-axis of the crystal unit cell.  The six 

surfaces (rectangular in shape) occurring along c-axis of the crystal unit cell are a 

surfaces.16, 28  The plate-like surface of crystals in Figure 7.1 (a)-(b) corresponds to 

a-surfaces of HAP crystals, because the a-surface was the largest in all previously 

studied cases of electrochemical growth.24, 25, 27, 29  The HAP seed layer formed by 

electrochemical deposition was used to promote secondary and tertiary growth of 

oriented HAP films at the substrate surface. 

HAP secondary hydrothermal growth.  Hydrothermal synthesis has been 

extensively studied to grow large sized HAP crystals with excellent crystal quality.30-

32  A calcium chelating agent is often added, usually a carboxylic acid such as acetic 

acid, lactic acid, citric acid, and ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA), to control 

supersaturation of HAP and thus adjust the crystal growth rate.  Upon heating the 

solution, the calcium carboxylate decomposes as the chemical equilibria shift and 

calcium is slowly and continuously released into the solution to react with phosphate.  

As the solution becomes supersaturated, calcium phosphate crystals progressively 
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nucleate and grow.  Without the chelating agent, uncontrolled supersaturation would 

cause rapid precipitation of HAP with smaller crystal size and poor crystal quality. 

Secondary hydrothermal crystallization was carried out onto seeded substrates 

similar to that shown in Figure 7.1 (a)-(b).  Figure 7.1 (c)-(d) shows the surface and 

cross-sectional morphology, respectively, of the HAP crystal layer grown after the 

secondary hydrothermal deposition from a calcium-Na2EDTA chelating solution.  

Most crystals are rod-like in shape, having a well-defined hexagonal crystal habit 

with a width up to ~2 μm, as seen in Figure 7.1 (c).  The rod-shaped crystals are 

oriented perpendicular all the way down to the substrate with a length of ~7 μm, as 

shown in Figure 7.1 (d).  The XRD pattern of the HAP film, in Figure 7.2 (b), shows 

a strong enhancement in intensity of (002) diffraction peak.  The enhanced (002) 

reflection indicates that the c-axes of HAP crystals are oriented normal to the 

palladium substrate, consistent with the SEM observation in Figure 7.1 (d).  The 

hexagonal surface is the c-surface of the crystals, clearly visual from the top-view 

SEM image in Figure 7.1 (c).  The six a-surfaces along the c-axis, perpendicularly to 

the c-surface of the crystals, can be visualized from the side-view SEM image in 

Figure 7.1 (d).  The HAP crystal growth habit is consistent with surface 

crystallization of other hexagonal crystals.  It is known that crystals tend to grow 

from seeded surfaces with the fastest growing axis (in this case, the c-axis) normal to 

the surface.21, 33 

The morphology and orientation of HAP crystals developed by secondary 

hydrothermal growth are similar to those prepared by others using the hydrothermal-

electrochemical method under long deposition times on titanium substrates.24  
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However, the hydrothermal method allows well developed crystals to be formed on 

palladium without the damage that would be caused by a purely electrochemical 

deposition process.  The hydrothermal synthesis with a calcium chelate 

decomposition controls HAP supersaturation and promotes HAP growth with aligned 

c-axes on the seeded substrate surface rather than in the phosphate-containing 

solution.  The electrochemical seeding of the surface is required to promote surface 

crystal growth during the hydrothermal reaction.  A control experiment using 

unseeded palladium substrate was performed to investigate the effect of the seed 

layer.  After the hydrothermal reaction, no uniform HAP deposition was achieved, 

and only a few islands of rod-shaped crystal aggregates were observed on the surface, 

as shown in Figure 7.3 (a)-(b). 

 

   
(a)                                (b) 

Figure 7.3. (a) morphology of HAP on palladium substrate without seed layer after 
secondary hydrothermal growth at 200°C for 15 hours; (b) showing the surface 
coverage density of HAP in (a) at lower magnification. 
 

HAP tertiary hydrothermal growth.  Secondary hydrothermal growth of 

the seed layer yielded highly c-axis aligned rod-like crystals, but did not result in 

dense HAP films.  Tertiary crystal growth has been employed on molecular sieve 
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films to promote lateral intergrowth of crystals to create continuous membranes for 

chemical separations.21  To employ a similar approach on HAP films, crystal growth 

conditions must be determined that promote a-axis growth rather than c-axis growth.  

A number of researchers have employed molecular additives called crystal growth 

modifiers to engineer crystal morphology.34-36  Crystal growth modifiers function by 

adsorbing preferentially onto a specific crystal face through electrostatic interaction 

or face recognition to slow growth on that face.  As a result, the relative growth on 

other faces is faster and the crystal shape changes.  Studies of HAP as a liquid 

chromatography packing indicate that HAP crystals have positively-charged a-

surfaces and negatively-charged c-surfaces.16.  Therefore, it is expected that cationic 

additives may function as crystal growth modifiers for HAP to slow growth on the c-

axis and thus promote a-axis growth.  To test this hypothesis, the cationic surfactant 

cetylpyridinium chloride was investigated as a crystal growth modifier in the tertiary 

hydrothermal growth of HAP film. 

It was found that cetylpyridinium chloride promotes the lateral intergrowth of 

HAP crystals and results in a dense and strongly adherent layer on the substrate.  

Figure 7.1 (e)-(f) shows the morphology and XRD pattern of a HAP film after 60 

hours of tertiary hydrothermal growth in the presence of cetylpyridinium chloride.  

The starting substrate was a film produced by secondary growth similar to that shown 

in Figure 7.1 (c)-(d).  In Figure 7.1 (e), the top-view of the film shows that the 

crystal domains are grown together, although some small gaps remain.  The small 

gaps do not extend completely all the way down to the bottom, as visualized in a side-

view SEM image in Figure 7.1 (d).  The crystal domains in the film are oriented 
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normal to the palladium substrate with a thickness of approximately 25 μm.  The 

crystals in the film appear larger both in width and length than those after secondary 

growth, which means HAP crystallization occurs along not only a-axis direction, but 

also c-axis direction in the tertiary deposition step.  However, the rate of crystal 

growth in a-axis appears enhanced relative to that in secondary growth conditions, 

since the crystals grow together into a dense film in the tertiary step.  The crystal c-

axis orientation was further verified with XRD characterization, as shown in Figure 

7.2 (c).  The XRD pattern of HAP film has a strongest peak corresponding to (002) 

reflection plane and all other peaks are suppressed.  This confirms that during the 

tertiary treatment, the HAP crystal follows the orientation of the original plate-like 

seeds in the seeding step and rod-like crystals in the secondary step, while the growth 

of misoriented crystals is minimal or nonexistent in the tertiary hydrothermal 

deposition. 

 

   
(a)                                 (b) 

Figure 7.4. Morphology of HAP on palladium substrate after tertiary hydrothermal 
growth at 200°C for 60 hours without presence of cetylpyridinium chloride. 

 

The SEM and XRD characterizations indicate that HAP crystals grow together 

with c-axis normal to the underlying palladium substrate as expected after the tertiary 
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growth.  To confirm that the cationic cetylpyridinium chloride surfactant functions 

as hypothesized, a control experiment was carried out.  Tertiary growth was carried 

out under the same conditions except for the addition of cetylpyridinium chloride.  

Electron microscopy images from the control experiment show that individual 

crystals in the film grew longer than 25 microns, but many gaps between crystals still 

exist and extend down to the bottom of the film, as shown by the SEM images in 

Figure 7.4.  The results of the control experiment show that without cetylpyridinium 

chloride, the growth rate of the a-axis is lower. 

The elemental composition and Ca/P ratio of the HAP films were studied with 

EDX spectroscopy, as shown in Figure 7.5.  The EDX spectrum is comprised of O, 

P and Ca peaks, confirming the presence of HAP.  The C peak is more likely from 

the carbon tape used for the SEM observation.  The semiquantitative analysis of 

EDX spectrum shows the Ca/P atomic ratio is around 1.53, a little lower than the 

ideal stoichiometric value of 1.67.  The nonstoichimetry (Ca deficiency) of HAP is 

consistent with reports from the literature for hydrothermal synthesis of HAP 

crystals.31, 32.  The FTIR spectrum of HAP film given in Figure 7.6 shows all 

absorption bands characteristic for HAP.31, 37   For PO4
3- groups, the ν1 vibration 

(symmetric stretching) centers at 961cm-1, ν3 vibration (asymmetric stretching) occurs 

at 1088 and 1022cm-1, while ν4 vibration (asymmetric bending) locates at 602, 580, 

and 562cm-1.  The librational vibration of OH- groups appears at 631 cm-1.  

Absence of any distinct bands in the range of 1400-1500 cm-1 indicates that HAP 

does not contain large quantities of carbonate ions.  The band observed at 870 cm-1 

is ascribed to the HPO4
2- groups, in agreement with data reported in the literature.31, 37  
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The presence of HPO4
2- groups is consistent with the low Ca/P ratio in the synthesized 

HAP crystalline films. 
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Figure 7.5. EDX spectrum of HAP film on palladium substrate after tertiary 
hydrothermal growth. 
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Figure 7.6. FTIR spectrum of HAP film on palladium substrate after tertiary 
hydrothermal growth. 
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HAP films with tunable thickness.  For ion-conducting membranes in fuel 

cells, it is desirable to not only create materials with the highest possible conductivity, 

but also to make the thinnest possible gas-tight membrane to reduce the overall 

resistance to ion transport.  The thickness of the HAP membranes shown in Figure 

7.1 (e)-(f) after the tertiary growth is around 25 µm.  It would be promising for fuel 

cell application of HAP to create films with thickness smaller than 25 µm.  A series 

of experiments were performed in order to find conditions that would yield a dense 

film with desirable smaller thickness.  The results show that the membrane thickness 

can be reduced by using a shorter deposition time in the seed layer formation and 

higher molar ratio of calcium to phosphate (or, lower phosphate concentration) in the 

hydrothermal depositions.  Reducing the electrochemical deposition time resulted in 

a thinner seed layer, as shown in Figure 7.7 (a) and (b).  The seed layer was only 

around 600 nm and 300 nm thick when the electrochemical deposition time was 2 and 

1 minute, respectively.  In comparison, the seed layer is ~1-2 microns thick when 

the deposition time was 4 minutes, as shown in Figure 7.1.  Secondary and tertiary 

hydrothermal crystallization was carried out on the two seeded surfaces shown in 

Figure 7.7 (a) and (b).  The synthetic conditions were the same as used to grow the 

~25 µm thick film shown in Figure 7.3 except the phosphate concentration was 

reduced from 0.06 M to 0.01 M.  After the reaction, the films synthesized from the 

~600 nm and ~300 nm seed layers were 5 and 2.5 µm thick, respectively, as shown in 

Figure 7.7 (c)-(d).  The reduced film thickness is partially due to the thin seed layers 

produced in the electrochemical deposition.  The reduced phosphate concentration 

also may possibly lower the degree of supersaturation of HAP in the reaction, and as  
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                 (a)                                (b) 

   
                 (c)                              (d) 

   
                  (e)                              (f) 
Figure 7.7. SEM images of HAP seed layers on palladium substrate prepared by 
electrochemical deposition at 9.5 mA cm-2 current density in 2 minutes (a) and 1 
minute (b); (c) and (d) show the morphology of HAP membranes after tertiary 
hydrothermal synthesis grown from the seed layer in (a) and (b), respectively; (e) and 
(f) show top and bottom surfaces of HAP membrane in Figure 7.7 (d). 
 

a result alter crystal growth.  A study on the fluorohydroxyapatite crystallization 

using a double diffusion apparatus to control supersaturation of the solution shows 
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that HAP spheres and hexagonal prisms could obtained by controlling the degree of 

supersaturation.38  A more detailed and systematic study should be conducted to 

determine the crystal growth mechanism under varied synthetic conditions.  The 

~2.5 µm HAP thin films still have a dense and continuous morphology, as shown in 

Figure 7.7 (e)-(f).  The top surface in Figure 7.7 (e) indicates there are some crystal 

domains, but all of them grow together into a dense film.  The bottom surface is 

smooth and dense, as shown in Figure 7.7 (f).  A few small protrusions in bottom 

surface result from the palladium substrate since the electroless-plated substrate is not 

perfectly flat and smooth. 

Proton conductivity of HAP films.  The results show that the as-

synthesized HAP thin films are dense enough for use potentially as electrolyte 

membranes in fuel cells.  Electrical impedance spectroscopy was carried out to 

characterize the proton conductivity of the films.  The measurement was conducted 

on a HAP film ~25 μm thick, similar to that shown in Figure 7.1 (e)-(f) created after 

seeded hydrothermal growth.  Figure 7.8 shows the resulting proton conductivity as 

a function of temperature up to 900°C.  At 100-200°C, the measured conductivity 

was very low, ~10-9 S/cm.  At 300°C, the conductivity was ~10-7 S/cm when 

nitrogen was being fed to the tube.  The conductivity jumped to ~10-5 S/cm at 300°C 

after switching to hydrogen flow into the tube.  The enhancement of proton 

conductivity at 300°C when exposing the membrane to hydrogen atmosphere is due 

to the injection of protons into the HAP thin films from palladium.  The injected 

protons increase the number of transporting protons in the crystalline membrane, and 

as a result, enhance the membrane proton conductivity.  Other electrochemical 
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investigations of HAP in the literature reveal similar enhancement of proton 

conductivity in high temperature hydrogen atmosphere when palladium electrodes 
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Figure 7.8. Proton conductivity of the HAP thin films on palladium substrate 
prepared by the electrochemical and hydrothermal deposition processes. 
 

were used, but no enhancement with other metal electrodes, such as gold.17  The 

conductivity increased steadily with temperature above 300°C, reaching ~10-3 S/cm at 

800°C.  In comparison, a traditional sintered HAP ceramic in dry air at 800°C has a 

conductivity of ~5x10-7 S/cm, nearly four orders of magnitude lower.39  The value of 

10-3 S/cm is similar to the proton conductivity of yttrium substituted BaCeO3 at 

800°C in dry air.40, 41  Thin yttrium substituted BaCeO3 membranes deposited by 

pulsed laser deposition have already shown to give excellent performance in 

hydrogen membrane fuel cells.  The conductivity results suggest that the HAP 

membrane with aligned crystal domains may be capable of giving similar fuel cell 
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performance.  It should be noted that interfacial resistance between the electrodes 

and HAP may give a non-negligible contribution to the overall measured resistance 

because the film thickness is small (~25 µm).  Therefore, the actual proton 

conductivity may be higher than that measured in Figure 7.8. 

 

7.4. Conclusions 

c-axis oriented HAP thin films were synthesized by a seeded growth on 

palladium hydrogen membrane substrates.  The synthetic process includes 

electrochemical seeding on the substrate, secondary and tertiary hydrothermal 

treatments under conditions that favor growth along c-axis and a-axis in sequence.  

By adjusting synthetic conditions, the film can be grown into different thickness with 

a dense coverage on the underlying substrate.  Proton conductivity measurement 

showed the thin films have relatively high conductivity under hydrogen atmosphere 

and high temperature conditions.  The c-axis oriented films obtained by the 

technique are very promising to be integrated into fuel cells for application in the 

intermediate temperature range.  The electrochemical-hydrothermal deposition 

technique presented here can potentially be applied to create other oriented crystal 

materials to with optimized properties, useful for separations and catalysis as well as 

electronic and electrochemical applications, electrochemical membrane reactors and 

in chemical sensors. 
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Chapter 8 
 

 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 

8.1. Conclusions 

This thesis studied engineering of particle morphology and assembly for 

proton conducting membrane applications.  The objectives of the thesis work given 

at the beginning have been successfully met.  The main conclusions drawn from 

these studies are presented as follows: 

(a) Unusual rod-shaped calcite crystals have been prepared through a microemulsion-

based synthesis approach.  The microemulsions act as crystal growth modifier to 

mediate a crystal nucleation and subsequent growth.  The small microemulsion 

droplets confine nucleation sites and the surfactants of microemulsions adsorb 

onto a specific face of growing crystals.  The surfactant adsorption causes 

crystals to grow in anisotropic shapes.  The anisotropic crystal growth modified 

by adsorbents or additives can be applied to a variety of materials including 

nanoparticles, microparticles, biominerals, and other ceramics.  A sol-gel 

reaction conducted against calcite rods produces calcite/titania (core/shell) 

composite rods and titania tubes by removing the core with dilute hydrochloric 

acid.  The synthesis approach is suitable for creating other tubular structured 

materials such as silica.  The elongated shape of the particles facilitates assembly 

into hierarchical structures under electric fields and can allow the particles (titania 

or silica tubes) to be used as hydroscopic materials in composite fuel cell 

membranes to enhance water retention at high operating temperatures. 
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(b) Electric field directed particle assembly can control microstructures of composite 

membranes for use in PEMFCs or DMFCs.  Three composite membranes, 

SPEEK/PDMS, Nafion/PVdF, and ZrPSPP/PVdF, were developed by two 

processing methods.  The microstructure of SPEEK/PDMS composites was 

controlled by applying electric fields to suspensions of SPEEK particles in the 

liquid PDMS precursor, followed by thermally initiated crosslinking 

polymerization to fix the field-induced structure.  The Nafion/PVdF and 

ZrPSPP/PVdF were fabricated by dispersing Nafion or ZrPSPP particles in a 

mixed colloidal suspension with PVdF particles and selectively assembling the 

proton conducting particles into chains.  The field-induced structure is formed by 

removing the solvent and melting the PVdF phase in the composite membranes.  

The electric field processed composite membranes show improved proton 

conductivity, selectivity for protons over methanol, and mechanical stability in 

comparison to randomly structured composites. 

(c) c-axis oriented HAP membranes have been synthesized by seeded hydrothermal 

deposition method.  The synthetic process includes electrochemical seeding on 

the substrate, and secondary and tertiary hydrothermal crystallizations under 

conditions that favor growth along c-axis and a-axis in sequence.  By adjusting 

synthesis parameters, HAP membranes can grow with controllable thickness with 

a uniform coverage on the underlying substrates.  The grown HAP membranes 

on titanium and stainless steel substrates are suitable for bone implantation 

applications.  The dense HAP membranes developed on palladium hydrogen 
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membrane are promising electrolyte candidates for p-SOFCs operating at 

intermediate temperatures. 

 

8.2. Future Work 

Microstructural engineering of proton conducting electrolyte membranes is a 

novel research direction with promise to create less ohmic resistive electrolyte 

membranes for intermediate temperature fuel cells.  The structure engineering 

mainly includes aligning ion transport channels, crystal grains, or grain boundaries in 

the electrolyte membranes to optimize the ion transport pathways and eliminate grain 

boundary resistance.  Starting from HAP membranes investigated in this thesis, the 

concept of microstructural engineering electrolytes to enhance ion transport 

properties can be possibly extended to a wide range of ceramic electrolytes, including 

proton conductors in p-SOFCs and oxide ion conductors in SOFCs.  The processing 

technique, seeded hydrothermal crystallization, developed in this thesis for 

engineering apatite-structured HAP membranes is potentially applicable to other 

crystalline structured ceramics such as perovskite or cubic fluorite based ceramics.  

Therefore, some future work is suggested for resuming this research on creating 

microstructurally engineered ion conductive electrolytes for fuel cell applications. 

 
(a) Systematically characterize c-axis oriented HAP membranes for use as 

electrolytes in intermediate temperature fuel cells 
 

As candidate electrolytes for intermediate temperature fuel cells, the 

microstructurally engineered HAP membranes should be systematically characterized 

on the properties: proton conductivity, crystallinity, mechanical stability, chemical 
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stability, porosity, compatibility with electrode materials, and fuel cell performance 

under the fuel cell operating conditions.  With these properties known, the HAP 

membrane based fuel cells can be reasonably considered and constructed by selecting 

proper component materials and following appropriate procedures for the long term 

applications.  The thesis has studied the proton conductivity of HAP membranes, 

data shown in Chapter 7.  Some attempts to measure the fuel cell performance are 

being conducted and the preliminary result shows that improvement on the 

experiment needs to be done in the future. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 8.1. (a) A picture showing a homemade test cell for fuel cell performance 
measurement under high temperature conditions; (b) A schematic illustration of each 
component in the test cell. 
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The fuel cell performance measurement was conducted in a homemade test 

cell, structure shown in Figure 8.1.  Assembly of the test-cell was completed as 

follows: the cathode catalyst was prepared by sintering Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ 

(BSCF) in polyethylene glycol slurry at 950°C for 1 hour to form a porous pellet.  A 

platinum (Pt) paste was coated to the porous pellet by brush-coating and sintering at 

900°C for 0.5 hour.  The cathode BSCF/Pt pellet was placed on the HAP membrane 

and a Pt mesh was attached to the cathode as a current collector.  Current and 

potential leads were similarly attached to the anode (Pd foil) and cathode (Pt mesh) 

for the performance measurement.  The test-cell was seated across the top of an 

alumina tube using ceramic adhesive with the cathode facing outward.  A similar 

procedure to the HAP conductivity measurement in section 7.2 was used for the fuel 

cell performance measurement. 
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Figure 8.2. Comparative fuel cell performance measured on HAP films created by 
different approaches under temperature of 600°C. 
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The preliminary fuel cell performance data, presented in Figure 8.2, include 

the comparative fuel cell performance at 600°C measured on HAP pellet and films 

prepared by different approaches.  For limiting current density from low to high in 

Figure 8.2, the HAP electrolytes are HAP sintered pellet (at 1000°C for 10 hours), 

HAP film produced by electrochemical deposition, HAP film produced by 

electrochemical deposition with water glass coated gaps between crystals, HAP film 

produced by electrochemical deposition with HAP gel-coated gaps between crystals, 

and dense HAP film by seeded hydrothermal growth.  The results show that the 

hydrothermal deposited HAP films have the highest performance compared with 

films prepared by other possible methods.  However, the performance is still poor 

compared to conventional oxide ion or proton conductive electrolyte based fuel 

cells.  The poor performance may result from the bad contact between the 

electrolyte membrane and cathode catalyst.  The cathode and electrolyte were not 

sintered together as is typically done for SOFCs.  Instead, the cathode was sintered 

separately and placed on the electrolyte surface.  Some future work to improve this 

interlayer connection needs to be considered. 

 
(b) Develop ion substituted oriented HAP membranes to enhance proton conductivity 
 

The proton conductivity of c-axis oriented HAP membranes created in 

Chapter 7 is still low compared to the benchmark materials of proton conductive 

ceramics.  A further improvement of proton conductivity is desired when HAP 

membranes are used as electrolytes in fuel cells.  One possible approach is to 

synthesize ion substituted oriented HAP membranes.  Studies have showed that 

cations (such as Na+ and Y3+) or anions (such as F-) substituted HAP ceramics have 
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higher proton conductivity.1-3   In sintered Ca9.3Y0.7(PO4)6(OH)1.3O0.7 pellet, the 

highest conductivity reaches ~10-4 S/cm, around ~100 times higher than sintered HAP 

pellet.2  In Ca10(PO4)6(OH)1F1, the conductivity measured by a DC method was ~10 

times higher than pure HAP pellet over a range of temperatures.1  Hydroxyl ions are 

believed to be the dominant charge carrier in HAP.  The incorporation of 

monovalent or trivalent cations at certain levels into HAP introduces vacancies at 

hydroxyl lattice sites which increases the ion mobility and results in higher 

conductivity.2  The fluorine substitution is thought to change the hydroxyl ion chain 

along c-axis of the HAP into –OH-F-OH-F-, which speeds proton conduction because 

the protons are attracted more easily to fluorine from oxygen by the difference of 

electronegativity.1     

The microstructural engineering of ion substituted HAP is expected to 

enhance the proton conductivity further in comparison with either oriented HAP 

membrane or conventionally sintered ion substituted HAP pellets.  The 

hydrothermal deposition process developed in this thesis could be utilized for c-axis 

oriented ion substituted HAP membrane synthesis.  A preliminary study on growth 

of oriented yttrium-substituted hydroxylapatite (YHAP) and fluorine-substituted 

hydroxyapatite (FHAP) using the hydrothermal crystallization has been carried out.  

The experimental procedure was similar to that reported in section 6.2 and 7.2 except 

that a solution containing 0.10 M Ca(NO3)2, 0.02 M Y(NO3)3, 0.13 M Na2-EDTA 

used as the cationic (calcium and yttrium) source for YHAP, and a solution of 0.01 M 

NH4F and 0.01 M (NH4)2HPO4 acted as the anonic (fluorine and phosphate) source 

for FHAP.  Figure 8.3 and 8.4 show the morphology of c-axis oriented YHAP and 
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FHAP membranes, respectively.  In the future work, different amounts of Y3+, Na+, 

F-, and other cations/anions can be added along with Ca(NO3)2 or (NH4)2HPO4 during 

hydrothermal synthesis to obtain HAP membranes with varying levels of ion 

substitution, and as a result to generate HAP based electrolyte membranes with 

different levels of ion conductivity for fuel cell applications. 

 

   
(a)                                (b) 

Figure 8.3. SEM images showing top-view morphology (a) and side-view 
morphology (b) of YHAP membranes developed by the seeded hydrothermal growth 
method. 

 

   
(a)                              (b) 

Figure 8.4. SEM images showing top-view morphology (a) and side-view 
morphology (b) of FHAP membranes developed by the seeded hydrothermal growth 
method. 

 

(c) Extend microstructural engineering technique to other ion conductive ceramics 
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Among the rich family of ion (H+ or O2-) conductive electrolytes for the 

SOFC applications4-7, hydroxyapatite is probably the first material investigated with 

microstructure engineered to optimize ion conduction.  There is no doubt that other 

members of the ion conductive electrolyte family could also be microstructurally 

engineered to enhance ion transport properties.  Hexagonal apatite structured ion 

conductors can potentially be synthesized using similar methods to those developed 

for HAP in this thesis.  For example, alanthanum silicate has apatite structure and 

higher oxide ion conductivity at < 600°C temperatures than conventional ion 

conductors.8  It has been reported that some unique oxygen channeling structure 

exists in lanthanum silicate, which is responsible for the high oxide ion conduction.9  

An engineering of the electrolyte microstructure to optimize ion transport along these 

channels is expected to improve the conductivity of lanthanum silicate for 

intermediate temperature fuel cells.  Future research work could also be conducted 

with other crystalline structured materials such as perovskite or fluorite related 

electrolyte ceramics.  The brownmillerites (a perovskite related materials) have 

ordered oxygen vacancies along the [101] direction in the crystals.10  Engineering 

the ordering of these vacancies, and/or grains and grain boundaries alignment in 

brownmillerite electrolyte membranes can potentially enhance ion conductivity and 

other transport properties sufficiently for fuel cell applications. 
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